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PREFACE

.
.1 I

.

. Thii volume contains the materialsdeveloped through t%e research
s described in a separate volume entitled "Supplemental Driver Safety Progrlii.

.Development Final Report: Volume I, Developmental Research and Evaluation.
The materials were developed by the'National Public Services Research Insti-
tute under contract to the National HIghway Traffic, Safet, Administration

(Contract tic). DOT-HS-9-02284).

J i i
Dr. Kenard McPhersOn served as Principal InvestigatOr of th'e project.

'Mrs John Mahan was instrumental in the development, of the instructor guides
, and, he role plays used in conAction with' the peer .intervention alcohol

educa ion Prosupervised

production of all program materials.
Mr. James R. Weidmln prepared,the.student manuals. Ms.

Jill P rrott

The NPSRI project staff wishes to acknoWledge.the cor.tribdtion of the,
following individuals who participated in various phases of the project:

o Mr. Michael F. Smith, who served as the NHtSA Contract Tech i-
611 Manager throughout the project.

o The Project' Standing AdvisOry Panelywho reviewed plans for 'and

de'velopment of program materials, including Dr. Maurice E.
Dennis, Mr. Robert Roush, Dr. Willis L. Valett, Mr. Neal. H.
Rathjen, Mr. Jay K. Smith, Dr. Robert L. Marshall, Dr. William

* ). Cushman, and Dr. Don L. Smith.

0, Mr. John HarVey. and Ms. Michele FOrman of the Vermont Depart-
hient of Education, who provided administrative and training*
services above and beyond the ce% of duty during the field
evaluation of the safety restrai modules.

The authors also gratefully acknowledge the assistance of the many inciivid-
uals, too.numerous to name, who allbwed project staff acceip to high school
students and facilities across the ,country during thePreeearch, development,
and evaruatigp phases of this project. . Without their support, the materials
presented in his .volume could never have been developed.

.
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE .

DRINKING AND DIRTY/46 INFoRmAytoN MODULE

S

INTRODUCTION

. Thlsprogram is designoeto provide students with factual information.
on driding and driving. It emphasizes the two things young people can do
to help prevent.Mnking and driving:

,
-

.

. o Separate their own drinking from driving.

0. Intervene to Orcvent their peers from drinkinlrand driving.

GOAL AND OBJECTIVES;

Goal: To reduce the frqquency of drinking and driving by young people. -

Objectives:

Performance Objectives.

o Limits -drinking when he muit-drive.

o -Seeks alternative to driving if impaired or intoxicated.

..

o Acts during the planning of drinking situations to reduce the like-

a

li.hood that othgrs will drink and drive.

o Intervenes during drinking situations,to prevent others who must
driiit from becoming impairtd or intoxicated.

o Intervenes followinardrinking situtations to prevent others who are
impaired or intoxicated from driving:

o Avoids riding with impaired or intoxicated drivers, and intervenes
to prevent others from doing so.

Attitude Objectives

o Believes no one is immune td the effects of alcohol.

o Believes driving whfle impaired or intoxicated is dangerous.

.$)

o Believes it is essential to try to prevent drinking and Iriving
regardless of how others may react.
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o Believes it is essential 'to intervene to prevent others from riding

with an impaired or intoxicated driver.

o Believes it is possible to intervene and feel comfortable doing so.

Knowledge Objectives

o Knows how alcohol acts upon the body.

o Knows amount of drinking that will result in impairment or intoxica-

tion.
,

9 knows visual or other signs that an individual-is impaired or.intox-

icated.

o.--Knows how. impairment-and.intoxication affect ar? individual's ability/

'to drive safely.
' I

o, ,Knows the rfskS associated with driving while impaired or intoxi- c.4 .

ated.

o Knows methods to avoid becoming impaired' or intoxicated.

o Knows available alternatives to drinking and driving.

o Knows methods for preventing persons whomust drive from becoming

impaired or intoxicated.

o Knows method's for preventing impaired or intoxicateet persons from

driving.
fir

PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

The program requires three class periods. It can be administered to

any size group that can be managed by a single instructor.

The principal method of instruction is teacher presehtation supported

by ,informational transparencies. Questions and\answers should be.handled as

they arise durfhg the presentation. Tests are part of the program and are

intended to motivate students to read their materials and follow the

instructor presentation.
.

Materials

In addition to this Guide, required materials include:

o A student manual
o .Two.sets of tests

o A set -f 14 transparencies

Al-2
. .12
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PREPROGRAM PREPARATION

Read the Student Manual, and review the activities and transparencies.
To prepare for Activity #2, identify questions you will pose to the class.

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Activity fl (30 minutes)

Tests

Administer the knowledge and opin tests. Do not give students
answers to test questions.

Reading Assignment

Assign the student manual for outside reading. Emphasize that a second
test will be given on the contents of the manual.

Activity f2 (1 hour or.class period)

Instructor Presentation: Drinking and Driving Facts

You will review basic information on alcohol, effects on behavior and
driving abilities, risks from drinking and driving, and techniques for
avoiding drinking and driving and for intervening to prevent others from
drinking and driving.

Activity f3 (30 minutes)
fs.

Tests

Administer the knowledge and opinion tests. Do not give students

answers to test questions.

Activities fl and #3--see test file for instructions.

Activity f2--Instructor Presentation: Drinking and Driving Facts

During this activity, you will review basic information about alcohol

and drinking and driving. There are visuals to aid you in the presentation
of the information. The major ideqs and key points that should be presented
with each visual are outlined below.
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VISUAL #1, WHAT YOU CAN DO

Major Ideas

You can do two things: Avoid drinking and driving, and help others in
drinking and dr1Ving situations.

7

Key Points

o Di'inkinq and driving is a serious problem. Alcohol is involved in
half of the annual 50;000 fatalities on U:S. roads.

o The drunk drier is the worst judge of his own .behavior.

o Drinking is a personal decision, but when driving is involved, some-
one else needs to step in.

o .44wfirst step in controlling your own drinking or intervening with
others is knowing the facts about alcohol.

- know how it affects people

- recognize when you and others are drinking too much

- recognize when others cannot safely drive

- recognize defenses and myths about alcohol used by the drinking
driver to defend his ability or right to drive.

VISUAL #2, ALCOHOL: MYTHS AND FACTS

Major Ideas 0

There are a lot of dangerous iths about alcohol which contribute to
the drinking and driving problem. The drinking driver often believes and
uses those myths. YOu may use these myths or you may hear them when you try
to keep others from drinking and driving. You need to understand the myths
for what they are--false information and dangerous excuses.

Key Points

o Alcohol depresses functions of the brain and central nervous system
and affects human behavior.

o No one is immune to its affects, no matter how much he brags or pro-
tests that he can handle his liquor.

o Performance in any activity is not improved by alcohol. Indeed it

becomes worse. The person who says he can drivq0etter, play sports
better, etc., after a few drinks is deluding himself.

AI-4
14



o4:21::::;)deludt yourself or4et others "suck you in."

o The effects of alcohol are detrimental and progressive.

o There are no quick ways to sober up. Time is needed, and rationali-
zations like "I can drive okay after a few cups of coffee" or "I'll
be okay when I get some fresh air" just aren't true.

VISUAL #3, THEY'RE{ ALL THE SAME
e'

Major Ideas

Alcohol intake is measured by the percentage of alcohol in the drink
and the amount consumed. A person can get just as drunk on beer as on whis-

key.

Key Points

o The percentage of alcohol in a drink is the only Ly to measure its

strength.

o A 12-ounce can of beer with 5% alcohol, a 5-ounce glass of wine with
12% alcohol, aqd a standard 1-1/2-ounce shot of whiskey with 40%

alcohol all contain .60 ounces of alcohol.

o Some mixed drinks can be very strong when more than one kind of

alcohol beverage is contained.

o It is important to understand and observe the amount and kinds of
drinks that a driver is consuming:

- because individuals are affected by the amount of altthol they

consume.

- because many individuals will claim that beer does not affect

them. (Beer packs a strong punch, even though there is a larger
'volume of liquid to consume and it is normally consumed at a

slower rate.)
A

VISUAL #4, ALCOHOL IN/OUT

Major Ideas

To understand how alcohol works, you need a basic understanding of
absorption and elimination. Bg understanding these processes, you will know
that a drinker can control the intake of alcohol but not the rate that alco-
hol is used up in his body. .



Key Points

o Alcahol is absorbed rapidly. It goes 4irectly into thel,Qodstream

and does not have to be digested like food.

o The drinker has control over the rate at which he consumes alcohol

and thus the rate at whi...h it is absorbed into the bloodstream.

o Food will slow down the absorption rate. If someone is drinking too

much too soon, try to g t-him to eat. (It will not prevent him from

being affected but will low him downrso that he will not be'

affected as quickly and ill not drink as much.)
Amer

o The drinker cannot control the rate of elimination.

- 90% of the alcohbl is eliminated by oxidation (burned up by the

liver), and this is done at the rate of about one drink per hour.

- When drinking and absorption rate exceed elimination,A4cohol

builds up in the bloodstream and the individual becomes drunk.

VISUAL 0, ALCOHOL AND Ta BRAIN

Major Idea

You need to know how alcohol progressively affects the brain'to be able

to recognize the stage you or other drinkers have reached.

4 Key Points
or

o As the level of alcohol builds up in any individual, itzrogries-
,

s'ively affects the brain.

o The higher learning center.(i.e., the part of the brain that

controls judgment and inhibitions):is affected first.'

o Mdscle controll.vision, and coordination are next affected.

o The last part of the brain which is affected is the area that con-

trols vital functions. This will cause the person to "pass out."

(Only automatic Breathing and heartbeat function when the brain is

entirely sedated.)

o During the "sobering up" process., alcotiols.s effects dissipate in

reverse order--e.g., as he sobers up, someone who is staggering will

.revert to the stage where "only" judgment and inhibitions are af-

fected.

o Don't drive or let someone else drive just because coordination

problems are no longer evident. 1.
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lISUAL f6, WHAT OETERMINES BAC

Major Ideas

BAC (the percentage of alcohol in the bloodstream) depend;on the
amount consumed', the rate of drfnking, and the drinker's weight. Knowing
BAC levelsIelps the drinker set a limit. Anyone who drinks more than one
drink an hour Asipakinq a chance if he plans to drive.

Key. Points

o The amount of alcohol consumed, the rate at which it was consumed,
and the drinker's weight all play a role in determining when and to
what extent alcohol will affect the behavior and abilities of the

drinker.

o A 120-pound person who drank four beers in one hour has reached an
alcohol build-up of .12% BAC, which is another way of saying he is
legally drunk. His ability to drive was affected long before that.

, VISUAL V, EFFECTS AS BAC INCREASES
4

Major Ideas 4

It is important to recognize the kinds of behavior that indicate how

much a person ha' had to drink.. It is important, too, to understand that
you can influence the amount and rate at which drinking occurs..

Key Points

o .01-.04% BAC--This level is one or two drinki, and usually results
in slightly affected behavior. Example: A 120-pound person who has
one drink in one hour is usually relaxed, sociable, talkative.
Judgment is slightly affected. There is some risk in driving be-
cause of alcohol's effects on judgment and inhibitiT.

o .05 -.09% BAC--A false sense of security develops and behavior begins
to change quite a bit. For example, the shy person becomes more

aggressive. Our 120-pound friend reaches this state with three

drinks in one hour': He definitely should not drive. His control is
lessened; his judgment is affected, and his ability to respond is
limited.

o When an individual's behavior changes, he should not drive untilhe
sobers up.

o .10% BAC, besides being the legal level of intoxication in most
states, is the level at which coordination, vision and reaction time
are seriously affected. It is difficult to drive not only because
of diminished judgOent but 11;.:.ause of diminished physical abili-
ties.

4
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~ o Our 120 -pound friend reaches this stage with four beers in one hour.

o When he has four drinks in his system, he is intoxicated.

VISUAL #8, OTHER FACTORS

Major Ideas

There are other factors involved in the way alcohol affects an tndivid-

ual. You need to know these factors in order to'avoid drinki'ig and driving

and to help others in drinking and driving situations.

Key Points
,I.

o Alcohol can hit harder and falter. with diffeQt individuals because

of mood, drinking experience, and phySical and emotional state.

o Mood--If the drinker is angry, depressed or drinking to "forget" or

"to build up courage," it is likely that alcohol will hit hard and

fast and make him even less capable of-driving.

o Experience--New drinkers can experience so-called psychological

intoxication, i.e., they expect to get drunk tnd act very: drunk with

one drink or lets. In fact, they are just as drunk as if thEy had a

lot to drink.

o If someone in the crowd will be driving and has had little or no

drinking experience; his experiMents with drinking Apould be

deferred until a time when he will not be driving.

o Tolerance--Some experienced drinkers (and even some fairly new

drinkers) have a very high tolerance for alcohol. This simply means

they can drink a lot without showing the obvious effects. The fact

is, however, that their judgment, thinking, and reactions are not

immune to 'alcohol's effects. While people like this don't necessar-

ily appear drunk, they cannot safely drive if they've consumed too

much. The only way to recognize that people like this are affected

by alcohol is to observe the actual amount and rate of their drink-

ing. If you are one of these people; set a limit--no more than one

drink per hour--or don't drive.

p

o Fatigue--If a drinker is tired, alcohol will hit him faster and

harder. The same is true if one is ill and drugs are being used.

Some combinations of drugs and alcohol are very dangerous. Avoid

drinking if you are fatigued, and discourage drinking among others

who are tired, sick or on medication. .'

4
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VISUAL 09, HC ALCM AFFEW DRIVING

.MajorsIdeas

'T1T drinking driver often rationalizes hfs behavior. You need to

understand that all drivers are affected,by alcohol no matter how much con-

fidence they eltresl,p their abilities.' .

644

Key Points

t

o The drinking driver cannot perform well because judgmen, vision and

reaction time are all adversely affected and driving errOr` s result.

o The'critical errors, such, as improper speed or lane control and

dangerous passing, are the ones that result in serious collisions

and death.
a

o Younts,drinking drivers often take high risks and add the dangers of

speed acid night driving to their drinking.
oat

/1!-

.o Separately, speeding, night driving, and drinking and driving are

all fattors in'increased accident probability. Combined, they can ,..

be deadly for you, others who &ink and drive, and those on the

road who haven't been drinking.

VISUAL #10, MHAT,ARE THE RISKS
4

Major Ideas

There is a definite relationship between how much a person drinks and

his risk of being in an accident, especially a fatal accident. You need tp

know this to appreciate the risks youaccept when you drink and drive or

permit others to drink and drive.

1

Key Points

o Over half the fAllccidents each year are directly or indirectly

cause bydrinking drivers.

o 40-50% of all driver fatalities had a BAC Of .10% or more.

o 55-65% of drivers killed in single-car crashes had a BAC of .10% or

.more.

o All drivers risk accidents when they drive.

o The risk is two times higher at .06% BAC.

o The risk at .10% is six times higher.

AI-,9
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o Statistics show that drivers under 18 are four times more likely

4
than the geheraliublic4to be involved in acrid ants when alcohol is

.

not involved.

6' Risks are even higher When alcohol is involved.

'o, Even at 1ow levels (.03% BAC, which is one or two drinks for .a 140-

. pound person), the risk is i as nine times for the 16-20 ape
group, compared with three t mes for the 20-24 age coup.

VISUAL ill, EIGHT, IRINKS

Pridor:Ideas

The acdident rate is high fo dripking drivers. You ,need to kn9w when

it is safe for a drinker to drive.. It takes a lon4 time for d person who

has reached a high BAC level to "sober up."

Key Points

o If anyone has had one drink, it is usually appropriate to wait an
hour before driving.

o Remember, the body requires about an hour to eliminate one drink.
If you are consuming, about' one drink an hour, stop drinking the last

hour of the, party.

p Someone whose BAC level is ..05% or higher is asking for trouble if

. he drives. The best strategy is not to reach that level. Set a

limit on the number of drinks, and how rapidly they are cons Jed.

o In the example shown in the visual, the individual has reached a

very unsafe level, and the alcohol won't be down until 3 or 4 a.m.
because of the build-up of alcohol in his system and the rate at

which it is eliminated. Yet it will still be unsafe to drive
because of night driving and fatigue problems. The chart shows that
his highest BAC level (the rate at which he is most affected by
alcohol) is reached one hour after his last drink.

o That is why "one for the road" is such a bad idea. The effict of

"one for the road" hits a driver when he is on the road.

o In short, when someone drinks too much, too fast, he shouldn't be

permitted to drive. Waiting an hour won't help someone who is
. drunk. Any time a person is drug*, any activity requiring judgment

is out of the question for several hours.

AI-10 20
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'VISUAL #121, ALCOMOL'IS. JUDGMENT'

Major Ideas

4

1

Alcohol affects judgment, and a drinker sometimes thinks he can perform
than he can. *He can't. You know it, but he doesn't. If you are the

drinker, you are the one who's deluded. 1.

1410i" Key Points

o Alcohol affects the drinking driver's judgment so that he may think
he is peeforming well and may.have 'an inflated sense e his abili-
ties. ,

6

o Ekample: The 'drinker who thinks he isivory witty and charming after
a few drinks, but, in. fact, is not.

o When you try to prevent a driver from drinking too much or from---
driving, you will be faced with stated and unstated defenses. -1

o Defenses (I can handle it; I can drive better thani.tier..even when-I'm
drunk; its the man's place toArive, etc.) make the drinking driver*
tough to cope 'with. If you drink and drive, you are part of the
problem--but you can be part of the solution.'

VISUAL #13, HELPING OTHERS

Major Ideas

Tie question is not
don't have to Wait until
Most people will be glad
sober and safe.

whether o help; i
a driver is drunk
you helped -- especi

t is when and how to help
before you,take positive
ally the next day when th

/ You
action.
ev're

1
Key Points

o You can prevent a drinking and driving situation before the drinking
starts, during the drinking, or after thedrinking.

o BeTvre the drinking starts, you can look for indicatons that there
will be drinking and driving later on and try to make plans:Ito head
it off.

o While the drinking is going on, you can 'pay attention to those
drinkers who will have to drive later and, if necessary, get them to
slow down or stop.

o If someone becomes. too drunk to drive, you and others need to pre -
vcnt him from driving.

o Have him ride with someone else; call for a ridertrake away his keys
if youjave to.



!VISUAL 0144 HELPING YOURSELF
4

Major Ideas

. 2

Drinkers can keep diiniang and driving apart. No one is saying "don't
drink" on "don't drive." These decisions heVd`to be made individually. But
"if you drink and drive, you are not just putting yourself at risk--you acre

putting others'at risk too.

Key Points

o These who drink can drink in a responsible hznner--they are to bl.me
for the losset they cause when t112y don't drink in a responsible
way.

o Seta wait until judgment !..; %paired. Set the limit
before drinking beg:ns. Remember, the body gets rid of only one
drink an `hour.

o Control drinking by sticking to the limit,'pacing drinks, and stop-
ping early. Remember, one for the road hits you'while you're on the
road.

o Separate drinking from driving by -letting someone'else-drive, taking
turns driving and not drinkiug, staying overnight instead of driving
home, or asking parents to drive you..

P
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INNUCTOR'S GUIDE

DRINKING AND DRIVING IIMOORNATION AND SELF-IMAGE MODULE

INTRODUCTION

Alcohol-related accidents involving young drivers are a significant and
growing problem that traditional approaches have failed to solve. While

some young people have a fairly good 'Idea of how alcohol can affect a
drinker, many still believe themselves immune to those effects... Some do
lack knowledge of risks presented by alcohol, but programs that have
increased 'knowledge substantially have failed to 4eMOnstrate any ability to
change behavior.

Persons

impaired and
could do so,
increase.'

who drink and drive are unable to observe themfelves while
make rationalwjudgments on their own performance. If they

it seems probable that their perceptio% of personal risk would

/ \c2' -*

This program is designed to provide students with basic information on ;

alcohol and its effects and to increase their perception of personal risk by r

having them view a film of individuals. participating in a DrinOn.

GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

Goal: To reduce the frequency of drinking and driving-by young people.

Objectives:

Performance Objectives

o Liwits drinking when he must &live.

o Seeks alternative to driving if impaired or intoxicated.

o Acts during. the planning of drinking situations to reduce the like-
lihood that others will drink and drive.

o Intervenes duiking drinking situations to prevent otherk,who must .

drive from becoming Impaired or intoxicated.

o Intervenes following drinkina situtations to prevent others who are
impaired or intoxicated from-driving.

o Avoids risling with impaired or intoxicated drivers, and intervenes
to prevent others from doing so.

Attitude Objectives

A

o Believes no one is immune to the effects of alcohol.

o Believes dr0og while intoxicated or impaired is dangerous.

SI-1
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o Believes it is essentiarto try to prevent drinking and driving
regardless of how others may react.

o Believes it is essentia)to intervene-to prevent others from Hding
with an impaired or intoxicated driver.

a

o Believes it is poslible to intervene and feel comfortable doing so.

Knowledge Objectives

o Knows how alcohol acts upon the body.

o Knows the amount of drinking.i.that will result in implirment or
intoxication.

o Knows Visual or other signs that an individual Is impaif.ed or intox-
icated.

o. Knows how impairment and intoxication affect an individual's ability
to drive safely.

o Knows the risks associated with driving 'while impaired or intoxi-
cated.

o Knows methods to avoid becoming impaired or intoxicated.

o Knows available alternatives

o Knowsmethods for preventing
,mpaired or intoxicated.

o Knows,methods for preventing
driving.

to drinking

persons who

impaired or

and driving.

must drive from becoming

int?xicallp,peribns from,

ROMAN CHARACTERISTICS

The program requires four class periods. The principal method of
instruction is teacher presentatlon supported by informational transparen-
cies and a film. Nestions and /answers should be handled as they arise dur-
ing the presentation. Tests are part of the 'program and are intended to
motivate students to read their materials and follow the instructor presen-
tation.

Materials

\L
In addition to this Guide, required ma rials include:

o A student manual
o Two sets of tests

t .

*t
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Instructional Aids .

o A set of 14 transparencies

o Film--"Five Drinking Drivers" (Project Crash Vermont)

PREPROGRAM ?REPARATION

o Review this Guide and the student manual.
r7

o Preview film and transpirencies.

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Activity #1 (30 minutes)

Tests

s

LI

4

Administer the knowledge and opinion tests. Do not give students

answers to test questions.

4.

Reading Assignment

Assign the Student Manualfor outside reading. Emphasize that a second

test will be given on the contents''of the manual.

.0

Activity #2 (1 hour or class period) .

Instructor Presentation: Drinking and Driving Facts

it)

You will revtew basic information on alcohol, effects on behavior and

driving abilities, risks' from drinking and driving, and techniques for

avoiding drinking and driving and for intervening to prevent others from

a

drinking and driving.
-411

Activity f3 (1 hour or class period)

Film: "Five Drinking Drivers"

94dents will view the film. A class discussionkl4will follow.

Activity f4 (30 minutes)

Tests

Administer the knowledge and opinion tests. Do not give students

answers to test questions.

SI-3
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./ Activities #1 and ftsee test file for instructions.

Activity #2-- Instructor Presentation:' Drinking and Driving Facts

During this activity, you will review basic information aboyt,alcohol
and drinking and driving. There are visuals to aid you in the presentatiO

.

of the information. The major ideas and key points that should he. presented:.
with each visual are outlined below.

VISUAL 11, WHAT YOU CAN 4O

Ideas

You can do two things: Avoid drigking and driving,Ind help others in
drinking and driving situations.

Key Points. se

o Drinking and driving is a serious problem. Alcohol is involved in
half' of the annual 50,000 fatalities. on U.S. roads.

o The drunk driver is the worst judge of his own behavior.

o Drinking is a irsonal decision, but when driving is involved, some-
one'else needs o step in.

o The first step in controlling your own drinking or intervening with
others is knowing the facts about alcohol. /

- know how it affects people J

- recognize when you and others are drinking too much

- recognize when others cannot safely drive.

- recognize defenses and myths about alcohol used by the drinking
driver to defend his ability or right to drive.

VISUAL #2, ALCOHOL: MYTHS AND FACTS

Major Ideas

There arena lot of dangerous myths about alcohol which contribute to
the drinking arid driving problem. The drinking driver often believes and
uses' those myths. You. may use these myths or you may hear them when you try
to keep others from drinking and driving. You need to understand the myths
for what they are--false information and dangerous excuses.

SI-4 2G
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Key Points
a

o Alcohol depresses functions of the brain and central nervous system
and affects human behavior.

o No one is immune to its effects, no matter how much he brags or pro-
tests that he-can handle his liquor.

o Performance in thy activity is not improved by alcohol. Indeed it

becomes worse./ The person who says he can drive better, play sports
better, etc., After a few drinks is deluding himself.

o Don't delude yourself
t

or let others 'suck you in."

o The effects,of alcohol are detrimental and progressive.

o Tfiere are no quick ways to sober up. Time is needed, and rationali-
zations like "I can drive okay after a ew cups of coffee" or "I'Tl
ifbe okay when I get some fresh air" Sus aren't true.

VISUAL #3, THEY'RE ALL THE SAME

Major Ideas
to,

Alcohol intake is measured by the percentage of ialcohol in the drink
and the amount consumed. A person can get just as drunk on beer as on whis-
key.

' Key Points

o The percentage of alcohol in a drink is the only way to measure its

strength.

o A 12-ounce can of beer with 5% alcohol, a 5-ounce glass of wine with
,12% alcohol, and a standard 1-1/2-ounce shot of whiskey with 40%
Alcohol all contain .60 ounces of alcohol.

o Some mixed drinks can be very strong when more thin one kind of
alcohol beverage is contained.

o It is important to understand and observe the amount and kinds of
drinks that a driver is consuming:

- because individuals are affected by the amount of alcohol they
consume.

-.because many individuals will claim that beer does not affect
them. (Beer packs a strong punch, even though there is a larger
volume of liquid to consune and it is normally consumed at a
slower rate.)

SI-5
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VISUAL #4, ALCOHOL. IN/OUT

NajortIdeas

To understand how alcohol works, you need a basic understandina of

absorption and elimination. By understanding these processes, you will know
that a drinker cLn control the intake of alcohol but not the rate that alco-
hol is used up'in his body.

Key Points

o Alcohol is sorbed rapidly. It goes directly into )42kbloodstream
and does not have to be digested like food.

o The drinker has control over the rate at which he consumes alcohol
and thus the rate at which it is absorbed into the bloodstream.

o Food will slow down the absorption rate. If someone is drinking too
much too soon, try to get him to eat. (It will not prevent him from
being affected but will slow him down so that he will not be
affected as quickly and will not drink as much.) ,

o The drinker cannot control the rate of elimination.

- 90% of the alcohol is eliminated by oxidation (burned up by the
liver), and this is done at the.rate of about one drink per hour.

When drinking and absorption rate exceed elimination, alcohol
builds up in the bloodstream and the individual becomes drunk.

VISUAL #5, ALCOHOL AND THE BRAIN

Major Idea

You need to know how. alcohol progressively affects the brain to be able
to recognize the stage you or other drinkers have reached.

Key Points

(
o As the level of alcohol builds up in any individual, it progres-

sively affects the brain.

o The higher learning center (i.e., the part of the brain that
controls judgment and inhibitions) is affected first.

....s.

o Muscle control, vision, and coordination are next affected.

o The last part of the brain which is affected is the area that con-

trols vital functions. This will cause the person to "pass out."
(Only automatic breathing and heartbeat function when the brain is
entirely sedated.)

SI-6
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o During the "sobering up" 'process, alcohol's effects dissipate in
reverse order--e.g., as he sobers up, someone who is staggering will
revert to the stage where "only" judgment and inhibitions are
affected.

1-X

o Don't drive or let someone se drive just because coordination
problems are no longer evid . ,

fr

VISUAL #6, WHAT .DETERMINES BAC

Major Ideas .

BAC (the percentage of alcohol in the bloodstream) depends on the
amount consumed, the rate of drinking, and the drinker's weight. Knowing
BAC levels. helps the.drinker seta limit. Anyone who drinks more than one
drink an hour is taking a chance if he plans to drive.

Key Points

o The amount of alcohol consumed, the rategat which it was consumed,
and the drinker's weight all play a role in determining when and to
what extent alcohol will affect the behavior and abilities of the
drinker.

o A 120-pound person who drank four beers in one hour has reached an
alcohol build-up of .12% BAC, which is another way of saying he is
legally drunk. His ability a drive was affected long before-that.

VISUAL 47, EFFECTS.AS BAC INCREASES

Major Ideas

It is important to recognize the ktods. of behavior that-windicate how
. much a person has had to drink. It 1's-lmportant, too, to understand that

you can influence the amount and rate at which drinking occurs.

Key Points

o .01-.04% BAC--This level is one or two drinks, and usually results
in slightly affected behavior. Example: A 120-pound person +o has

one drink in one hour is usually relaxed, sociable, talkative.
Judgment is slightly affected. There is some risk in driving
because of alcohol's effects on judgment and inhibitions.

o .05-.09% BAC--A false sense of security develops and behavior begins
to change quitea bit. For example, the shy person becomes more
aggressive.. Our 120-pound friend reaches this state with three
drinks in une hour. He definitely should not drive. His control is

lessened; his judgment is affected, and his ability to respond is
limited.

o When an individual's behavior changes, he should not drive until he
sobers up.

SI-7
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o .10% BAC, besides being the legal level of intoxication in most

states, is the level at, which coordination, vision and reaction time

are seriously affected. It is difficult to drive not only because

of diminished judgment but because of diminished abilities.

o Our 120-pound friend reaches this stage with four beers in one hour.

4 o When he has four drinks in his system, he is intoxicated.

VISUAL #8, OTHER FACTORS

Major Ideas

O

There are other factors involved in the way alcohol affeets-an.individ-

ual. You need to know these factors in order to avoid drinking and driving

and to help others in drinking and driv4ng situations.

Key Points

o. Alcohol"can hit harder and faster with different/ individuals because

of mood, drinking experience, and physical and emotional state.

o Mood--If the drinker, is angry, depressed or drinking to "forget" or'

"to build up courage," it is likely that alcohol will hit hard and

fast and make him even less capable of driving.

o Experience--New drinkers can experience so-called psychological

intoxication, i.e., they expect to get drunk and act very drunk with

one drink or less. In fact, they are just as drunk as if they had a

lotto drink.

o If someone in the crowd will be driving and has had little or no

drinking experience, his experiments with drinking should be

deferred until a time when he will not be driving.

o Tolerance--Some experienced drinkers (and even'some fairly new

drinkers) have a very high tolerance for alcohol. This simply means

they can drink a lot without showing the obvious effects. The fact

is, however, that their judgment, thinking, and reactions are not

immune to alcohol's effectt. While people like this don't necessar-

ily appear drunk, they cannot safely drive if they've consumed too

much. The only way to recognize that people like this are affected-

by alcohol is to observe the actual amount and rate of their drink-

ing. If you are one of these people, set a limit--no more than one

drink per hour--or don't drive.

o ratigue--If a drinkero is tired, alcohol will hit him faster and

harder. The same is true if one is ill and drugs are being used.

Some combinations of drugs and alcohol are very dangerous. Avoid

drinking if you are fatigued, and discourage drinking among others

who are tired, sick or on medication.

SI -8
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VISUAL #9, HOW ALCOHOL AFFECTS DRIVING

Major Ideas

The drinking driver often rationalizes his behavior. You need to

bnderstand that all drivers are affected by alcohol no matter how much con-

fidence they express In their abilities.

a

Key Points

o The drinking driver cannot perform well because judgment, vision and

reaction time are all adversely affected and driving errors result.

o the critical errors, such as improper speed or lane control and

dangerous passing, are the °ries that'result in serious collisions

and death.

o Young drinking drivers often take high risks and add the darioers of

speed and night driving, VI their drinking.,

o Separately, speeding, night driving, and drinking and drivi o ay.*

all factors in increased accident probability. Combined, th can

be deadly for you, others who drink and drive, and those on t

road who haven't been drinking.

VISUAL #10, WHAT ARE THE RISKS

Major Ideas

There is a definite relationship between how much.a person drinks and
his risk of being in an accident, especially, a fatal accident. You need to

know this to appreciate the risks you accept when you drink and drive or

permit others to drink and drive..

Key Points

o Over.half the fatal accidents each year are directly or indirectly
caused by drinking drivers.

o 40-50% of all driver fatalities had a BAC of .10% or more.

o 55-65% of drivers killed in single-car crashes hak! a SAC of .10% or

more.

o All drivers risk' accidents when they drive.

o The risk is two times higher at .06% BAC.

o The risk at .10% is six times higher.
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o Statistics' show that driVers under 18 are four times more likely
than the geneial pub* to be involved in accidents when alcohol is
not involved.

'o 'Risks are even higher wilin,alcohol is involved.

,o1wEven at low levels 1.03% BAC, which is one or two drinks for a 140-
pound person), the risk is increased nine times for the 16-20 age
group, compared with three, times for the 20-24 age group.

VISUAL Ili, EIGHT OINKS

Major Ideas

The accident rate is high for driOing drivers. You need to know when
it is safe for a drinker to drive. It takela long time for a person rho
has reached a high BAC level to "sober up."

Key Points

e

o f anyone has had one drink, it is usually appropriate to wait an
hour before driving.

o Remember's, the body requires about an hour to eliminate one drink.
If you Are consuming about one drink an hour, stop drinking the last
hour of the party.'

4.

eone whose BAC level is .05% or higher is asking for trouble if

drives. The best strategy is not to reach that level. Set a
Mit on the number of drinks, and how rapidly they' are consumed.

o. In the example shown'in fhe visual, the individual has reached a 46,

very unsafe level, and the alcohol won't be down until 3 or 4 a.m.
because of the build-up of alcohol in his-system and the rate at
which it is eliminated. Yet it will still be unsafe to (Wive
because of night driving and fatigue problems. Thn chart shows that
his highest BAC level (the rate at which he is most affected by
alcohol) is reached one hour after his last drink.

o That iswhy "one for the road" is such a bad idea. The effect of

"one for the road" hits a driver when he is on the road.

o In short, when someone drinks too much, too fast, he shouldn't he

permitted to drive. Waiting an hour won't help someone who is
drunk. Any time a person is drunk, any activity requiring judgment
is out of the question for several hours.

SI-10
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VISUAL #12, ALCOHOL ,VS. JUDGMENT.

Major Ideas

Alcohol affects judgment, and a drinker.sometiTes thinks he can perform .

better than he can. He can't. You know it, but he doesn't. It.you are the
drinker, you are the one who's deluded.

Key POints

o Alcohol affects the drinking driver's judgment so that he may think
he is performing well and may have an inflated sense of his abili-
ties.

o Example: The drinker who thinks he is very witty and charming after
a few drinks; but, in fact, is not..

o When you try to prevenea driver frot drinking o much or from
driving, you will be faced with stated and unstated defenses.

o Defenses (I can handle it; I can drive better than her even when I'm
drunk; it's the man's place to drive, etc.) make the drinking driver .

tough to cope with. If you drink and driy%, you are part of the
problem--but you can be part of the solution.

VISUAL #13, HELPING OTHERS

Major Ideas
rh

The question is not whether to help; lt is When and how to help. You

don't have to wait until a driver is drunk before you take positive action.
Most people will be glad you helped--especially the next day when they're
sober and safe.

Key Points

o You can prevent a drinking and driving situation before the drinking
starts, during the drinking, or after the drinking.

o Bore the drinking starts, you can look for indications that there
4rill be drinking and driving later on and try to makssplans to head
it olf. 1-

o While the drinking is going on, you can pay attention to those
drinkers who will have to drive later and, if necessary, get them to

...slow down or stop.

o If someone becomestoo drunk to drive, youtand others need to pre-
,

vent him from driving.

*

o Have him ride with someone else; call for a ride; te.2 away his keys
if you have to.

es *
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VISUAL 014, HELPING YOURSELF

Major Ideas

Drinkers can keep drinking and driving apart. No one is saying "dontt.
.

drink " ,or "don't drive6" These decisions have to be made individually. But

if you drink and drive, you a e not just putting yourself at risk--you 'are .

putting others at risk too.

Key Points

o Those who drink can drink 4n a responsible manner- -the are to-blame
for the lossei they cause when they don't drink in a responsible
way.

o Set a limit--don't wait until judgment is ilmpaired. Set the limit ,
before drinking begins. Remember, the body gets rid of only one
'drink an hour.

o Control drinkingAy'sticking to .the limit, pacing drinks, and stop-
ping early. Remember; one for the road hits you while you're on the
road.

o Separate drinking from drIvtng by letting someone else drive, taking
turns driving and not drinking, staying overnight instead of driving
home,,or asking parents to drive you.

Activity #3--Film: 'Five Drinking Drivers

INTRODUCTION

o A Drink-In is an exercise that is designed to demonstrate to partic-
ipants thatiihey are not immune to the effects of alcohol.

o Participants drink and drive under strictly controlled conditions.

o At various levels of intoxication, they drive a specified course and
are scored on their abilities.

Introduction to Fits'

o The film you are about to see is about a Drink-In.

o The film is called "Five Drinking Drivers."

o In it, five young people volunteer to take part in a Drink-In while
a stock car race crowd watches.

o Each participant is interviewed prior to the activities.

SI-12 34 4
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o Driving perforiMance is scored and recorded.

. o Each person' is asked to recite a tongue- twiste:"before and during
the drinking.

o The day after, each p4rson expruses his feelings about the experi-
ence and the participants view 4wS films that shgw their driving
while impaired.

(SHOW FILM)

'The purpose of this discussion is to have students talk about the
effects of alcohol on an individual's ability to drive--its effects on key
functionslike judgment, coordination, vision, and speech. Discussion
should cover clues to impairment and approaches to controlling drinking and
separating drinking from driving. Discussion should emphasize the fact that
no one is immune to the effecti of alcbhol. Use, the questions, below, if

necessary, to start the discussion.

1. What functions ,were impaired by alcohol? How were they affected?-'

2. How did this affect drtving abilities?

3. What are some of the clues that indicate a person is impaired by
alcohol?

4. CaR4anyone compensate for impairment?

5. Are you immune to the effects of alcohol? Is anyone?

6. What are some ways that you can control drinkingYnci\eparate drinking
from driving?

o Set a drink limit. k

o Know what you're drinkino and how much.

0 Space out drinks, alternate with nonalcoholic drinks.

o Eat some food.

o Stop well before driving.

o Arrange for alternative to driving.

F
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE

DRINKING AND DRIVA PEER INTER ION NODULE

Research from sever studies indicates that (1) drinking among young
people generally is done inthe company of peers, and (2) while many yuunq
people do lack knowledge of the risks presented by alcohol, programs that
have increased knowledge have failed to chanOe behavior.

A recent study by NPSRI showed that 4.high school curriculum specifi-
cally devoted to drinking and driving failed to produce changes in attitudes,
.or-behavilervalthowOrit-did-prdduce Signifkant and substantial gains in
knowledge. That study, however, indicated that peer intervention to prevent
urinking and driving has potential.

/e
Other recent studies have shown that willingness to take measures to

ensure another!s safety is increasing. According to a study for 1HTSA in
1979, those most likely .to intervene to preOnt others from drinking and
driving are under 25 and have a high perception of risk.

This program is designed to increase intervention by young people to
Prevent peers from drinking and driving. Emphasis is placed on those per-
formance objectives relating to intervention. Following delivery of basic
information via lecture and supporting visuals, the program will present
instruction in techniques for intervention. Students will participate in a
variety of role-playing activities designed to show them that it is possible
to intervene and to feel comfortable doing so. The role-playing will also
provide students with the opportunity to respond to a range of simulated
potential drinking/driving situations. Students will first use prepared
scripts and will then work.up their own scenarios for rgle playing.

4. AND OBJECTIVES

Goal: To reduce the frequency of drinking and driving by yodg people.

Objectives:

Performance Objectives

o Limits drinking when he must drive.

o Seeks alternative to driving if impaired or intoxicated.

40
o Acts during the planning of drinleing situat

lihood that others will drink and drive.
4
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o Intervenes during drinkihg situations to prevent others who must

drive frIr blecoming impaired or intoxicated.

o Intervenes following drinkinfzitutations to prevent others who are

impaired or intoxicated from driving.

o Avoids riding with impaired or intmicited drivers, and intervenes

to prevent others from doing so.

Attitude Objectives

o Believes no one is immune to the effects of alcohol.

o Believes driving while impaired or intoxicated is dangerous.

o Believes it is essential to try to prevent drinking and driving

regardless, of how others may react.

o Believes it is essential to intervene to prevent others fromiding

with an impaired-or intoxicated driver.

o Beliers it is possible to intervene and feel comfortable doing so.

Knowledge Objectives

a. Knows how alcohol acts upon the body.

o Knows the amount of.drinking that will result in impairment or

intoxication.

o Knows visual or other signs that an individual is impaired or intox-

icated.

o Knows how impairment and intoxication affect an individual'i ab*lity

to drive safely.

o Knows the risks associated with drivitig while impaired or intogi-

cipd.

o Knows methods to avoidibecoming impaired or intoxicated.

o Knows available alternatives to drinking and driving.

o Knows methods for preventing persons Who must drive from becoming

impaired or intoxicated.

o Knows methods for preventing impaired or intoxicated persons from

driving.

ea-
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PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

The program consists of three units:

4 Unit 1 - Basic Information and Approach

Unit II - Programmed Role Playing

Unit III - Student-P0epared Role Playing

Tests are administered before and after instruction as part of Units 1

and III. The program requires about eight hours to deliver. Instruction

can occur.in a.standard classroom capable of accommodating 24-30 students
involved in group,activities.

Materials

In addition to this Guide, required materials include:

o Student manual

o Two sets of tests

o A set'of 14 transparencies

o Role-play scenarios

o Student roles for scenarios

o Guidelines for student-prepared role-playing activity.

/REPROGRAM PREPARATION,

o Review contents of this Guide.

o Review the student manual.

o Review the scenarios and roles for Unit II role playing.

ti
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:UNIT I - BASIC INFORMATION AND APPROACH (3 hreus)

PREUNIT PREPARATION

Review this unit and the student manual.

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Activity fl (30 minutes)

Tests

Administer the knowledge and opinion tests; use answer sheets. Do not

give students answers to test questions.

Reading Assignment

Assign the student manual for outside reading. Emphasize that a second

test will be given'on the contents of the manual.

Activity f2 (1 hour)

Instructor Presentation --Drinking and Driving
Facts

You will present basic information on alcohol, effects on behavior and

driving abilities, risks f: in drinking and driving, and techniques for

avoiding drinking and driving and for intervening to prevent others from

drinking and driving.

Activity f3 (20-30 minutes)

Instructor-Guided Discussion: Drinking and Driving Situations

taYou will guide discussion to aid students in recognizing situations and

behavior that indicate drinking and driving is likely 'to occur, techniques

of intervention, and potential outcomes.

Activity 04 (1 hour)

Role -Play Practice

*::":,

Students will play a short scene depicting an attempt to prevent a

drunk driver from leaving a party. The practice role play will allow stu-

dents to apply information learled and to get used to the role-playing tech-

nique used exclusively in Units II and III. 411481.4.

Activity fl-- Se/ test file for instructions.

P1-4
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Activity f2--Instructor. Presentation: Drinking and Driving Facts

There are visuals to aid you in the presentation of the information.

The major ideas and key points that should be presented with each visual are

outlined below.

VISUAL fl, WHAT YOU CAN DO

Major Ideas

You can do two,things: Avoid drinking and driving, and help others in

drinking and driving situations.

Key PointsNN

o Drinking and driving is a serious problem. Alcohol is involved in

half of the annual 50,000 fatalities on U.S. roads.

o The drunk driver is the worst judge of his own behavior.

o Drinking is a personal decision, but when driving is involved, some-

one else needs to step in.

o The firit step in controlling your own drinking or intervening with

others is knowing the facts about alcohol.

- know how it affects people

- recognize. when you and Others are drinking too much

o

- recognize when others cannot safely drive

- recognize defenses and myths about alcohol used by the drinking

driver to defend his ability or right to drive.

VISUAL f2, ALCOHOL: MYTHS AND FACTS

Major Ideas

There are a lot of dangerous myths abolit alcohol which contribute to

the drinking and driving problem. The drinOing driver often believes and

uses those myths. You may use these myths or you may hear them when you try

to keep others from drinking and driving. You need to understand the myths

for what they are--false information and dangerous excuses.

Key Points

o Alcohol depresses functions of the brain and central nervous system

and affects human behavior.

o No one is immune ta its effects, no matter how much he brags or

protests that he can handle his liquor.

40



o Performance in any activity is not improved by alcohol. Indeed it

becomes worse. The person who says he can drive better, play sports
better, etc., after a few drinks Is deluding himself,-\

o Don't delude yourself or let others "suck you in."

o The effects of alcohol are detrimental and) progressive.

o There are no quick ways to sober up. Time is needed, and rationali-
zations like "I can drive okay after a few cups of coffee" or "I'll
be okay when I get some fresh air" just aren't true.

VISUAL #3, THEY'RE ALL THE SAME

Major Ideas

Alcohol intake is measured by the percentage of alcohol in the drink
and the amount consumed. A person can get just as ink on beer as on whis-
key.

Key Points

o The percentage of alcohol in a drink is the only way to measure its
strength.

o A 12-ounce can of beer with 5% alcohol, a 5-ounce glass of wine with
12% alcohol, and a standard 1-1/2-ounce shot of whiskey with 40%

alcohol all contain .60 ounces of alcohol.

o Some mixed drinks can be very strong when more than one kind of

alcohol beverage is contained.

o It is important to understand and observe the amount and kinds of
drinks that a driver is consuming:

- because individuals are affected by the amount of alcohol they

consume

- because many individuals will claim that beer does not affect

them. (Beer packs a strong punch, even though there is a larger
volume of liquid to consume and it is normally consumed at a
slower rate.)

VISUAL #4, ALCOHOL IN/OUT

Major Ideas

To understand how alcohol works, you need a basic understanding of.

absorption and elimination. By understanding these processes, you will know
that a drinker can control the intake of alcohol but not the rate that alco-
hol is used up in his body.

41
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4 Ow Points

o Alcohol is absorbed rapidly. It goes directly into the bloodstream

and does not haveato be digested like food.

o The drinker has control over the rate at which he consumes alcohol

and thus the rate at which it is absorbed into the bloodstream.

o Food will slow down the absorption rate. If stmeone is drinking too

much too soon, try to ifet him to eat. (It will not prevent him from

being affected but will slow him down so that he will not be

affected as quickly and will not drink as much.)

o The drinker cannot control the rate of elimination.

- 90% of the alcohol is eliminated by oxidatiSi(burned up by the

liver), and this is done at the rate of about one drink per hour.

- When drinking and absorption rate exceed elimination, alcohol

builds up in the bloodstream and the individual becomes drunk.

VISUAL #5, ALCOHOL AND THE BRAIN

Major Idea

You need to know how alcohol progressively affects the brain to be able

to recognize the stage you or other drinkers have reached.;

Key Points

o As the level of alcohol builds up in any individual, it orogres-

sively affects the brain.

o The higher learning center (i.e., the part of the brain that

controls judgment and inhibitions) is affected first.

o Muscle control, vision, and coordination are next affected.

o The last part of the brain which is affected is the area that con-'

trols vital functions. This will cause the person to "pass out."

(Only automatic breathing and heartbeat function wten the brain is

entirely sedated.)

o During the "sotering up" process,. alcohol's effects dissipate in

reverse ordere.g., as he sobers up, someone who is staggering will

revert to the stage wKere "only" judgment and inhibitions are

affected.

o Don't drive or let someone else drive just because coordination

problems are no longer evident.



VISUAL #6, WHAT DETERMINES MC
%WV

Major Ideas ,

BAC (the percentage of alcohol in the bloodstream) depends on the

amount consume , the rate of drinking, and the drinker's weight. Knowing

BAC le 1ps the drinker set a limit. Anyone who drinks more than one

drink an hour is taking a chance if he plans to drive.

Key Points

o The amount of alcohol consumed, the rate at which it wad consumed,

and the drinker's weight all play a role in determining when and to

what extent alcohol will affect the behavior and abilities of the

drinker.

o A 120-pound person'who drank four beers in one hour has reached an

alcohol build-up,of .12% BAC, which is another way of saying he is

legally drunk. His ability to drive was affected long before that.

VISUAL #7, EFFECTS AS BAC INCREASES

Major Ideas

It is important to recognize the kinds of behavior that' indicate how

much a person has had to drink. It is important, too, to understand that

you can influence the amount and rate at which drinking occurs.

Key Points

o .01-.04X BAC--This level is one or two drinks, and usually results

in sli4htly Affected behavior. Example: A 120-pound person who has

one drink in one hour is usually relaxed, sociable, talkative.

Judgment is slightly affected. There is some risk An driving

because of alcohol's effects en judgment and inhibitions.

o .05-.09% BAC--A false sense of security develops and behavior begins

to change quite a bit. For example, the shy person becomes more

aggressive. Our 120-pound friend reaches.this state with three

drinks in one hour. He definitely should not drive. His control is

lessened; his judgment is affected, and his ability to respond is

limited.

o When an individual's behavior changes, he should not drive until he

-sobers up.

o .10% BAC, besides being the legal level of intoxication in most

states, is the level at which coordination, vision and reaction time

are seriously affected. It is difficult to drive not only because

of diminished judgment but because of diminished abilities.

43
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0 Our 120-pound fiend readhes this stage with four beers in one hour.

o When he has 'f, ur drinks in his system, he Is intoxicated.

VISUAL #8, OTHER /ACTORS

Major Ideas //

There are other fac s involved in the way alcohol affects an individ-

ual. You need to know these tors in order to avoid drinking and driving

and to help others in drinking an tuations.

Key Points

o Alcohol can hit harder and faster with different individuals because

of mood, drinking experience, and physical and emotional state.

o MoodIf-the drinker is angry, depressed or drinking to "forget" or

"to build up courage," it is likerly that alcohol will hit hard and

fast and makim even less capable of driving.

o Experience--New drinkers can experience so-called psychological

intoxication, i.e., they expect to get drunk and act very drunk with

one drink or less. In fact, they are just as drunk as if they had a

lot to drink.

o If someone in the crowd will be driving and has had little or no

drinking experience, his experiments with drinking should be

deferred until a time When he will not be driving.

o Tolerance--Some experienced drinkers (and even some falrly new

drinkers) have a very high tolerance for alcohol.. This simply means

they can drink a lot without showing the obvious effects. The fact

is, however, that their judgment, thinking, and reactions are not

immune to alcohol's effects. While people like this don't necessar-

ily appear drunk, they cannot safely drive if they've consumed too

much. The only way to recognize that people like this are affected

by alcohol is to observe the actual amount and rate of their drink-

ing. If you are one of these people, set a limit--no more than one

drink per hour--or don't drive.

o Fatigue--If a drinker is tired, alcohol will hit him faster and

harder. The same is true if one is ill and drugs are beihg used.

Some combinations of drugs and alcohol are very dangerous. Avoid

drinking if you are fatigued, and discourage drinking among others

who are tired, sick or on medication.



VISUAL #9, HOW ALCOHOL AFFECTS DRIVING

Major Ideas

The drinking driver cften rationalizes his behavior. You need to

understand that all drivers are affected by alcohol no matter how much con-

fidence they express in their abilities.

Key Points

o The drinking driver cannot perform well because Judgment, vision and

reaction time are all adversey affected and driving errors result.

o The critical errors, such as improper speed or lane control and

dangerous passing, are the ones that result in serious collisions

vid-death.

o Young drinking drivers often take high risks and add the dangers of

speed and night driving to their drinking.

o Separately, speeding, night driving, and drinking and driving are

all factors in increased accident probability. Combined, they cell'

be deadly for you, others who' drink and drive, and those on the

road who haven't been drinking.

VISUAL MO, WHAT ARE THE RISKS

Major Ideas

1110There is a definite relationship between how much a person drinks and

his risk of being in an accident, especially a fatal accident. You need to

know this to appreciate the risks you accept when you drink and drive or

permit others to drink and drive.

Key Points

o Over half the fatal accidents each year are directly or indirectly

caused by drinking drivers.

o 40-50% of all driver fatalities had a BAC of .10% or more.

o 55-65% of drivers killed in single-car crashes had a BAC of .10% or

more.

o All drivers risk accidents when they drive.

o The risk is two times higher at .06% BAC.

o The risk at .10% is six times higher.
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o Statittics show that drivers under'18 are four times more likely

than the general public to be involved in accidents when alcohol is

not involved.

o Risks are even higher when alcohol is involved.

o Even at low levels (.03% BAC, which is one or two drinks fore .a 140- y'r

pound person), the risk is increased nine times for the 16-20 age

group, compared with three times for the 20-24 age group.

VISUAL #11, EIGHT DRINKS ,

Major Ideas
4,11.°1

The accident rate is high. for drinking drivers. You need to know when

it is safe for a drinker to drive. It takes a long time for a person who

has reached a high BAC level to "sober up."

Key Points

o If anyone has had one drink, it is usually appropriate to wait an
4 hour"before driving.

o Remember, the body requires about an hour to eliminate one drink.

If you are consuming about one drink an hour, stop 'drinking the last 4!-L

hour of the party.

o Someone whosellAC level is .05%'or higher is asking for trouble if

he drives. The best strategy is not to reach that level. Set a

limit on the number of drinks, and how rapidly they are consumed.

o In the example shown in the visual, the individual has reached a

very unsafe level, and the alcohol won't be down until 3 or 4 a.m.

because of the build-up of alcohol in his system and the rate at

which it is eliminated. Yet it will still be unsafe to drive

because of night driving and fatigue problems. The chart shows that

his highest BAC level (the rate at which he is most affected by

alcohol) is reached one hour after his last drink.

o That is why "one for the road" is such a bad idea. The effect of

"one for the road" hits a driver when *he is on the road.

o In short, when someone drinks too much, too fast, he shouldn't be

permitted to drive. Waiting an hour won't help someone who is

drunk. Any time a person is drunk, any activity requiring judgment

is out of the question for several hours.
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VISUAL 014 ALCOHOL VS. MOMENT.

Majoradeas

A

'Alcohol affects judgment, and a drinker sometimes thinks he can perform

b'etter than be can. He can't. You knew it, but he doesn't. If you are the

drinker; you are the one who's deluded.

Key Points

o Aldohol affects the drinking driver's judgment so thAphe may think

, 'he is performing well and may have an inflated sense of his abili-

4' ties.

o Example: The drinker who thinks he is very Witty and charming after

a few drinks, but, in fact, is not.

o When you'try to prevent a driver from drinking too much or from

. driving, you will be faced with stated and unstated defenses.

o Defenses (I can handle it; I can drive better than her even when I'm

drunk; it's the man's-place to drive, etc.) make the drinking driver

tough to cope with. If you drink and drive, you are part of the

problem--but you can be part of the sOution.

VISUAL 013, HELPING OTHERS

Major Ideas

The question is t whether to help; it is when and how to help. You

don't have to wait un it a driver is drunk before you take pOsitive action.

Most people will be ad you helped--especially the next day when they're

sober and safe.

Key Points

o You can prevent a drinking and driving situation before the drinking

starts, during the drinking, or after the drinking.

o Before the drinking starts,'you can look for indications that there

will be drinking and driving later on'and try to make plans to head

it off.

o While the drinking is going on, you can pay attention to those

,drinkers who will have to drive later and, if necessary, get them tom

slow down or stop.

o If someone becomes too drunk to drive, you and others need to pre-

vent him from driving.

o Have him ride with someone else; call for a ride; take away his keys

if you have to.
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VISUAL #14, HELPING YOURSELF

Major Ideas

Drinkers can keep drinking and driving apart. No one is saying "don't

drink" or "don't drivel" These decisions have to be made individually. But

if you drink and drive, you are not just putting yourself.at risk -you are

putting others at risk too.

(
Key Points

o Those who drink can drink in a responsible manner--they are to blame

for the losses they cause when they don't drink in a responsible

way.

o Set a limit--dOn't wait until judgment is impaired: Set the limit

before drinking begins. Remember, the body gets rid of only one

drink an hour.

o Control drinking.by sticking to the limit, pacing drinks, and stop-

ping early. Remember, one for the road hits you while you're on the

road.

o Separate drinking from driving by letting someone else driVe, taking

.
tu'rns driving .and not drinking, staying overnight instead of driving

home, or asking parents to drive you.

Activity #3--Instructor-Guided Discussion: Drinking and Driving

Situations

The purpose of this activity is to list the characteristics of driking

situations that are likely to lead to drinking and driving, as well as

strategies for preventing drinking and driving. There are three situations

to be discussed by the students. The first involves identifying trouble

signs before the drinking starts. For example, a group of young people

driving out to a remote spot to drink is likely to lead to a drinking/driv-

ing situation.

In the second discussion, the students will be asked to identify the

signs that indicate someone who has to drive later is drinking too much.

The last discussion will cover the most familiar situations. Students will

be asked to identify the actions and appearances that indicate an individual

has had too muctOto drink and will not be able to drive safely.

After identifying the characteristics for each situation, students will

be asked to state how they would intervene to prevent the situation and to

briefly discuss the possible outcome of that intervention. Student respon-

ses will indicate their knowledge of alcohol, how well they h read the

student material, and their common sense.

PI-13
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You have three questions to'ask during each discussion, as well as a '

V- chart (see next page) to guide your chalkboard activity.

Conduct the activity as follows:

1. List the three situ ins (befOre, during, after) on the board.

Make columns for "What to Lo k For" and "What to Do."

2. Use the first t questions to obtain responses from the students.

List the "What to Look or" characteristics ftrst and then the "What to Do"

stcategies. As stud is volunteer specific examples, probe until the re-

sponse can be rItclassified as a characteristic or simply restate the exam-

ples as characteristics.

3. The last question is for discussion only. The question asks the

students to predict the outcome of proposed interventions. It is also

designed to reinforce the idea that group intervention is the best approach.

11. The questions for each situation 1114 a chart to guide you in

obtaining and classifying responses follow. Don't copy the entire chart on

thaboard, just the headings.

B. DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Situation fl -

1. What kinds

starts that make it

Before the Drinking Starts'

of things would you look for before a
likely that drinking and driving will

drinking situation
occur later?

2. What kind of things can you do that will change the situation or
reduce the likelihood that driving will occur after drinking?

3.. What do you think will happen as a result of attempts to change the

situation?

(Discuss only. Reinforce the idea that decisions need to be made

before the drinking starts and that the group is likely to go along because

they'll want to avoid the consequences of drinking/driving and the sanctions

from parents or authorities.)

Situation f2 - 'During the Drinking Situation'

' 1. It is generally easier to prevent a person who has to drive from
drinking tdo much than to prevent him from driving later on. What are the

signs you would look for that indicate a person who has to drive later is

drinking too much?

2. What kind of things can you do that will help prevent the person

who has to drive from drinking too much?
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SITUATION WHAT TO LOOK FOR

SAMPLE ANSWERS

WHAT TO DO

01

BEFORE DRINKING o Amount of AlcoholLarge amounts
for everyone.

o Type of Drinkers--A histd7 of
drinking and driving.

\

o Location of Drinking--Will there be
a need to drive?

o Purpose--Is it an "unauthorized"
party?

o Make sure the heavy drinkers don't have
to drive.

o Elect a "nondrinking" driver.

o Change the site of the drinking.

o Arrange for other transportation befor
the drinking starts. %

DURING DRINKING o Amount of Drinking--Driver is
drinking a lot.

o The way he drinks--gulping, always
has a drink in hand.

o Actions--more talkative,. personality

q. changes.

o Try to persuade him to slow down or stop.

o Remind him of risks and of responsibility
to himself and others.

o Enlist the aid of passengers and friends
to intervene.

o Divert him with nondrinking activities
(food, dancing, conversation).

AFTER DRINKING o Actions--Spills drinks, bumps. into 40,o Persuade him by citing risks.

walls, staggers, speech is slurred,
conversation repeated. o Enlist the aic of others--especially

friends, passengers--to intervene.

o Appearance--Pale, sweating, red-faced,
bleary or glazed eyes, disheveled.

o Someone who is loud, boisterou
overconfident, obviously drunk,
insists on driving.

o Offer alternatives -- another driver,

call parents, sleep over, taxi.

o Hide keys; disable car.
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3. What are the possible oUtcomes of your attempts

(Discuss only. Reinforce the idea that by enlisting the

er's friends and passengers and using the force of group

tion is likely to be successful.)

Situation 0 - !After Drinking'
a.

to intervene?

aid of the drink-

opiniono'interven-

1. Sometimes people who have to drive drink too much and cannot drive

safely. Often they insist on driving despite their condition. You don't

needito carry a Breathalyzer around to test,other drinkers. A person's

actions and appearance as a result of drinking tell you if he is impaired

or intoxicated by alcohol and should not drive: What appearances or actions

should you look for to identify the drunk?

2. What are the kinds of things you can do to prevent an impaired or

intoxicated person from driving? .

3. What are the likely outcomes of your,attompts to iAtervene?

(Discuss only. Reinforce the idea that using the force of group opinion and

action is the most likely way to succeed. You may be abll to do this by

asking individuals if they would help out when someone else asked them to

help intervene or if someone has already initiated an intervention.)

Activity #4-- Role -Play Practice

Preactivity Preparation

Remind students to read their manual; point out the importance ortheir

answering the questions that follow the scene described at the end of the

student manual. Review the scene and roles for Scenario A.

A. OVERVIEW AND GENERAL INSTRUCTION

The purpose of this activity is to give students practice in a role-

play situation prior to Unit which consists entirely of role-play situa-

tions. The practice role play preteds a logical conclusion to. Unit I, in

that students practice intervention techniques they have just discussed.

The selected role play presents the most typical situation, a person who has

had too much to drink and who insists that he is able to tirive.

Use Scenario A from Unit II for the practice role play. This scenario

is also given in the student manual. Students should have read the scene

and thought about. the questions presented in the manual. (The student man-

ual is a reading assignment in Activity #1.)
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B. ROLE-PLAY PROCEDURES AND.INSTRUCTION

o Divide students into groupsIsee "Preparing Assignments" in Unit II)

ang\akign roles for Scenario A to members of each group.

o Instruct students to read Scenario

dents should not look at the roles
contain information on motivations
to the dynamics of the situation.

A and study their roles. Stu-

of others. The role descriptions
and Pllationships that contribute

o Have each group of students play the scene in front of the class.
Since this is a practice role play, you may offer assistance or sug-
gestions or ask the other class members for suggestions if the play-

ers get bogged down.

o Allow about 10 minutes for each group's scene or less time if it
winds to a logical conclusion.

cuss and critique each scene. Try to aet the class to focus on

m ods and techniques used to deal with the situation. Make sure

t ,discussion relates to the matrix used in Activity #3 (What to

Lo. For, What to Do).



UNIT II - PROGRAMMED ROLE PLAYING (3 hours)

0

PREUNIT PREPARATION

o Look over unit.

o Study the scenarios and roles.

o Preassign students to scenarios and roles (see "Preparing

Atsignments" section of this unit).

o Review Unit IlOn order to give Unit III assignment.

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITY

Activity fl (3 hours or ciass periods*)

Programmed Role Playing

This unit consists of only one activity relying on prepared scenarios

and roles. During the last class period in this unit, make the Unit III

student assignment and identify the day for the upcdming test.

A. OVERVIEW AND GENERAL INSTRUCTION

The precise number of role-playing activities will depend on the size

of the glass. The following general sequence of activity should be fol-

lowed:

o Instructor explains activity

b Students prepare for role.play

o Studerts present role play

o Class discusses presentation.

Organization of Scenarios

There are six drinking and driving scenarios identified as Scenarios A,

B, C, 0, E, and F. Within each scenario, there are eight roles, numbered in

order of their significance. Roles 1-4 are critical to the scenario; roles

5-8 are minor "supporting" roles. Scenario A is used in Unit I for prac-

tice.

* NOTE: Time required for this Unit will vary according to the number of

students. Three hours are required for a class of 24 students

(three groups nfc8).
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Groups will act out the scenarios in front of the entire class. For

each !cenario, a brief overview describes a situation that has reached a

point of conflict or crisis, e.g., a drunk is getting ready to drive. The

action in each scenario starts from that point of crisis or.conflict. Each

individual in the group is given a more complete description of his role

which contains information about perceptions and motivations not included

in the overview. Only the assigned individual sees a copy of his-role.

..

It is important that you prepare group assignments before class begins.

You will need to divide the class into groups, assign individuals to groups,

and assign individual roles. This takes a good amount of time before each

class session.

PREPARING ASSIGNMENTS

Preparing Group Assignments

Your objective is to divide the class into groups as equal in size as

possible and to assign each group two scenarios to act out. The ideal class

size for using the six scenarios would be twenty-four, i.e., three equal

groups of eight, each assigned two scenarios.

Class sizes vary, however, and the guidelines below will help you

determine the number of groups in various class size ranges. Within each

range, you should divide the group as equally as possible, e.g., a class of

25 divides into four groups (6, 6, 6, and 7). The scenarios that will be

assigned to the groups are also shown below. Those assignments provide for

a mix nt situations; e.g., Scenario C is a drunk who insists on driving,

Scenario B presents a situation in which a group is planning a drinking

event that will likely lead to drinking and driving.

Preparing Individual Assignments

After you have decided upon the number of groups and their assignments,

you need to:

o Assign individuals to each group.

o Assign,roles to each individual.

Try to mix group members as much as possible, i.e., outgoing with

introverts, students with knowledge of and experience in drinking with those

who have little or no experience, etc. Also, group assignments need to be

guided by the demands of the roles. In each scenario, there are equal num-

bers of male and female roles. If the makeup of the class does not support

this, students can play the roles anyway--they are only roles.



GUIDELINES FOR NUMBER'S OF GROUPS AND ASSIGNMENT OF SCENARIOS

Class Size RAn
it of students

4-8

Divide into
f of 9rouvs

one

Assign these scenarios*

Group 1 - B, C, 0

t.9-16 two Group 1 - B, C

Group 2 - D, E

17-24 three Group 1 - R, C

Group 2 - 0, E
Group 3 - F,

25-32 four Group 1 - B, C

Group 2 - D, E
Group 3 - F, B
Group 4 - C, D

33-40 five Group 1 - B, C

Group 2 - D, E
Group 3 - F, B
Group 4 - C, D
Group 5 - E, F

* NOTE: Scenario A is omitted because it is used as the practice role play

in Unit I.



There are some additional pbints to keep in mind when assigning roles- -

o Avoid having an individual play the same role (the drunk or the

individual who leads the intervention, etc.) in the scenarios
assigned to a group.

o Give each individual a chance to play a major role (1-4) in one

of the scenarios assigned to his group.

o When there are fewer than 8 members in a group, you can drop

off some of the minor roles without seriously affecting the

scene.

Final Preparation

To make sure the class starts smoothly, you should:

o Make a record of group assignments for reference.

o Assemble copies of overviews for each group to distribute in

class.

o Assemble copies of assigned individual roles to distribute in

class.

B. CONDUCTING THE ROLE-PLAYING ACTIVITIES

Getting the Role-Playing Activities Started in Class A

You can get the role-playing activities started by using the following

steps:

o Divide the class into the small groups yo..i have already desig-

nated (for use in distributing assig-:lents).

o Explain general procedures of the role playing to the entire

class. (Caution students not to look at the individual roles

of others in their group.)

o Distribute the overviews of the first assigned scenarios to

each group.

o Distribute individual roles as the group members read the over-

views of their assigned scenarios.

o Allow time (about 5 minutes) for individuals to study their

roles. mit

o .elect one group to present their scenario to the class.

o Introduce that group by reading the overview to the entire

class to "set the scene."



o Repeat the sequence until all the groups h
scenarios to the class.

o Distribute subsequent sets of scenarios and repeat the sequence

again.

Monitoring Role-Playing Activity

Once a group is started, your job is to encourage or prod them if need

be and hejp them come to an ending. Here are some guidelines to follow dur-

ing a role-playing presentation.

o Normally allow 10 to 15 minutes per scenario.

o If a scenario comes to a logical conclusion before that, let it

stop.

o If the scenario is very productive and is leading somewhere,

let it go beyond the 15 minutes. On the other hand, if the

group is floundering, it might be best to stop the scene and

get suggestions from the class by asking, "Can anyone suggest

what should happen to prevent...?"

C. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

o After each presentation, hold a brief discussion of the sce-

nario that was presented.

o Ask key players if they felt they were effective in preventing

a drinking/driving situation and if they believe they would be

able to intervene actively.in a similar real-life situation.

o Try to draw out ideas from the players about the importance of

group support and the limits to how far they would qo to pre-

vent a drinking-driving situation, and why.

o Ask the rest of the class to cooMent. In particular, solicit

their ideas on how the drinking-driving situation could have

been prevented differently or more effectively rather than a

critique of the "acting."

Students should become more proficient at "intervention" with each sub-

sequent role-playing presentation. If that is the case, the discussions

will become shorter because the results of each role play will speak for

themselves.

When all role-playing presentations are completed, hold one final class

discussion. During this short session, try to solicit responses from the

class to these questions:

o Do you think the presentations will help you recognize and deal

with potential drinking-driving situations in the future? How?



o Have the instructions and role-playing increased your willing-

ness to intervene in the future?

o Finally, what key elements of support do you feel are needed .

for a successful intervention in future real-life situations?

O. UNIT III PREPARATION

Make Unit III assignment (see instructions in Unit III).

01.
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UNIT III - STUDENT-PREPARED ROLE PLAYING (2 1/2 hours)

PREUNIT PREPARATION

o Look over unit and student guidelines.

o Divide students into three groups (you may retain groups from Unit

II but there should be no more than three groups).

o Give assignments to prepare student roles. Roles should differ from

those used in Unit II. Each group should hold at least one meeting k

,before clast to discuss and devise their role-playing scenario.

o Distribute student material entitled "Guidelines Student-Pre-

pared Role Playing."

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Activity #1 (2 hours)

Student - Prepared Role Playing

.
Groups of students prepare scenes, and each group member prepares a

role. The roles are then played in class. The purpose of this activity is

to simulate intervention experience in those kinds of drinking and driving

situations in which the students would be most likely involved.

Activity #2 (30 minutes)

Tests dre

Administer the knowledge and opinion tests. Do not give students ans-:-

wers to test questions.

Activity #1 -- Student Role Playing

A. OVERVIEW AND GENERAL INSTRUCTION

At the close of Unit II, inform the students that you want them to try

one more role-playing exercise.

o Divide the class into a maximum of three groups. This can be

done voluntarily or by preassignmed-675M you.

Try to form groups with members who socialize with one another

outside of class. This will make it more likely that,yroups

will create realistic situations.

6l)
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o Give each student a copy of the handout, "Guidelines for Stu-

dent-Prepared Role-Playing Activity."

More important than the mechanics of the homework assignment is the impres-

sion you impart when you make the assignment. Some of the students may not

take this last role-playing assignment seriously and may skimp on the prepa-

ration time. Try to impress on them that you will critiqUe their efforts

and are extremely interested in how well they will apply intervention tech-

niques to realistic drinking and driving situations. Let them know that

Unit III is not just a repeat of Unit II, which gave them a chante to prac-

tice in a variety of "made-up" situations. The purpose of Unit III is to

bring that practice closer to home. It asks the students to look at situa-

tions they have actually encountered, or anticipate, or have heard about,

and to apply intervention techniques to them.

Unit III calls for a serious and thoughtful approach to teenaae drink-

ing and driving. Students will act out past or future parties. Or perhaps

they will act out a scene dealing with one of their members who indeed

causes some worries because of, his drinking and driving.

Student Preparation

.
Student preparation is the key to Unit III. Each group needs to get

together briefly before class to discuss and devise a drinking-driving

scenario for presentation in class. The requirements for` that meeting aee

outlined in "Guidelines for Student-Prepared Role Playing." In general, the

written output of each group should be no more than two pages. The first

part should describe the scene in a paragraph or two, e.g., a party, a cele-

bration, a spontaneous drinking event. Students are encouraged to draw from

real-life situations. The secpnd part of the written output should include

a cast of characters with one or two sentences describing each character.

Students are encouraged to use real or thinly disguised characters.

One student in each group will be designated as secretary/recorder to

prepare the written group output. Students are encouraged, but not re-

quired, to practice the scene once before coming to class. Students are

asked to keep presentations to a maximum of 15 minutes.

B. STUDENT ROLE PLAYING

As thejnstructor, your job is to introduce each group and to see that

activities Amain serious and thoughtful and end withina reasonable time

limit. You should 'introduce each group by using their written overview to

"set the scene." As each activity comes to a close, thank the group and

lead the short class discussion which follows.

1.
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C. INSTRUCTOR LEO DISCUSSION

The purpose of this discussion is to critique each student scenario on

the basis of.its realism in presenting a problem and offering a solution.

Lead the discussion by asking otkftr class members to comment. Was the situ-

ation real? Did the group show a real problem and act out a plausible solu-

tion? Would those solutions work in "real life"? Overall, was the drinking

and driving problem treated by this group with the thoughtfulness and seri-

ousness it deserved?

And, of the group members, ask:

If the situation ended positively: Are these things you would do in

real life? Would you expect them to work?

If the situation did not end positively: Why don't you see this situa-

tion ending positively? What else could you have done?

Activity #2--See test file for instructions.

62
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SCENARIO A
MIKE AND CATHY'S PARTY

Brief: An older ex-student drinks too much at a party. His date is

afraid to drive with him. 1

The Scene:

It's a party given by Mike and Cathy, a young couple.just out of high

school. The three other couples at the party are high school seniors,

except for Bill, who graduated last year. Mike and Cathy have supplied

snacks, soft drinks, beer and wine. Others have brought their own beer or

liquor. Bill drove to the party with his date, Mary. He brought two six-

packs to the, party and has just about polished them off. Mary isn't much of

a drinker. She's had just one glass of wine. Earlier, Mary kidded Bill

about his drinking, but he didn't get the message. She has to be home by

midnight, and it's getting close to the time to. leave. She has driven home

before with Bill when he was drinking, but this time he seems a lfttle more

tipsy than usual. Mary is afraid to ride with Bill. But she doesn't want

to drip herself, either. She has trouble driving at night.

Mike, the party's host, has had quite a bit to drink. He hasn't been

paying too much attention to the fact that anyone has to drive home. His

wife, Cathy, has hid a few drinks. She is starting to "feel" then, but

mainly e feels tired. Cathy just wishes everyone would go home.

1rG ge is a friend of Bill's. He drove the other car to the party and

brought his date Alice, plus Bob and Rose. He needs to get everyone home by

1 a.m. and will be driving in the opposite direction from Bill. George has

been watching Bill drink and is concerned.

Alice, George's date, is quiet anddshy. She was nervous about the

party, but now she has a pleasant buzz on. The other couple, Bob and Ros

are enjoying themselves and not drinking very much. Rose is good friends

with Mary and worried that Mary has to ride with.Bill.

The party is starting to break up now despite Mike's protests. The

crowd is moving toward the coat closet and goodbyes are starting to be said.

There are several people who are concerned about Bill's driving. And now is

the time to act because Bil1,41ush with confidence and as sure of his abil-

ity to handle a car as his ability to handle two six-packs of beer, pulls

out his keys, puts his arm around Mary, and announces that he is eady to

go.
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ROLE fl BILL DAVIS

Your name is Bill Davis. You are 18 years old and just out of high.

school. It is Saturday night, and you have finished a hard week as the

assistant mane er at Green's Sporting Goods. Now you are enjoying yourself

at Mike and Ca hy's party. It's the usual gang, and you have known most of

them since gr ar school.

The o ly newcomer to the group is your.; date, Mary Fisher. You have

been seeing her for almost a year. She is still in high school and has a

1 a.m. curfew. It's close to midnight and just about time to go.

You are working on the last beer of the two six-packs you brought to

the party. The first beer.was finished over five hours ago on the way to

Mary's house. You feel pretty high. But it is,.no problem since it is only

about five miles to Mary's house. And you have driven that route with

plenty to drink before. You would never admit to Mary that you are feeling

the effects of the beer. She is younger; she depends on you; and, since she

just got her license, she doesn't like to drive at night. You need to take

care of her.

Mary is talking to your best friend George now. You and he have been

close for quite a while. He is younger and looks up to you.

It's time to go. With your last beer in hand, feeling high, a little

tired and just a bit unsteady, you walk over to Mary and George. You put on

your best face and try not to act drunk. Pulling the car keys. out of your

pocket, you put your arm around Mary and state confidently that you are

"ready to go."

S
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'ROLE 02 - MARY FISHER

You are'Mary Fisher, a 16-year-old high school senior. It's Saturday

night, and you are at Mike and Cathy's party with Bill Davis. The crowd is

a little older than you, including Bill, who is 18 and just out of high

school. You feel a little uncomfortable because outside of Bill, his friend

George White, and yOur friend Rose Nelson, you aren't really close-to anyone

else at the party.

You had one glass of wine earlier with the cheese. But now you are

drinking your u iet sodas. You wish youicould say the same for Bill.

He brought two six-pa ks with him and has oeeNtiworking on then pretty stead-

ily. As a matter of act, he started drinking on the way over to the party

and will probably dri k his last beer in the car on the way home. You know

Bill well enough to k ow that he will finish the beer he brought with him.

You care'for Bill a lot. You have never doubted his ability to drink

and handle a car. But the last couple of times out, he seemed to drive a

little too fast and stayed too close to the cen4er line. And he had to stop

short a couple of times. You never said anything to him because you are

afraid to drive at night. Besides, he wasn't drunk--just high. Tonight you

kid him a few times about his drinking, but he doesn't take the hint. It's

getting close to the time to go home now and you are concerned.

George White, Bill's best friend, comes over to talk to you now. He

seems concerned, too. But Bill is on his way over with a beer in his hand

and his car keys out. He is trying not to act drunk. But he Is. He is

ready to go, and you know he will insist on driving. Besides, what else can

you do?
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ROLE 03 - GEORGE. WHITE

Your name is George White, and you are 17 years old. It is Saturday

night and you are at Mike and Cathy's party. Your best buddy, Bill Davis,

is there too with his girl, Mary Fisher. Bill's out of school, but like

you, Mary is a high school senior.

It isn't a rowdy pirty, but there is a fair amount of drinking. Bill,

as usual, and the host, Mike Manning, are really putting it away. You are

not drinking at all. You don't have anything against drinking, but tonight

you are drivil your own car and ;flu have several passengers. A couple of

months back, after you had too much to drink, you had a hair-raising ride

home: No one xnows about it, but you feel you were pretty lucky to make it

home safe and without a ticket. So now if you are going to drink, you make.

sure that you don't have to drive. Bill is different. He drinks a lot but

always insists on driving. He doesn't seem to get as drunk as you did that

one time. But he always gets pretty high.. And after your own episode, you

don't think drinking and driving is such a hot idea.

Bill has brought his usual two six-packs, and it's a pretty good bet

that he will polish them off before the party is over.

Right now it is after midnight, so Bi 1 and Mary will be going home

pretty soon. They only have a short drive nd you would like to talk Mary

into driving instead of Bill. Or if he is n really bad shape, maybe you

can drive her home and then come bhck for him. You are talking to Mary now.

Bill comes over. He is obviously very high. He is also ready to go. His

keys are out and he wants to 'rive Mary home.

A-3
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ROLE 04 - MIKE MANNING

It's your party in your apartment, and you are feeling no pain. You

are Mike Manning, age 20, and you and your wifeigive these weekend parties
quite often.

You like to drink, andlou like people who drink. That is why you like
Bill Davis. aHe can drink like you.

It is getting close to midnight: and some people are starting to leave.
But you want to keep on partying. Maybe, you could get a few people to stay.

You could get Bill Davis to stay. He has to drive his girl, Mary Fisher,

home. Maybe he could come back. Or maybe someone else could drive her.
You hear someone say that Bill is drunk and shouldn't drive. You haven't

paid too much attention to that, not that you don't care. Rut you are

drunk, and you can't tell whether Bill should drive or not. That is not

your biggest concern anyway. Your biggest concern is keeping the party
going. Your wife, Cathy, won't object. If the party goes on too long, she

will just go to bed.

A-4
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ROLE #5 - CATHY MANNING

You are Cathy Manning, age 20. You and your husband, Mike, are givirm

one of your frequent weekend parties with the crowd you have grown up with.

You are the only married couple in the crowd, so the party is at your place.

You try to be a good hostess and have put out some snacks and provided some

beer and wine. But the real drinkers, like Bill Davis, have brought their

own supply of drinks. And your own husband, Mike, is working on his private

bottle of wine. Mike and Bill will probably get high. As for you, you've

had three or four drinks. You feel a little glow, and you are definitely

tired. Being a hostess can be taxing. You've tried to make everyone com-

fortable, especially Bill's girl, Mary Fisher, who seemed a little nervous

to you.

It is,close to midnight now, and you are ready tocall it a night.

44 Mike has had too much to drink, and you are glad he doesn't have to drive.

Some peopletare starting to leave, and you wish they all would leave. Bill

Davis looks like he has had too much to drink. His friend, George White,

and his girl, Mary, are trying to talk him out of driving. You have known

Bill for a long time, and he has always made it home in one piece. There

shouldn't be any problem because he has only a short way (5 miles) to go:

'But maybe you had better see what kind of shape he is in. After all, you

are the hostess.

.A-5
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ROLE 06 ROSE NELSON

You are Rose Nelson, age 19. You are at Cathy and Mike Manning's party

with your date, Bob Williams. It's been a nice party: a few drinks, some

good food, good music and conversation. It's just now beginning to break

up.

Only Mike and Bill Davis have done any heavy drinking. But they never

get obnoxious or anything like that. However, you are concerned about Bill

Davis because he will be driving your friend,Mary Fisher, home. Bill is 18

and out of high school and doesn't like anyone to say anything about his

drinking and driving.

Mary is still in high school and won't speak up. You have seen Bill

put away most of his two six-packs of beer tonight. He doesn't show his

beer as much as others, but you believe that he has had too muchtto drink

to be able to drive safely. Your biggest concern is Mary. Maybe she could

go in George's car with you. Or maybe you could get her to speak up to Rill

and talk him out of driving. Or maybe it's none of your business. Bill

always drinks a lot and drives, and he has never gotten into any trouble.

Leave well enough alone or speak up? What should you do?



ROLE 07 - ALICE BLUE

You are Alice Blue, age 18. Tonight you came to Cathy and Mike

Manning's party with George in his car. Rose Nelson and Bob Williams came

along, too. You were a little nervous about the date with George and had

two beers. The beers made you a little woozy and lightheaded, but the ef-

fects seem to be wearing\off now.

It's been a pretty good party even though George seemed to be overly

concerned about his friend Bill Davis' drinking, especially the fact that

Bill will have to drive home later with his date, Mary. You certainly hope

that there isn't any trouble about that. You don't like scenes. You are

sure that if there is any kind of problem, the group can get together and

work it out. Whatever they decide to do is best. You prefer to keep in the

background.



ROLE 08 - BOO WILLIAMS

You are Bob Williams, age 18. You came to Mike and Cathy Manning's

party with Rose Nelson, George White and Alice Blue. George drove. You

have had a good time at the party, and it's time to go home. It has been a

tame affair. Mike and Bill Davis have had too much to drink, but what's

new? The only thing is that Bill will have to drive home with his girl-

friend, Mary Fisher.

You don't really like Bill because he gets pretty cocky when he is

drinking. You rarely drink and generally don't care for people who get

drunk or high. It's really none of your business what Bill Davis does. You

have seen him pgt away about 8 or 10 beers tonight. If you knew him better,

you might try to stop him from driving. But you don't know him very well.

And so even though you don't think it is a good idea for people to drink and

drive, it isn't likely you will do anything about Bill.

1
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SCENARIO B
THE SHOPPING CENTER

Brief: It's summertime. The gang is hanging around Bill's can the

shopping center parking lot, talking about what to do to fight. Hal

and Sandy drive up in Hal's pickup. "Hey, we got two cases of beer

in the back. Let's go have a party!"

Scene:

On most summer evenings you can find the gang in the parking lot at the

Central Plaza Shopping Center. That is where they start out. Sometimes it

ends up with a couple of six-packs split between the six of them. Or it may

end up a party at someone else's house.

Tonight, Bill and Janie were ready for 1 party. The rest of the tang

were thinking that way too. Maybe they would get a couple of six-packs and

drive to the lake. It was just five miles away and there was a spot they

could drink without being interrupted.

Bill sometimes gets carried away and drinks too much. He doesn't let

anyone else drive his car. So the crowd doesn't like to go too far away to

do any heavy drinking. A couple of six-packs out by the lake seems pretty

safe. Bill isn't the only one who gets carried away. Janie might be work-

ing on a bottle of wine even if no one else is drinking. She says she likes

the sweet taste: But she gets high quite a bit. And soNetimes pretty

nasty. Ralph and Meg think of themselves as social drinkers. They like to

party, but drinking is not such a big thing. They both have licenses, and

sometimes Ralph ends up in a hassle with Bill about driving.

Richard and Jenny are the youngest in the crowd. Neither one ha; a

driver's license. Drinking was exciting and unpredictable. Both have stern

warnings from their parents about going with a drinking driver. And both

have taken to heart what tney learned about driRking and driving in school.

But they haven't had much experience with either of those "adult" activi-

ties.

Tonight, it looked like nothing was going to turn up. So the gang was

seriously considering getting some beer and driving off to the lake. But

then they recognized Hal's red pickup truck. Hal and Sandy were good

friends from school. They lived out in the boonies and v.00ld drive in every

once in a while to see what was going on. Everyone was excited to see

them.

With the engine still running, Hal leaned out of the pickup and

announced to the roup that he had two cases of beer in the back. "Let's go

to the lake and hive a party. You can all pile into the pickup or we can

take Bill's car, too!"

Now, the gang is pretty excited about the prospects of a party. But

Ralph, in particular, is concerned about the amount of beer and the driino

arrangements.
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ROLE 01 HAL JONES

You are Hal Jones, age 18. Living in the boondocks like you do, it's a

great treat to drive into the Central PlazaShopping Center and meet the

gang from school, especially in the summer when you don't SOe them that

often. And seeing the gang means one thing--having a party!

So tonight when,you got the family pickup truck, you and Sandy Welch

headed for town. You and she have gone in on the purchase of two cases of

beer. The gang at the shopping center will be sure to kick in fo.,- their

share when you get there. The two cases are in the back under a tarp. Your

idea is to find Bill and the gang and head out to the lake for a party. .

It's a great summer right for drinking, swimming and just plain partying.

You and Sandy have already started with a couple of beers and are feel-

ing loose. The lake isn't far from your place so you won't have any prob-

lems driving home. That really doesn't matter anyway. You aren't planning

to get drunk--just have a good time!

When you pull into the shopping center, you see them all (Bill, Janie,

Ralph, Meg, Richard, and Jenny) hanging around Bill's car. With the gang,

you will hive no trouble finishing off the beer before you head hoote.
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ROLE 02 - BILL WALLACE

You are Bill Wallace, age 19. You are with the gang at the shopping

center deciding what to do tonight. You are restless. It's summertime and

early in the evening. You are ready for some action, and action means a
party.

You have been drinking a lot lately (mostly beer), and your folks have
come down on you about using the car when'you have been drinking. A couple
of nights you have come home with beer on your breath. But you never get

into any real trouble. There have been a couple of speeding tickets which
caused you to spend some time in traffic school. But you know how to drive,
and you know how to drink!

There were a couple of times that you did have too much to drink and

passed out. You didn't plan it that way but it happened. Ralph drove you

.home, and you slept it off at his place. But as long as you know what is

going on, you are .going to'drive your car.

Tonight you want to get high. It is just a question of the time and

place. When Hal Jones pulls up ip his pickup, you immediately go along with
the idea of a party at the lake. The gang can pile into your car and you

will follow Hal out to the lake.



ROLE #3 - JAMIE SANDS

You are Janie Sands, age 18. You are with the gang hanging around the

shopping center. You've got your bottle of wine stashed in the back seat of

Bill's car. You are about halfway finished with it and getting pretty high.

You are not in a real good mood tonight.flou would really like tn.qo off

with Bill and get loaded.

Ralph and Meg are here, and they are always bugging you about your

drinking. You wish they would mind their own business. The more you, drink,

the angrier you get about them. They just spoil "e fun. Sometimes it is

nice to have Ralph around to drive if you have had too much to drink. But

you don't have your car tonight, and Bill will drive in his car.

When Hal pulls up in his pickup, you are assured of another ride. And

what a great idea. Just the four of .you (Bill, Hal, Sandy and you) off..to

the lake for a party. Of course, you need to get some more wine. You car

only stomach so much beer. Wine is your thing.



ROLE 04 - RALPH DUNCAN

You are Ralph Duncan, age 17. On summer nights you hang around with

your friends at the shopping center. It's not just the thing to 4o--it is

your gang anctyou belong. You plan ti.ings together and do things together.

The beer and wine that sometimes go along with the activities are only inci-

dental. You share a lot more than that.

Of course, having Meg Barnes around helps a lot. You and she have been

seeing each other all through high school. You've been close to Bill and

Janie too. But her drinking and his macho act when he drinks turn you off.

You've been on Janie's case about drinking, and you know it bugs her. But

the thing that really bothers you is when Bill drinks and drives, You

wouldn't mind his drinking so much if he would let someone else drive,. He

can get pretty mean about it.

Tonight is a good example. Janie is already getting high cn,her wine.

Bill wants to have a party and is itching to get some beer and go'someglace.

That's okay. But you would like to drive before ithings get started. Yot'

could go home and borrow your folks' car if'nkessary. You are all for a

party. But you think that someone who won't drink too much needs to be

given the job of driving. You would even take the job because drinking

isn't that important. You plan to have only one or two beers tonight. How-

ever, when Hi 'drives up in his pickup with a load of beer, things get com-

plicated. Hal is a big drinker, and he is already driving. You don't want

to dampen anyone's fun because your friends are too important. But you feel

you ought to say something about the driving arrangements before everyone

gets carried away. You might have to put up with a lot of teasing, and

maybe they would decide to go without you add Meg. You don't. wane to be cut

out of the group.
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ROLEdip - SANDY WELCH

You are Sandy Welch, age 16. Living out in the country without a car,

you depend a lot on Hal Jones for rides. Most-of your friends from school

live in town. This summer evening, Hal asks you if you want to Q0 into town

and find Bill and the gang for'a party. The price is your share of two

rases of beer. With the beer in the pickup, you head for town. Odds are

you will run into the gang at the shopping center and get most of your money

back.

The funny thing is that you don't care that much for drinkino. But it

is what the gang usually does at parties, and it sure beats being albne.

With that much beer around, you will probably get high. It always seems to

work that way. Hal will drink a lot too. One of you will have to stay

sober enough to drive. Hal will let you drive the pickup if he gets too

drunk.

When you pull into the shopping center, the gang is there. Bill and

Janie, as usual, are ready to party. But you aren't sure if everypne else

wants to go to the lake to party. It is convenient for you, but maybe not

for them.



ROLE 06 : MEG BARNES

You don't really like hanging around the shopping cenaLwith the group

because it usually ends up in a drinking party. Drinking .is okay. You

enjoy a beer or two. But Janie alway% gets looped, and Bill and Ralph get

into hassles. Ralph is the main reason you put up with it all. You would

just as soon go somewhere with him alode. If you suggested that, it might

put a strain on things between the two of you. There are times to be with

the clang and times to be alone. Ralph is very close to Bill and the rest of .

the gang.

Tonight would be a great night to have the gang over to your air-condi-

tioned place for TV and popcorn. YoU'd like to keep Bill Janie out of

it because they would bring some beer and wine.

When HalHal and Sandy drive up in the pickup, you are faced with a di-

lemma. The prospect of a beer party at the lake both attracts andfrightens

you. The scary part is having Bill and Hal drive. They are both big drink-

ers, and with the amount of beer (two cases) already in the pickup, it is

likely that there will be two drunk drivers. Maybe you can talk Ralph into

getting his care Or maybe you just won't go. But you are afraid of what

Ralph will do if, you don't go. Can he put.up with the teasing from the

crowd if he chickens out of the party because of you?



ROLE f7 - RICHARD BARKER

You are Richard Barker, age 15. The gang you hang around with at the

shopping center are all older than you (except for Jenny). It made you feel

important to be. around them on these summer nights. And once in a while you

would drink a beer or some wine with them. Your folks are dead set against

drinking. You think that is unreasonable. They do have one unbreakable

rule, however: Don't get into a car with a driver who has been drinking.

You try your best not to break that rule because you know they are serious.

When Hal Jones pulls up in his pickup, you ar faced with a tough

elkchoice. It looks like the gang will head for th ke with Hal and Sandy

and their two cases of beer (Janie has some wine ). But Hal and Bill

will be driving. And both are big drinkers. You know they are good dri-

vers; but they both will be drinking.

It's important to belong to this group. And going to the party at the

lake is very important. It's not the drinking; it's being part of the

group. The party. The excitement. You don't want to miss anything.

You wish that you had your driver's license. Then you could drive and

let Bill .drink all he wanted.



ROLE 18 - JENNY DALE

You are Jenny Dale, age 15. Most summer evenings you hang around with

the older crowd at the shopping center. In some ways, it is exciting just

to be with them. You have been tempted, but you stay away from the drink-

ing. Janie's bad example turns you off.

Tonight they are talking about a party. You hope it will be at Meg's

house, which is close by. B t when Hal Jones and Sandy show up in his pick-

up loaded with beer, you kno the gang will be off to a party at the lake.

You are afraid to go, but also fraid not to go.

You will haver() ride with B 1, and you k he will be drinking with

all that beer available. Maybe it is or the older kids to go, but if

you could work up your courage, you would ask Richard to do something else.

He is your age.

You are afraid you will be left out of the gang. But you are startino

to think that no matter what Richard says, a party at the lake is exciting,

but too risky.

so



SCENARIO C
FRIDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

Brief: Two carloads of students plan to go to a.party after the big
football game. But the drinking starts before the game,-and its
becomes apparent that one of the drivers may have had too much to
drink.

The Scene:

It's Friday night football, and the big game is in Madison, 20 miles
from Central City. Everyone in the gang has a driver's license, but Sally
and Robby were elected to drive. Actually, Sally volunteered to drive. She
is proud of theway she drives and of her new (although secondhand) car.
Sally drove Rick, Jerry, and Nancy in her.car. Robby, who had his parents'
car, drove Yvonne, Dave, and Donna.

There was going to be a big party back in Central City after the foot-
ball game. So it promised to be an exciting night. The excitement started
at the "tailgate" party on the grassy parkingot before the game. Two buc-
kets of chicken and two six-packs of-beer were the main ingredients.

Robby just had one beer--as did earh of the girls. Except Sally. She
had two beers along with the rest of the guys. Rick and Jerry also shared
part of a pint of whiskey. They each took a few swigs from the bottle and
saved the rest to mix with cokes during the game. Dave had a thermos full
of vodka which he was going to offer to the group during the game.

Everyone except Robby had one or two drinks during the game. He ab-
stained. While Rick, Jerry, and Dave did the most damage to themselves,
Sally wasn't too far behind.

The fact that Central City lost didn't seem to bother anyone, particu-
larly the drinkers in the crowd. It was late, dark, cold and time to head
back to the party in Central City. When they all reached the parking lot,
it was clear that Rick and Jerry were pretty drunk. Dave was loud and
pretty high too. And sally, who was also proud of the fact that she could
"hold her liquor," was beginning to showithe effects of her drinking.

Dave still had some vodka left and loudly insisted on trading places
with Nancy so that all drinkers could continue in one car. Sally brightened
at the idea. Rick and Jerry mumbled their "okayi." Donna cared a lot for
Dave. So she wanted to go with him to protect OM from his drinking.

The other girls were relieved that all the drinkers were Going in one
car. But Robby wasn't. Robby didn't think it was a good idea for Sally to
drive, especially if they were going to drink more on the way home.

81
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ROLE 01 SALLY BENSON

You are Sally Benson, age 18 and a senior at Central City High .You
have your license and your own car. It's a used car that your parents
bought for you. But it's yours, teand you are proud. of it and the way you
drive.

Drinking -is a part of your lifestyle. You know how to handle your
liquor. You like to get high, but not out -of control. Tonight is e big
night. A football game in Madison, 20'miles away, and then back to Central
City for a party. Your friends are going in two cars. You are driving
Rick, Jerry, and Nancy in one car, and Robby is driving the other cat.

On the way over, Rick and Jerry have a few drinks from a pint.of
whiskey. They offer you a drink, but you refuse. It's'too early to start.
But when you get to the parking lot in Madison, it's a different story. You
have two beers daring the pre-game party, and during the game you have a few
vodka drinks -- compliments, of Dave and one of the guys in Robby's car. Your
last drink is a big one, and on the way back to the parking lot, you start
to feel a little high. Dave thinks that it would be a good idea for all the
drinkers to go back in your car. That way you car) finish off his vodka.
You like the idea, but Robby and Donna (Dave's girl) don't, and they raise
some concerns about your drinking and driving.

Now, you don't like anyone telling you what to do. No one is going to
say anything about your driving. And no one else is ming to drive your car
as long as you are able. And while having a few drinks on the way back
isn't that important, you will make up your own mind about drinking, too.
You have always decided when to drink and how much to drink. As far as you
are concerned, being Just a little high doesn't hurt your driving at a:l.
You are a good driver, and a.. few drinks just keep you more on your toes than
usual.

8.4
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ROLE BE - ROBBY RILEY

You are Robby Riley, age 17 and a senior at Central High. On the night

of the big football game, you drove one carload of the gang to Madison (20

miles away), and Sally drove the others in her car. With the exception of

Dave Waters, you Nave t' ,ale.:t group. Dave likes to drink and has a

thermos of vodka with him. But he knows better than to drink it while he is

in your car. He'll save is for the game.

You don't nave anything against drinking. You lust think it should be

lene responv,bly. There will be a small party before the game, and then

some of the Toup will have a few at the game. Finally, there will be a

house party back in Central City later that night. All that drinking is

more than enough for the non-drivers in the crowd.

You might have one or two beers et the house party back in Central

Cit.!. But that will be it. You are nct much of a drinker to begin with- -

you can take it or leave it. But when driving is involved, you set a limit

of two beers...period. Sally is driving the other car and she has a reputa-

tion of being able to drink a lot. You have hinted to her that it would be

wise to hold off on the drinking until the party after the game. But you

note that Sally has a few beers in the parking lot before the game. During

the game, she shares some of Dave's vodka, and ynu are beginning to get con-

cerned.

After the game, it is obvious that Rick And Jerry have been drinking.

Dave is not as bad but is pretty high. And you can tell that Sally has been

drinking. She is becoming a little more talkative than usual and acting

overconfident. When Dave suggests that he trade places with Nancy so that

all the drinkers can go back in one car, you are really concerned. It would

certainly be easy on you. But you care about your friends in the other car.

There is no telling how much Sally had to drink at the game, and the drinks

might not hit her completely until she gets on the road. The prospects of

more drinking in the c..." on the way home make the siteation even more

dangerous. I, just make; sense to have someone else drive Sally's car.

That someone else has to be cne of the girls who hasn't been drinking. It

looks like ,you will have to take the initiative to make sure Sally doesn't

drive.



ROLE 113 - DAVE :WATERS

You are Dave Waters, age 18, a high school senior at Central City high.

Tonight promises to be a blast. There is a football game in Madisoh fol-

lowed by a party back in Central City. You have a thermos full of vodka and

orange juice forthe game. You are not too thrilled about riding with Robby

Riley because he will raise a fuss if you try to drink in his car. So you

have a couple before the trip and hold off the drinking during the ride

over. Your girl, Donna, is the one who wanted to go in Robby's car. You

know that she sometimes gets upset about your drinking and probably managed

it so all the real drinkers were over in Sally's car.

It doesn't matter. You all meet at the parking lot outside Municipal

Stadium in Madison. During the impromptu tailgate party, you have a couple

of beers, and during Cie game you share your vodka with Sally, the other

driver. By the time the game is over, you are feeling pretty high and ready

to party. It would be a great idea to go back in Sally's car and finish off

the vodka. Sally is a lot of fun when she is drinking with you. So are

Rick and Jerry, who are feeling no pain from the whiskey they brought with

them. If you can't squeeze into Sally's car, you can trade places with

Nancy. Donna could come along too, but she is getting to be a drag the way

she worries about your drinking. She probably is a little jealous of Sally,

too.

Out in the parking lot after the game,. you announce to everyone that

you are gotnq back to Central City in Sally's car.

4
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ROLE 114 - DONNA EVANS

You are Donna Evans, age 16, a junior at Central City High. Tonight is

the big football game in Madison. You and the gang are going pver in two

carloads. You prefer going in the car with Robby and Yvonne and, of course,

your boyfriend, Dave. Robby will drive, and he doesn't drink. You are con-

cerned about Dave's drinking. Dave Waters has a reputation for drinking a

lot, and so you are glad that Robby will be driving. But driving ;sn't your

major concern. You don't like the way Dave acts when he has too much to

drink. You feel that it is separating the two of you.

You certainly didn't want to go in Sally's car. She, Jerry and Rick

drink a lot. Just put Dave in that group and he will be drinking on the way

over and back. There is plenty of time for a party later on tonight. Also,

when Sally aria Dave are drinking, she gets a little too friendly with Dave.

You are sure nothing will happen when they aren't drinking, but things

change wit!. ) few drinks.

Dave joins in the party in the parking lot before the game and con-

tinues drinking from his thermos of vodka and orange juice during the game.

he offers you some, but the one beer you had before is enough. Dave turns

to Sally and they share the vodka and orange juice. You mention to him a

couple of times during the game to slow down. After the game, Dave says

that he wants to go back in Sally's cat.. You think that he has had too much

to drink and that he needs you. If he goes back with Sally, you will go,

too. You and Dave will sit in the back seat. May'-e you should help him

finish his thermos on the way back.

, )
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ROLE 05 - RICK BROWN

You are Rick Brown, age 19, and a college freshman. Tonight you are

going to tie Madison-Central City High football game with some old friends.
The great thing about the game is that you can party before it, during it,
and after it. On the way over in Sally's car, you and Jerry take.a few
drinks from a bottle of whiskey. You can tell that Sally is a little ner-
vous about your drinking in the car. But once she starts drinking, she
won't care. You really like her and want to make a goo impression on her.
You were going to drive until she volunteered. ThC,.. is okay. Tonight is

for partying, and you don't need to be worried about driving. The other two
riders in the car, Jerry and Nancy, are pretty quiet. Jerry will 010 along

with the drinking but doesn't say much. It's hard to tell what Nancy is
thinking.

At the tailgate party in the parking lot of Municipal Stadium, you and
Jerry continue working on the pint of whiskey, and you have a few beers.
Things are getting lively, particularly since Sally has joined the drinking
and-your friends from Robby's car have joined in the party.

Drinking contirues during the game and you are feeling a little high.
After the game. Dave, one of th' guys riding in Robby's car, wallas to come
back in Sally's car. He has been drinking with her during thegame. You

are high, and it doesn't matter that much to you. Sally seemed a little
high too. Maybe you ought to drive. After all, you are older and more
experienced.
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ROLE $ - NANCY SAATLETT

You are Nancy Bartlett, age 17, a senior at Central City High. You are

nervous about doing to the Madison-Central City High football game. You are
nervous because you will be ridirig over in Sally's car with Jerry and Rick.
You like Jerry ano want to be with him. Rick, who is older, is in college
and drinks. Sal: will probably drink later on at one of the many parties
associated with the football game. Drinking people scare you. Espe:ially
when driving is involved. You would much rather have gone to the game in
Robby's car. He is rretter sober and solid. BUt you want to be with Jerry.

As you suspected, Rick hAs a bottle, and he and Jerry have a few drinks
on the way over. You wish Sally ..Arld say something, but she doesn't.
Before the game, you have one beer at the tailgate party...but you don't
even finish that.. During the game, you sit with Jerry. He is getting hiah
with Rick (Jerry doesn't seem to be able to drink much without getting
high), and it looks like Sally and Dave are drinking, too.

After the game, when Dave says he wants to go back in Sally's car, you
are relieved. Sally has been drinking so you see this as a chalice to trade
places with Dave and go back in Robby's car. You are sure that you can talk
Jerry into coming, too. Donna will probably want to go with Dave, so you
and Jerry can probably trade places with Donna and Dave. With the exception
of Jerry, let all the drinkers go back in the car. That is a relief.
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ROLE 17 - JERRY KNIGHT

You are Jerry Knight, an l8-year-old high school dropout. Tonight you

are going to the Madison-Central City High football game with some old

- friends. Sally is driving, And you and she have partied a lot together.
Rick is in college (but it hasn't gone to his head), and he is supplying the
pint of whiskey for the trip over and fur nips during the game. And of

course, there is Nancy. Although she is a year younger and still in high
school, she is special to you. You want to keep her happy.

You will be meeting the group from Robby's car for a party before the
game. That is a pretty tame group, with the exception of Dave. Actually,

you don't like Dave as he gets pretty obnoxious when he drinks.

Drinking affects you differently. A few drinks on the way over, a
.couple of beers in the parking lot, and .a few more drinks during the game

make you sleepy. After the game, Dave wants to go back in Sally's car. And

Robby doesn't think Sally should drive because she was drinkino during the
game. You really don't feel too strongly about those issuer although you

would just as soon not be with Dave. And of course, yOu want to .be with

Nancy. But really, the drinks have put you in a sleepy, "Who cares?" mood.

8
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ROLE OS - Yvonne Morgan

You are Yvonne Morgan, age 17 and a junior at Central City High. You

are excited about the big football game between Madison and Central High.

The ride over to. Madison, the party before the game, the game itself, ano
the party after promise to make it a big night.

Drinking will be a part of those activities, but that is not one of
your major interests. You might have a few beers, but your fun comes from

the,people and the excitement. The drinking of'others doesn't concern you
much as long as they don't get rowdy or cause you trouble.

With the exception of Dave, the riders in your car aren't drinkers.
Robby, the driver, is solid and sober. He is a lot of fun, and you like

him. You look up to him, too. Donna-is pretty much wrapped up in Da.e, who

is pretty much Wrapped-up in himself and drinking.

The tailgate parts before the game is fun, and you have a beer. You .

don't drink during the game, but some of the riders in the other car (Sally,

Rick and Jerry, along with Dave) ,Ire drinking. You sit with Robby, and he

brings up his concern about Sally's drinking. After all, she has to drive

the other car back. Generally, your attitade is *live and let live." After

the game, Sally seems. okay to you, but Robby thinks she has had too much to

drink and that_someone else should drive. To mplitate matters, Dave wants
to go'back with Sally so that all the drinkers can be in one car. You cer-

tainly weren't looking for any hassles like this. Maybe you ought to stick

your two-cents-worth into the sitdatIon. It probably is best that Sally

does not drive. taut how can that be resolved without a lot of hassle?
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SCENARIO
BRAD'S PARTY

IP

Brief: It's early in the party, and Jesse,is bombed. He and Beth are
ready to leave. Beth happy to let.Jesse drive because she is
high too.

Scene:

This' is the second_gr third time that Brad's folks have gone away for
the weekend, and each tTMe they said it was okay for Brad's friends to come
over; They don't mind a little beer for his friends if they are over 18.
They trust Brad and count on him to avoid any trouble.

4

Brad's girl, Jill, will act as hostess. She'll put out the snacks.
She is always trying to get'some kind of parlor game going, although most of
the group just wants to talk or comment on(Whatever is on TV.

Charlie and Anne are usually the loudest, especially after they get
high on the beer they've brought. They both live down the street anJ will
walk home after the party.

Mike and Sue are interested mainly in one another. They are usually
nuzzling and giggling with each other in the big sat chair in the corner.
Their drinks often go untouched.

Beth and Jesse are a different story. They are friends of Mike and Sue
and not part of the regular group. It is their first time at one of Brad's
parties. They arrived in Jesse's car, and it appeared that Jesse was a lit-
tle high when he got there. And during the party, Be. and Jesse are work-
ing on a half gallon jug of wine.

At one point, Jesse gets up to go to the bathroom, and it is obvious
that he has had too much to drink. He stagge, a little, bumps into the
couch anJ apologizes. He's trying to be funny and gets a few laughs with
that one. Jesse returns from the bathroom, and he and Beth get up to
leave.

Leaning on one another, they come over-to say goodbye to Brad and the
others. A- Jesse fumbles for his keys, Brad talks to Peth. "Do you think
he can dri .?" Brad asks, Beth smiles. Her speech is slurred, and her
breath tells a story about her drinking too. "Well...one of us has to

drive...and I'm too high." She grabs Jesse's arm and is ready to go.



ROLE 01 - JESSE PIERCE

You are Jesse Pierce, age 19, a year out of high school. You work in a
local garage. You have just started going out with Beth Johnson. She is a
lot younger than you and still in high school. But sh9 is pretty
sophisticated for her age.

r°

She is-into wine, and that iskay with you because it solves two prob-
lems. First, it's something you can do together. Second,. tt helps take the
edge off, and you aren't so. nervous around Beth. You are nervous because
you are trying hard to imprest her. The things that impress her are the
fact. that you are older and can drink a lot. Also, your good sense of humor
impresses her--or at least. you think it does.

This Saturday, you and Beth are going to a party at Brad's place. You

don't even know Brad, but some friends asked you to come. They said that it
was.more or less an open house since Brad's folks would be out of town for
the weekend. You have to bring your own 'booze, but there will be plenty to

__snack on and above all a place to just take it easy and party without any
haiile.

You had a couple of drinks before you picked up Beth (so you shouldn't
be so nervous). Then you bdth headed over t9 Brad's with a half gallon jug
of wine. Except for your friends, Mike and Sue, you don't know any people*
at the party. But that okay because you and Beth pick your spot and work
on the jug of wine. It' sweet and goes down fast. Wore you know it, you
are lightheaded and sill . So is Beth. You are haVing a great.time4,

You have no idea what time it is when Beth suggests that yoU go some-
place else. You have had a lot to drink, so you will have to be careful
driving. There is no question that you will drive. The man is supposed to
drive. Besides, Beth is high too, apd you have driven plenty of tines when
you were_ loaded before. When you stand up to leave, you realize howmuch
the wine has hit you. You feel it;,you are drunk. But you're extremely
confident in your ability to handle your car. And, after all, what would
Beth think if you didn't drive?
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ROLE O2 - BETH 410114011

You are Beth,Johnson, age 17 and a high school senior. You like to get

high, and that is one ofthe reasons that you go out with Jesse Pierce.

He's older and supplies the wine. Besides that, he is a lot of fun. You

even like him better when he is drinking because he relaxes and isn't so

nervous around you. He can be very uptight with you. You puess_ that he

likes you a lot.

It's great too.that Jesse has a car and is a good driver. Workinq in a

garage like he does, he knows a lot about cars. So, you really have it made

with Jesse. Tonight he is going to take you to a party at Brad's place.

You vaguely know Brad, but some friends of yours invited you over because

Brad's parents are out of town. It's a place to drink and party.

When Jesse picks you up, he seems pretty relaxed. He has probably

already had a few drinks. He has a half gallon jug of wine to share with

. you at the party. The 'party isn't much of a party. The people are dull,

and u and Jesse get hi y;, Ote wine. You are feeling pretty good

but estless. It's time to move on. You both have put a heavy dent in the

jug of wine. Now maybe you can look for another party or just go...who

knows?

You put the word in Jesse's ear, andhe pulls out his keys and heads

for the coat closet. When you get up to leave, you feel very high. Jesse

is feeling nolpain either. That is pretty obvious. Brad, the host, stops

you and asks you if you are going to drive. You have a driver's license but

never thought of driving. You are too high to drive. Besides, Besse has

always driven when he has had a few drinks. So why shouldn't he drive

tonight?
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ROLE 03 - MAO ALLEN

You are Brad Allen, age 18 and a senior in high school. Whenever your
parents go out of town for the weekend, they let you have a party. There
are some ground rules. No heavy drinking parties are allowed, although beer
is okay for those old enough to drink it. The guests hate to brilhg their
own. Your folki expect you to serve only soft drinks and snacks. Usually
things work out pretty good. But when there are part -crashers, or when
someone drinks too much or is'underage, or when someon brings wine or hard
liquor, you get pretty nervous. When those things star happening, you
forego your beer drinking and try to get a handle on thi s.

Jill is always a big help. She'll help you., set up the arty and gen-
. erally give you.a hand if there is any problem. Jill likes o play hostess

and keep people involved in games. But she is often ignored ecause people
I want to sit around and watch TV or talk and drink.

Things were going prett od tonight -until Jesse and Beth howed up.

files
They aren't really crashers ca apparently Mike asked them to come on
over. When you see that th .have ought a jug of wine to drink, u
become concerned. Your st concerns are that they will get drunk and
cause problems, like spill things ov break things. You don't want t get in.
trouble with your parents. As the evening progresses, you note that esse
and Beth don't mingle at all. They sit and drink. You become a lot 1 ss

anxious about trouble from them because they seem to be wrappeu up in t eir
wine and in each other. You talk to Beth a couple of times, and she seems
bright and friendly. Jesse is definitely getting loaded. Now you have a
different concern. What kind of shape will Jesse be in to drive home? You
don't know these people at all, but you are concerned. Even if they are
strangers, you don't want them to-get a ticket or get in an accident. And
besides that, you or your parents migh' get into trouble

0
if someone got into.

an accident coming from a party at your house.

A lot of thi.is go through your mind. You need to talk with Beth to
see if she can drive. You need to get Jesse to stop drinking and get in- .

volved in something else. And you need someone to help you. Jesse and Beth
don't know you, so it will be difficult for you to stop any drinking and
driving situation alone. Jill can help you. Or perhaps Mary, Mike, and Sue
can help. After all, they know Jesse and Beth.

When Je'sse and Beth get up to leave unexpectedly early, you are faced
with a problem. And when Beth volunteers that she is too high to drive, you
have no solution. You could let them go. After all, you don't know tftem.
But you feel that you should make some effort to delay.or prevent them from
leaving. And you definitely feel that the others at the party need to
become involved. 4

I
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ROLE 14 - JILL PETERS

You are Jill,Peters, age 17 and a high schoOl senior. You' ike the

parties at Brad's house when his parents are away. It gives you a chance to

play hostess and a chance to be alone with Brad. The parties are pretty

informal. Generally everyone sits around and drinks a few beers and watches

the tube. Once in a While you can get than to play some Party gamesbut .

not often. And anything beyond potato chips and canned dip is wasted on

this crowd.

Like Brad, you get uptight if anyone brings anything to, drink or if

anyone gets drunk. You feel a joint responsibility to see that things go

well.. And they usually do. Strangers are a bad sign. And tonight, Jesse

and Beth (friends of Nike and Sue) showed up. They keep pretty much to

themtelves and their jug of wine. You try talking`to Beth a couple of times

but don't get very far. As the evening progresses, it becomes apparent that

this new couple is interested mainly, in drinking and talking to each other.

Once in a=while Jesse tries to make the group laugh. But that just

seems to be a way to impress Beth. It is then that you oecome aware of how

drunk he is. And it also appears that Beth is pretty high. too. You can

see that a ootentially dangerous situation ls developing. You firmly

believe in that slogan, *Friends don't let friends drive drunk." The only

trouble is you don't know these people very well. No matter, they are

guests in this house. You feel that you have to do something to intervene.

Before you can act, Beth and Jesse decide to leave. As they start to get

ready, you decide.that you might be able to distract Beth and delay their

leaving, at least until someone steps in to nelp you. Whatever hnppens, it

is painfully obvious to you that these two should not get into a co and

drive away right now.
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ROLE f5 - MIKE TRENT

You are Mike Trent, age lb, and a high school senior.. When Brad has

his weekend parties, you always are invited. They.usualty happen about once

a month and are a great place to go on a Saturday night. And a great place

to take Sue. You can relax, be comfortable, and watch TV. You usually take

a six-pack of beer to Brad's. It is your contribution because you will only

drink one beer. And that is about it. Sue doesn't drink at all.
.

Your friend Jesse.shows.up tonight. You told him about Brad's party

because Jesse was looking fr a place to take Beth. They have just started

going out. When Jesse shows up, you canbtell that he has had a few drinks.

You know he drinks a lot. ,This troubles you because if you had known for

sure that he was coming, You could have driven him. But you put it out of .

your mind.

Later in the evening, you see Brad talking to Jesse and Beth as they

are leaving. Even from across the room, you can tell that Jesse is in

pretty bad shape. You guest Brad is trying to get him to stay to have cof-

fee or something. You feel a slight obligation to go over and say something

because Jesse is your friend.

.),p/
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ROLE N SUE CHAMBERS

You are Sue thrashers, age 18 and a high school senior. Brad's parties

mean one thing to you...a chance to be Corti:* with Mike. Once in a while
some of the kids do some drinking. But that doesn't .interest you .at all.
Sometimes Jill will get you *involved in a party/game, and that's .fun. But

the asst fun is talking with Mike, watching TV,; or dancing with him.

Jesse and Beth show up later on. You..4ivish that Mike hadn't told thpm

about the party. It wasn't fair to Brad../More than that; you Just don't
like Jesse. You don't understand whatAieth sees in him except that he's
older. The two of them drink a lot,,,foo, and you don't like to be around
drunks..

You don't ..pay much attentive' to them at the party. As a matter of
fact, they get up to leave pretty early. You wouldn't have noticed at all
except that Brad stops them* the door and is apparently trying to keep
them from going. Jesse pr, ably has had too much to drink again. But he
always makes it one-way another.

Your feeling is that if Jesse and Beth want to go, let them go. After
-all, he is old enouglytci know what he is doing. You might change your mind
if you knew how drunk they are. But you haven't been payiiig that much
attention.

4
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ROLE .17 CHARLIE Hun

'Yeti are Onarlte Munt, age 17 And i high school senior; Brad's parties
are .p17actically across the street. `When thly.happen once or. twice a month,
you cih bring a six-pack over and get high. ,If there's anything going op
after the par*, you're sure ip be 'involved. If not, you, can walk home. It

.
cuts out the howls of drinking and.drivfng--you either walk or go with

.soMeone-else. ^ .

.
t .

Tonig pity isi pretty smel l'. You ve been drinking your beer, talk-
ing and 11 hing with Anne, 'kid watching TV.' There is a new coupreJesse
and Beth-. the party. And they seen to enjoy their booze. You think "r)
Jesse is a retty funny guy. It looks like he got loaded and wants to °
leave. But Brad is holding him up. Brad is always nervous about something.

e'r It. isn't any of your, business. Drinking. and driving isn't very smart.. But
you got high on your six-pack and don't want to get into any hassles. Jesse
seems to be an okay, guy.- Maybe he willhave.another drink with you.

I
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ROLt 08 - ANWCASE

.

Yop are Anne Case, age t'.7 and a high school junior. Parties at Brad's
4re ogething to do because they are so close. You can drop in and leave
nyt because you live right down the street--within wal distance.
You like to,have few drinks at these parties. Drinking ma .u-pr tty .

silly?. But it wears off pretty quick and the silliness wil when
you go home.' Sometimes Charlie and the dthers go out after ut
that isn't for you ,because It usually involves drivingvand some es the
driver has been drinking. That is someXhiing yob stay away from altogether.

.

Tonight's partytis pretty small and there isa new coiple at the party
--Jesse and Beth. You talk tothem briefly, but don't really notice them
untilottleyi.s art. to leave. Both of them are pretty loaded from the jug of
wipe they b oughtstolithe party. Too bad. One of then will have to drive,'
and neither f them looks capable. YoUr high.is wearing off now as you
watch Brad to k to the couple. Maybe he is trying to gdt them to stay over.

"` -

'4

.0k

Good luck. Drinking and driving is dangerous.' gilt it 'Isn't your
responfibility to do anything. You don't know Jesse and.Beth. Someone else
will take the initiative. ft
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SCENARIO E
JIB'S PARTY

*

a

Brief: A sly young man is exceeding his drinking limit. His friend wants .

him to slow down because.he knows that the ,young man has to. dtlye
his father's car' later.

.0

The Scene:.

I'f's a weekend party. at Jim's house. His folks pre out for.the evening
and will be back around 10:30. They have let him have a get-together withhi fgjends for the evening. It's 9:j0 now, and things,have.been going on
since-B:00. The party will break up when Jim's folks get home, or it might
move on to another locatiOn. r or

. ,

Jim has Laid out soft drinks and snacks! Music, talk, and dancing arethe main events. Rightnow there is a lull in the music and dancing, and
most of the crowd ts enigagqi in a lively circle of conversitioli.- There are
some drinkers in this crowd.* They have brought their own beer or wine,and

. many of tym are holding a.drink.
i. J

A

- Tom has just finishedo,his.thirdbeer. is normally his limit when
\ he is driving his father's car. Tonight helms reached that limit much

quickgrAhan usual because he is nervous about Ellen. Tom has split a six-
pack with his friend Bob.

Bob drove t(4.04 party with his girl Diane. He realizes* that Tom has
reached his limit pretty quickly and is concerned. E len has a slight buzz
on and is enjoying the party. She rode to the party with Joyce, who is a
little bored and just `listening.

Mark and Todd are in the conversation too. Mark, as usual, is bombed.
- And when Mark drinks, everybody drinks. Todd kind of takes care of Mark.

He'll drive him home and then'go his own way.

0i
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ROLE #1 TON SMITH r

401

YoU\e Tom Small, a 16-year-old high school senior. Jim',s party willreak 'up around410t00 this Friday evening. 'One of your objectives. at this-partris to.get a-date with Cllen Dale for after theiparty. You came alonein the family car. Ellen who doesn't drive, came with er friend Joyce.You are a little nervous about asking her .out. Maybe that yau'are
c

drinking more than usual.
I

%

t.

J You, Bob, and Diane are sharing 'a six-pack of beer as usoal. Boll and6 Ohne hardly drink at 11 and will probably have.one beer apiece. :You might,have two or three, depending on the lengt of the party. By t+ tonight yout have
already-bad'three beers, 'and haven't asked Ellkp out. She% has been friendly enough, but you Oust haVen't gotten up your nerve.c1LPartof the prpblem is that yowhaven't been alone with her. Right now you areboth part of a ciccle of.conversation-ahout gderat things like opyies,and.sports. 00e more beer and then you will ask her to'dance. But Ma e.thereisn't any beer left. ,If the six -pack .,is gone, you can get a drip fromsomeone 'else. Mark Rogers is here, smashed as usual. He'll hav a bottleto share.

A,

Yo are starting to feel some Slight effects from your threite beert. Itis beginning.to relax you lust a 'bit. One chore drink shotild do the trick.Of course, you have to be careful because you are driving your father's car,tonight. But you are.okay,. Four beers in two hours. What's that!,

You.tui.n to4Dob arld inforrahim that, yoe-4re going to drink another beerfrom the sharld six-paek. Btb has.a eQncerned look on his face.
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*ROLE #2 DOB SANFORD

You are Bob Sanford, age 18 an a'senior in high sthool. Jim is having
a little get-together betweenbe and 10 p.m. while his parents are out. You
came .to the party with Diane. Your friend Tom came along in his father's
car. The three of 001 will share a six-pack of beer.. It usually ends up
that you have.a beer, Diane has, a beer and Tom might drink two--thrie if it
is a long party. ,

. Your mind is preoccupiea with evelits.sched0Ied for aftet thii short
party.. You and Diane will be taking in'a late movie, and you are looking .

forward to that. You don't know what your` buddy Tom will be doing. All you .

know is that he has been nervous all night. A lot of it has to do with .
Ellen Dale.. 111Wwantso ask her Out; and he doesn't, know her, very well.

,You've noticed the two of them talking a lot. But the conversation stayed
+ pretty light: That could also be why Tom is drinking so much tniolit.

.
. ,

e dO

He has had three beert in less than two hours... He hasn't-shOwn the z...
.

w effects ye . Maybe he won't. But as far as you are concerned, that. is
..!!,-

enough bee for* your'riend. You feel somewhat responsiblt for him. The
last thin9,ou want to happen, is for Tom to get arrested for...drinking and
driving or,lworse yet, get id an accident. If he keeps drinking.theway he

- 1,,, he cobld be headed for that kind of trouble. Or moreslikely, he is
headed. for trouble with his father. if Tom comes home just a bit tipsy and
smellingtof beer, he could be handing the car keys, over to his father for a
long time. You are concerned. When Tom asks. about having another beer, you . .

.

know you will have to confront, himiquietly.' He is just beginning to show;
some slight effects from,the-beer. But that is not the point.
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ROLE 03 NARK ROGERS

-

. .
. . You are Mark Roger,; an 18-year-old high sc 1 graduate: Right now

.

lbeciuse - t gives you plenty of. time. -

you, are tit of work and just collecting .unemployment. That's okay with you
. i . .

..-

. .
. ,TosigNt you crashed Jimli party along. with your friend Todd.. Of course

.it was.your idea. Todd does the driving. .He likes pares but is not much. .of k.drinker. The crowd at the party. is not inch of a 4p1 nk1 ng crowd
either. Or ,At lent it seems that way to you. TokSmith and Bob Sanford.
are over there)drinking sole beer. But it. doesn't' really look like a drinkLing panty. They don't drink the way" yOu do--you've been at it since.before qthe party and aren't*feeling any patn: As a matter of fact, you are drunk.' .: You are still going strong with your. bottle of whiskey. It's about half 1

.

.
empty "and you are his it.to mix with your coke in a paper. cup.

. .
.

./.-
,

4h4re- are a. few people in this crowd ybu don't fike. Bob Sar)ford, for -
example; Is Mr. Clean. Hr might drink .a beer or two, but he'doesn't smoke: - - %or get high. He is lust too nice. You don't like the host, Jim Beck,.
either. He didn't invite you. You had to'crash.,,

Nell, it sure is dark out tonAgh and lonely. You need someone to
drink and talk with. Maybt.Ellene Tom Smith. You head over to the circle'
of conversation; ready to offer your booze to the crowd.

4-
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.ROLE #4 - *JIM BECK i.
.

.You :--ds Allied, age le and.a high school senior.- Your parents will
be out unt. 10:30 tonight; ,so they are Utting yoOnhave a little get-'
togethero your, Mae.. Your idea was chips and dip and some music to.start
the weekend. You like the idea of playing.host. It makes you feeI special.

. .Things wer4 workiri§ but fine until Mark Rogers showed up, dninvited.and
pretty drunk: He has a bottle with-hinvantis offering it around. He makes
you pretty nervous. , .

1, ,

.

...-- The rest of the crowd is drinking their beer or the soft drinks you
provided. Only a-few 0 them are doing any noticeable drinkih0. Ellen Dale
has hat! three or four beers and.so.haslyomSmith. Sinte they are 49.)h only
164 that concerns you. The fad tiiat.Tom is driving his parents' car also
concerns ybu. . , 0

O 0 .

As a Bost, you feel a little responsible.. And'as a friend, you want to
makesure that Tom doesWt drink too much because he has to drive. You
aren't 'tally sure how much he has had to drink. His .friend Bob. might know,
since -he and Tom usually share the cost of their beer together.-You decide
to talk to Bob ap well as keeping a worried eyq on both Tom (because he has --

to drive later) and Mark (he won't be driving but is drunk enough to cause
.

problems it your party). i
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ROLE 15 ELLEN WE 4.
....

. i ..Yoy are Ellen Dale, a 16-feentrold high school funior. You are having agood-time at Jim' party.--You came with Joyce.Nfou hive had two or three .beers and feel quite relaxed. and loci able. Now you' roe concentrating on theconversation and music and wonderiiig *tat you will dr later *tonight..y .
.This thing will break up around 10 p.m. You' iyce could go some-where. You think that Tom Smith would like to, askvw out. He Is so shy,although he seems -a lot :looser 'in the conversation you are having with himnow. Maybe Tom isn't interested. Or maybe you should saysomethino. Butyou sure would like tqcontinue:theparty later on. Maybe you could get 'a.group"together, to go in Joyce's car. , , . ... ,.. ,

,.
. ..

_. ,Whatever happens, your interest is keeping the party going. Df ,'course, Mark Rogers is out..IHe.gets too drunk and 'too loud.. Besides, he'llprobably pass out, and Todd will drive him hone.. 0
.

It's 1):30nowinkyoa are in the midst of a lively conversation with , -",/Tom and the other party-goers. It's time to have another beer and 'to make s,plans fk what :happenemex. .-. ./
.
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ROLE - DIME CARR A

is

.

You are Diane Carr, 07-year-old high school .senior'. You are having'a

pleasant time at' Jim's Fri day nigh party. There are must;, Snacks, and
good conversatic,.. You lire happy to be there with Bob Sanford and looking
forward tgt'gping to the late movie after this getstogether.

I

It's too bad Mark Rogers it here, because he is; runk and loud. You

don't like people who get(Orunk. Bob and you have each had a beer just to
be sociable. Bob's best friend Tam Smith is drinking a little more than
usual. You hope he watches'it because he has to drive later.. But that is
not.yodi- concern. It's approaching 9:30 and you are interested in leavtng
with 'Bob: 0

You are looking forward to thp rest of the evening.
4,
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A ROLE 17 - TO01, RAY110110
I

You ,are TOdd Raymond, age 19 and a computer technicians traine_ at a
local Company. You and.your best friend Mark have. crashed Jim's party:

. .

"Mark, as usual, is drunk. So it's a gopd thing that you are driving.
11.

-,..Drinking is not your Interest. You arellooking for company. But this is .\, .

i mostly. a couples party, and they are all young high School students.
k

. .
Your,concern becomes MA'. You'd like to get him out of.here and home. -

You want to take off without him because when he is drinking, he. is a social
drag. 'Mark is trying to mingle with the kids at the party. If he gets
someone interested in his bottle of whiskey, you could be.here all night. dl

Maybi,not. 'Thp hps1, Jim Beck, let yoU know loud and clear that this party.hes to break.0 army' 10 p.m. because his. parents will_be home at 10:30.You get the message that Jim wasn't happy to see Mark- or you.- You have to
go, but that's okay because' it will give you upay'to drag Mark out of here.
It's 9:30 hbw.

. .
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ROLE A - JOYCE BARBER

You' are Joycelarber, a
.

1T- year -old high school senior. You came to
.

Jim's/party only because Ellen wanted to come. She doesn't drive and needed
a 14e. Oh, most of the kids here are kind of nice, but they all have their
ttle cliques andyou don't feel like you belong.

For most of the party you have been quietly stindinr around and listen,
ing to the music and conversation of others.. You laugh when,it is neces-
sary, but you feel really bored. Quite honestly, you are ready to go. home

A) and watch television.' Tie question is, what is Ellen going to do_ ? Does she
4P need a ride with you? Or is she going with someone else? Ellen has had a

-few beers so she will probably want to party, She better have a ride with
someone, else because that is not what yoirplan.

You don't really like drinking, so you've had just sof; drinks. A few'

of the kids have had some beer tonight, like Ellen and Tom. But they seen
) okay, Altqwever, when people get drunk like Mark Rogersr it makes you uncom-

fortable.; You hope he doesn't have todrive, because you wouldn't want to
be on the! road .et the sametimt as him.

ToM Smith' will also have to drift, andCbe has been paying a lot of at-
tention to Ellen. You wonden if he is drunk'. Should Ellen'go with him if
he asks? -Could.that be dangerous? You really don't want to deal with that.
You just want to get out of here. You are bored. But you carilt leave Ellen'
stranded.
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I SCENARIO F
THE DiVATION ADULTS

Brief: A young man whb 'is not used to mtxed.drinks has become too. drunk
. to-irtve. He. insists 00 driving, however, because he kat his par-,

ents'..tarAnd-doesn't want anyone else to drive ft.-141s three
riders are concerned but don't know what todo.

I

Scene:

On-Saturday night .After the movie there is' usually a get-together at
.

Bud "s house. The rec rboM is full of music, laughter and, at this time of
-the yeart ^ roaring fireplace.

Bud's group like tO think of themselves as;sop:Asticated. Mixed drinks
are the order of the day. Like imitation &dui*, they stand attound in their.
three - piece suits and designer jeans, sipping on Martinis or.collins drifticswith occasional forays into the small party sandwiches or clam dip.

Bud, Irene, Bobby, and Aeg.are prettyregular at hese affairt. And
when the party is over, Bobby and Meg will walk home nd Bud will walk
Irene home. The resttof the group depend on a car for transportation. This
.late attilight, the only alternative is a`cab.

I :

Carla, Roy, andette are .part of this scene each week. But Wis.anew scene for.Phil. droveCarla, his date, and Roy and Paulette from the

/le

movie to the party. 'Later he will drive them home. He-has become part of
this crowd by virtue of the fact that he is dating Carla. He is a welcome
addition' because Carla, Roy, and Paulette need transportation to the-otherside of town. '

Mixed drinks are also new to Phil. He is.used to drinking beer. But
the Tom Cialins tie is drinking taste's likt soda pop. So hs. has three and
drinks them quickly. Bud, who is a heavy-handed bartendeand a -"big*
drinker, never questions a manIs right to drink. Every request is honored- -
usually with a double' and sometimes with an extra "shot" in a drink; as Is
the case with Phil's drinks. The effects of these drinks fully/hit Phil
when he gets up to leave with the rest of the crowd. He appears.uncoordi-
nated and very' likely drunk. \

Phil's passengers are.sober and are not the kind to make a scene, par-
ticularly since none of them is a very experienced driver.. The remainder of
the crowd are slightly affected by the drinks--Bud more so than the others

--(he has had the most to drink). He does- make a remark that ,perhaps Phil
can't handle nis booze. But the key issue is Phil's ability to drive, sand
no one hats .addressed that yet.
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fi - PHIL MON

You are Phil Mason, a l7-year-old high school senior. You are dating
Carla Betz. You like her a lot; butthe Crowd she hangs around with is a
bit much. They have a'ritual every Saturday. First the movies and then
over to Bud's house for a drinking party. They try to act very grown up and
serve wine and mixed drinks. You are used to having a few beers but not

there kinds, of drinks,

Sometimes you get the feeling that you are invited just because you ``-
have a car.' After all, you had to drive Roy and Paulette along with Carla.
Maybe the next time you go out with Carla you can avoid this crowd alto-
gether. But for now you think, "Why not take advantage of.the party?"

Bud is playing bartender, and he fancies himself as quite the playboy.
You don't know much about mixed drinks, but you don't want to appear dumb.
You ask for a Tom Collins. Bud mixes' it, and it looks like he puts in two
shots of either gin or vodka. Anyhow, the drink tastes like soda pop, aod
you down it quickly. The party itself seems stiff and uncomfortable to. you.
Maybe it's just that you aren't that close to these people. Even Carla
seems distant. She is spending most et her time talking to the other girls.
Bud, Phil, and Bobby--indeed everyone at the party--can best be described as
polite to you.

You do a lot of drinking. As a matter of fact, you can't remember how
many Tom Collins' you have had. They all taste so sweet, but you figure
that everyone else is hitting the booze pretty hard--so Why not you too. As
you drink, you loosen up and becalm q .te talkative. Indeed, this crowd
isn't so bad after all, you think.

A couple of times Carla asks you ca slow dbwn'on
keeps puring, and you keep drinking. When it's time
high but capable of driving. After all, you have the
your Job to take care of it. Hey, everybody else was
KO one is going to drive your car but you. You are a

z 109

the drinking. But Bud
to go, you feel quite
family car, and it's
drinking a lot. And
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ROLE 12 !W Smith

You are Bud Smith, 18 years 'old and a college Jeshman. You believe
that the mark of a'man is his ability to hold his liquor. Drinking is very
much a part of your social scene. The Saturday night cocktail party at your
place is thesocia't highlight of the week. You are the host, the bartender,
and the center of conversation at this affair.

Your group is 'very congenial and has been hanging around together'for a
long time. Your girl, Irene, and Bobby and Meg are neighbors and fellow
college freshman. The rest of the crowd are high. school seniors whom you
have known for quite a while. The only exception is Phil Mason. Jile is an
outsider who is dating Carlalletz. So he doesn't fit into all the "in" con-
versations and small talk 0 the rest of the group.

As the bartendar, you 'know who is drinking what and how much each per-
son is drinking. In your opinion, there are no heavy drinkers in this
group, just social drinkers. Of course, when you mix the drinks foi. the
men, you usually put in an extra shot, The drinks for the women are weaker.

/ And, of course, ytu.have no idea how much you have had,to drink. You don't
/. count, you just drink what you please. You are getting pretty high. Butthat is the object. Youcanahold your liquor. So you have a lot to drink.

This new guy,'Phil Mason, on the other hand, doesn't appear tebe able
to drink like a man. He has been putting away the collins drinks that you
mixed for him at a pretty good pace. And he's becoming noticeably drunk.He is getting loud, talkative, and a little.unstdady. It's too bad some men
just can't hold their booze. Hey, maybe he won't.even be in shape to drive.
Who knows? If that is the case, you can drive everyone who needs a ride
home in your car. Phil can pick up his car tomorrow. It's a good thing
that you can handle your liquor.

4.
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ROLE /3 - CARL/ OETZ
.

.

4 #.

/ .N..,

1(7 You are Carla Betz', a 17-year-old high school senior. This is your
#

second date with Phil _Mason. "He is a.pretty nice guy, but you can tell' that
'he is a little nervous around your friends. That is only natural since
everyone in Bud's group has beeehanging around together for a long time,

These Saturday night socials of Bud's are becoming quite the drinking
affair. At least for Bud anyway. The rest of the gang has afew drinks to_ be sociable, but Bud really'puts it away. You have a glass of wine at the
party. That's all.

I

You like talking with your friends and enjoying the food at the party.
You feel a little guilty about not Raying that much attention to Phil, but
there will be time for that. The girls seem to end up in one group and the
guys in another. Pretty soon you will have to leave. Phil will be driving
youllpome.

It's late, and the drive is abiputfive miles to the others side of town.
Roy acrd Paulette will be coming tolg You pow that Phil drinks a little.",
But it hasn't been a problem before. Tonight it is. He is drinking some
kind of mixed drinks.that Bud is IMaking, and he's getting very high. A
couple oftimes you eemind him that he, has to drive. He says he's fine and
not to\wor.ry about him. When it's time to leave, you see how smashed he
really is.

A flood of thoughts runs through your mind. You are afraid to let him
drive and a little afraid to speak up. You wish one of the guys would speak
up. But What can you do? You can drive but don't like to drive at night.
Could someone else drive? Bud has driven you home in the past.in his car.
But he is loaded. And no matter what he thinks, he doesn't drive well when
he is drinking. And, of course, how would Phil react to all this?

Would you make Phil mad by speaking up? What would he do? Is the sit-
\

uation desperate enough to take a cab or call home? And what if fog all
refuse to ride with Phil? The passengers would be safe but what ab644....Phil?
You are a little angry at Bud for pushing drinks. But that is not the issue

r now. Getting home safely is.

#.
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ROLE 04 - ROY BENSON

You are Roy Benson, age 17 and a high school senior. Tonight you came,

to Bud's party with Phil and Carla and your date, Paulette. You are glad

. that Phil drove for a couple of reasons. First, you don't like driving at .

night. And second, you always h.;e a hard time getting your family's car to
go out at night.

The movie was good, and now Bud's rty is a nice way to top off the

evening. As usual, the guys are gathered on group and the girls in

another. What do they talk about, you wonder e guys' conversation is
mainly about sports, cars and drinking. You aren't a drinker by auy means.
Just one to be sociable. But drinking is Bud's favorite topic. So he holds
forth by letting you know how much he has drunk in past escapades. Frankly,

it's boring.

It appears that Phil is trying to keep up with him. Now that's a bad
idea. You remind Phil that hehas to drive, and you even try to get Bud to
slow down with the drinks. But It doesn't work. Phil probably isn't used
to drinking like this. Aftgr about three mixed drinks he is really blitzed.
Now this'is a problem. You certainly can't let him drive home. You need to
talk to the other passengers. Carla doesn't drink, atd she will probably be
concerned. Paulette usually gets a little high.

What do they want to do? You!ve got to stall Phil until you can'make
iplans. If need be, you will drive. But two things are certain. Phil is n

no shape todrive and neither is Bud. In the past, . Bud has given you rides
home, and even though he doesn't show his liquor as much as Phil, tonight
he's had too much to drink to drive safely.

112
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'ROLE fS -.PAULETTE WILLIAMS , 4\
e

You are Paulette Villiems,44
16-year-old high,school senior. You are

at Bud's party with Roy, Carla and the rest of Bud's gang. You came in
Phil's car and will be one of his passengers on the way home. You've hadthree or four drinks at Bud's party and are feeling pretty sleepy. Youcan't wait to get home.

.....

Carla has mentioned to you a couple of times that Phil As drinking a.
lot and might not be in shape,to drive. You don't know Phil very well. So
you don't knot) if he is bad driver when he isirinking. On the other hind,
tomeane like Bud cinhandle his booze. You've driven with him When he has
been drinking before and he secs to dorokay. What....will you' do if Phil
canot drive?

If he is'too drunk, you can call home. 'The only problem with that is
your parents will know, 1T_u_ have been drinking. And they will know that your.,crowd drinks a lot. That could put an end to these outings. Well, someoneelse can drive. Or you will just stay here until you don't feel so high.
When it is time to leave, you see that Phil is a lot more drunk than you.
And may" he shouldn't drive.

,

But the booze has made you a little sleepy and fuzzy. You are ready to
get in that car with Phil and go home.

I
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ROLE4 - IRENE WALLACE
JL

You are Irene Wallace, 18 years old and a college freshman. You are
Bud's girl. As a matter of fact, you have talked about marriage 'in the
future. But you are concerned with his rinkin4. Ivory Saturday there is a
get-together at Bud's place, usually of r a movie or some other.104,

Bud has been.arinking more and more at these parties. And although he 0

doesn't show it as much as other people, you have learned Croft courses on
alcohol that a high tolerance for Alcohol is not a good,sign. So it is hard
for you to concentrate the tonversation with that on your mind. The'par-
ty has broken into- its sual twb groups= -the girls and.the guys. You,
Paulette, Carla, and Me are discussing the movie. Paulette.is getting a
little high. But, none o the other girls are drinking. Your mind is so
much on Bud that you don pay attention.to anyone else.

When the party starts to break up, you become aware of a situation that
has.deVeloped. Phil Mason is pretty bombed and he has to drive Carla, Roy,
and Paulette home. You know it isn't right, and you are sure that someone
will do something about it. Yott problem is Bud, not Phil and the others.

a
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ROLE 07 - NEG HOPE

I

s
You are Meg Hope, an l8-year.oldcoj4ege freshman. You are a rebilar

at Bud's partilet. Tonight's party is pr tty. much like all the others. The.
girls In one corner talking. And the gu s in another comer talking, vlith
Bud doing a lot of drinking.

,

411

0

Cala's new boyfriend Phil is drinking a 14 too. At least that il.the
concern that Aparla has voiced several times in the conversation, -She has
even tried td get him to slow down. She is 'concerned bedause.Phil has to

\ drive home. Well,' why should she-worry about that? Someone else tan.drive.
4

When the party breaks up, it is pretty apparent that Phil and Bud* are
'drunk. Of course; Bu (1 doesn't bave to drive anywhere, but Phil does. Well,
you are leaving. You n't want to be part, .of. any' scene. On second .

thought, mjybe you will hithg around for a Minute to see how. things go. May-
be yor advice will be needed to come up wi.t an alternative to letting Phil
driveY v

You came to the party with dobby. So you'll probably discuss the situ-
ation with him before you both walk home.

1

\
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ROLE fe - BONY EDWARDS
s

You are Bobby EdwIrdsolan 18-year-old ctlyfege.feeshman. You came to
Bud's 'party Mpg Hope. Of course, the W things work, you twon' see t
her much until aftigr the party. The guys congregate in onegroup amftke..
girls in, another. 4

Most of the Anking takes plaCe in your group. Bud is the leader and
he puts away i,)ot of booze. Yo0 like beer, but Bud doesn't stockApny. You
Aft jusenotinterested in. mixed drink4Out you' have one to be sociable.

"

Roy will have a drink or two. But this new guy' Phil*.Mason, is putting
away some drinks. He is drinking too fast d Is going to.get loaded. And
he has to drivg home. You would sure hate. t be iA Roy's shoes, or Carla's,
or Paulette'Wbecause they have to go home b Phil. As a matter of'fa0,
both Roy And Carla try to get him to slow wn. But he gets pretty high
before the party is over. Well,' that's the way it goes. -You are sure that
his passengers won' t him drive. And If they do, that Is their problem.
In the meantime, is to go. You and Meg are walking, io you don't-
pave to worry about.drinki and driving.

<,
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GUIDELINES FOR STUOENT-RREPARED ROLE PLAYING

'The purpose of this group exercise is to ,create A realistic situation*
that could end up. with one or more young drivers who have had too much to
drink to drive safely. You and the members of your group will have to get
trlgether at least once to decide what you want to do. When you get togeth-

.

er, elect one person as the secretary/recorder since you will have .to han4
in a few piges of you work.. Here are _the guidelines for devising a skit to
present to the class.

4

GUIDELINES

o Devise a skit in which all mepbers of your group can play a
't part. The scene or skit s ould run no more than' 15minute).

.

...

o ''Base the situation on things that have happened in real life
that you were a Fart of or heard about (parties, celebration,s,

.deiving), or make up & situationilhat is lik ly t ccur.

ether situations that-could have or *did lead drinking arid

, .
. .

o DerSict a problem in which real conflict occurs (someone wants
to drive who shouldn't, a drivel- is drinking too much, etc.)
and illustrate the'tolution (as it really happened or as it
rould have happened using the things you learned about icer-
elntion An class..

'4,...

_
.

4
.

HOW TO PUT IT TOGETHER
. .

,
o Have the secretary/recorder led your group and write own the

frutline of the scene you will act out.

o Everyone should-get a chance to make a suggestion-.

cr- When you dec de on the scene, assign or select roles. Peopl
can.pl ay th selves if they wish. Each. role can be defined- in
one or t sentence*, "He is Orb big football player who
has had too much to drink .and won't let.anyone drive him hornet"

o The secretary/recorderf should write up the scene description,
and a cast of characters should be listed with a sentence or
two about each character.

o Everyone ! hould uneerstand his rolet.before the group breaks up,
and should be preparedIto "act out" his role in class.

o If your group has time and is agreeible, you should practice
the scene 'once before claes.r

".

44,
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SUMMARY

-
Keep in mind you wfnt,to.show how. you would deal with a potential

,

drinking ipd driving situation by ablyiv what you, have learned:- If you
have ever tV.en a Red.Cross life saving course; then you probably -practiced
saving a "drowninV-(person.

,
...

This exercist.is the sae thing. You and your 'group will .practice some
life-saving techniques you !night have to use In the future. Think of it
that way.

4
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WHAT YOU CiAN DO...
4-

4

TO KEEP DRINKERS OFF THE ROAD

AVOID DRINKING ANII, DRIVING

HELP OTHERS OUT OF DRINKING AND DRIVING.

SITUATIONS

..14111114
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ALCOHOL: MYTHS & FACTS--,
MYTHS

ALCOHOL INCREASES MENTAL AND

PHYSICAL ABILITY'.

SOME PEOPLE CAR DRINK A LOT AND

NOT BE AFFECTED,

IF YOU EAT A LOT FIRST, YOU WON'T

GET. DRUNK,

1

COFFEE AND A LITTLE FRESH AIR

WILL HELKA DRINKER SOBER UP,

STICK WITH BEER--IT'S NOT AS

STRONG AS *WINE OR WHISKEY.

I.

1/

FACTS

4

-ALCOHOL DECREASES MENTAL AND

PHYSICAL ABILITY,

NO ONE IS IMMUNE TO THE EFFECTS

OF ALCOHOL,

FOOD WILL SLOW DOWN THE ABSORPTION

BUT WILL NOT PREVENT INTOXICATION.

ONLY TIME WILL HELP A DRINKER

SOBER UP--OTHER METHODS JUST'DON'T

WORK,

A FEW BEERS .AE THE SAME AS A FEW

SHOTS OF WHISKEY--THEY AFFECT YOU
EQUALLY,

120
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THEY'RE ALL THE SAME

14 OZ. LIQUOR 5-1/2 oz. GLASS OF WINE 12 OZ. CAN OF BEER
....maw. ilm r

121 4
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ALCOHOL IN/OUT

DRIPIKING

ABSORPTION

BREATH 8 Z

122

SWEAT 2 1:14?'

LIVER 9 0 .%
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ALCOHOL & THE BRAIN
$1

It

JUDGMENT -AND

INHIBITIONS'

3
y IiAL
FUNCTIONS

t
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WHAT ERMINES B

S.'

AMOUNT TIME WEIGHT BAC

.

.........?

ONE HOUR

120
140
160

.04

.04

.03

120 .08
ONE HOUR 140 .06

160 .05

120 .14,
ONE HOUR 140 .09

160 .08

124 V-6
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EFFECTS AS BAC INCREASES

AC EFFECTS

.01 .04 JUDGMENT AND INHIBITIONS. ARE SLIGHTLY AFFECTED.

DRINKER IS MORE RELAXED, SOCIABLE TALKATIVE.

SOME RISK IF DRINKER DRIVES. ,

.05 .09 JUDGMENT, VISION, AND COORDINATION ARE AFFECTE6.

BEHAVIOR CHANGES. DRINKER HAS FALSE OF SECURITY.:

SERIOUS RISK IF'DRINKER DRIVES.

JO AND OVER JUDGMENT, VISION, AND COORDINATION ARE SERIOUSLY

AFFECTED. LEGAL LEVEL OF INTOICATION IN MOST STATES.

DRINKER IS NOT ABLE TO DRIVE SAFELY BECAUSE CF.

DANGEROUSLY DIMINISHED ABILITIES.

tot 125
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OTHER FACTORS

MOOD

EXPERIENCE

ANGER, DEPRESSION, ETC., CAN HEIGHTEN
THE EFFECTS.OF ALCOHOL.

INEXPERIENCED DRINKERS MAY FEEL AND
APPEAR DRUNK ON ONE DRINK.

,TOLERANCE A "HIGH- TOLERANCE" JUST MEANS THAT THE
EFFECTS AREN'T ALWAYS OBVIOUS.

411

a

FATIGUE IF A DRINKER IS TIRED, ALCOHOL CAN HIT
FAST AND HARD.

1.
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HOW ALCOHOL AFFECTS DRIVING

A ALL DRIVERS ARE AFFECTED B/ ALCOHOL...

4O THE EFFECTS ON JUDGMENT, VISION, COORDINATION AND 1FACTION TIME

RESULT IN SERIOUS DRIVING ERRORS, SUCH AS:

- DRIV1G TOO FAST.OR TOO.SLOWLY,

DRIVI G IN THE WRONG LANE.

- RUNNING OVER THE CURB.

WEAVING.

- STRADDLING LANES.

QUICK, JERKY STARTS.

NOT SIGNALING, FAILURE TO USE LIGHTS.

RUNNING STOP SIGNS AND RED LIGHTS

IMPROPER PASSING

_ THESE EFFECTS MEAN INCREASED CHANCES OF AN ACCIDENT,

127
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WHAT ARE TH RISK

4

1/2 OF ALL TRAFFIC DEATHS

(22,000'LIVES EACH YEAR)
.'-' CIDENT RISK

FOR ALL DRIVERS

.06

BAC
x2 As 840

BAC

.10 BAC 50X OF A_LL

DRIVER FATALITIES

.10 BAC = 55 -6

IN ONE CAR CRAS

\
128

ACCIDENT RISK

FOR YOUNG DRIVERS

WITH .03 BAC.

20-24.

YEARS

OLD
x3 x9

16-20

YEARS

OLD

.5
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EIGHT DRINKS

1

97.

1. 11 11
t .'

BAC

.15

.10

.05

.00
TIME 5PM 6

HOURS

('150 POUND. PERSON DRINKING ON AN EMPTY STOMACH) BAC

1110.
.

$09

LAST DR I NK

. .

7 8 9 jo 1\1 12 lam 2
2 3 4 S \ 7 a 9 10 11 12

ELItINATION

3 4 5

ABSORPTION

.15

.10

.05

.00

129
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ALCOHOL VS. JU ENT
WHEN JUDGOT IS AFFECTED BY ALCOHOL:

,

THE DRINKER JUDGE HOW ALCOHOL ieliFFECTING.HIM.

THE DRINKER MAY.THINK HE CAN PERFORM BETTER THAN HE CAN.

..

. ;)DRINKING INTERS MAY 'USE TUE FOLLOWING DEFENSES:

"I'M NO*f THAT DRUNK. "
9

06 "I.DRIVE BETTER AFTER A FEW DRINKS."

"I,CAN DRIVE THAT ROAD IN MY SLEEP."

0' "I MAY BEWUNKJ BUT I CAN DRIVE BETTER THAN YOU ANY DAY."

"I'VE NEVER HAD A PROBLEM YET--BESID4 IT'S MY CAR."

I.
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HELPING

SETA LIMIT

CONTROL DRINKING

I SEPARATE DRINKING FROM DRIVING
3

a
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DRINKING AND DRIVING-WHOSE PROBLEM IS IT?
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DRINKING AND DRIVING -4HOSE PROBLEM IS IT?

YOU ANO THE OTHER BUY" .

so

You'probably think that drinking and driving is dangerous,. Most people
do. Even people who think its all right to drink and drive themselves are
more than willing to admit it can be trouble for the "other guy." .

But, did you ever stop to think that, as far as other people are con-
cerned, mg are theother guy? The question you should ask yourself isn't

.

"how doerWinking.affect people's driving?" but "how does drinking affect
driving?" There are a lot of possibl, answers to this one ',question:m

-di

o "I drive better when I've had a few drinks."
o "It doesn't affect my driving at all; I can handle my liquor." fi

o "Drinking makes. it a bit harder to drive well, but I can make .,,

up for it by being extra careful."
.. 4,v

A y of these answers are posi4ble, but they all ha!e one problem--they're .;

ong. The fact of the matter is that no one is immune to the effects of .

a cohol. Alcohol changes the way you do anything--dance, sing, listen:
atever it is, it's affected: And when' it comes to driving, the change

rought.about by drinking is.always for the worse. The tricky part about it
is that one of the first ways alcohol changes you is to lead you to think
nothing is wrong, nothing is different. That's the irony of it all--the
more you're sure that.nothing is the matter, the more you can be sore that

.

something is the matter. ..

. - , , .

/

THE NONDRINKER- -IT'S HIS PROBLEM, TOO

Even if you don't drink, you still need' to know about drinking and
driving. Why? Because it's a safe het that even though you don't drink,
sooner or later you'll be faced with someone who's been drinking too much
and is about to take off in a car,- Maybe you're supposed to be a passenger.
Will you recognize the situation and be able to deal with it? Do you have a
good understanding of how alcohol affectioa driver?

ALCOHOL'S "RUSH" TO BAD JUDGMENT

Safe driving is really little more than making, and acting upon, a
series of safe (good) judgments. On the road, you constantly have to judge
things like speed; time, and distances. Unfortunately, the first thing
alcohol messes up is judgment. And it is affected with the first drink.
After these drinks, you may feel fine, but your judgment is "wasted."
And that's when you begin to taKi chances -like driving too fast, following
too closely, passing without having enoug room, and taking curves at too

. high a speed. 0 '4

There is another problem. When alcohol takes over judgment, it doesn't
stop half way. It's a complete takeover! Why? Because alcohol affects
your judgment of how it is affecting you. You feel great, so you keep right

134
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on drinking. But all the while you're drinking and thinking 'that your'
itto drive it getting better and better, it's really getting worse and
worse. Then, you have two problems: .

YOU CAN'T DRIVE SAFELY

and

4
YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW IT.

What the Pros Know

People don't have accidents or get tickets every time they drive with a*
few drinks in their systems. In a way, that's a shame. Why? Because it
only makes them more sure that they "can handle it." All it really makes
thimothough, is lucky. They've beaten the odds this time, 'but the deck
still is going to be stacked against them the next time they drink and
drive.

How do We know that no one can "handle it"? From "drink-ins," in which
participants drink under controlled conditions and then drive on a test
range. Drink-ins have shown over and over that drinking makes drivers make
mistakes.

In just one of many such drink-ins, eight top race and rally drivers
were put to the test --a test like driving in traffic--to find out how much
alcohol it takes to affect*driving skill. None of the pros felt alcohol
would affect his driving. They all thought,they could handle it. However,
they changed their time after drinking and driving and .then watching films
of their performance.

The best of the pros made:

o 7 mistakes when sober

o 22 mistakes when impaired

o 42 mistakes when intoxicated.

None of the pros did as well after drinking as before. They all:

o Drove out of the lane markings

o 'Drove too fait

o Had problems judging distances

o Didn't adjust speed to match changes in the road

o Ran traffic lights and stop signs

o Made panic stops that werentt necessary.

If the pros have trouble driving after drinking, you can bet that
everyone does. The difference if when yqu drink and drive, you 444make
your mistakes on the street--not on a controlled driving range.
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Most of the myths about alcOhol would be destroyed if each person.couId
observe his.oun behavior while-drinking. -Thetis hard to dd. Nowever,'each-
person can know the,basic facts about alcohol. The person who knok.those
facts will be less likely to say "I know how to handle my liquor.".

ALCOHOL AT 4ORK IN YOUR BODY

The alcohol in beer, wine, and hard liqOor is absorbed directly into
the bloodstream. Once there, it travels throughout your body. Nhen,it
enters your brain cells, it impairs their normal functioning and asters your
behavior.

The first thing alcohol hits in your brain is the part that tontrols
your inhibitions and judgment. As we've mentioned, 'just *a little bit of ,.

alcohol can start playing dangerous games in this area. Heavier dose of

alcohol can affect the part that controls vision; hearirig and reactions, and
coordination. Even larger quantities can attack your vital functions; when
that happens, you pass out.

The degree to which you are affected depends on the amount of alcohol
in your bloodstream and body tissue. This is called Blood Alcohol Concen-
tration (BAC). The greater the BAC (percent of alcohdl in the blood), the
more affected by alcohol a person is. BAC is determined by three major
factors:

o how much you drink

o how fast you drink

o .how much you weigh.

How Much Is One Drink?

A drink is detenioneci by the amount of alcohol it contains, not by the

amount of liquid present. To find how much alcohol is in a drink, all you
have to do is multiply the number of ounces by the percentage of alcohol.
For example, a 12-ounce can of beer that contains .05 percent alcohol has
.60 ounces of alcohol.

Hard liquor (whiskey, vodka, etc.) is measured by proof, which is
double the percentage, e.g., 80 proof equals 40 percent alcohol. the
table below, all of the drinks contain the same amount of alcohol.

Can of Beer

Glass of Wine

TOTAL PERCENT OF AMOUNT OF
AMOUNT ALCOHOL ALCOHOL

12 oz. x .05% = .60 oz.

5 oz. x .12% = .60 oz.

Shot of Hard Liquor 1.5 oz. x .40% = .60 oz.

M -3 .13f
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How FastiShould I Drink?

The best "pace" for drinking is to take in alcohol no faster than your
body can burn it up. How fast is that? Well, it takes your average-sized
liver a full hour to burn off one drink (.60 oz. of alcohol). If you drink
faster than one dribk an hour, the liver can't cope with it and you end up
with a backlog of alcohol in your blood and your body tissues.

. Unfortunately, there's nothing you can do to speed up your liver.
Drinking hot toffee doesn't make your liver burn the alcohol any faster.
Neither does taking cold showers, walking in fresh air; doing push-ups--you
,name it, it won't make any difference. The only thing that will sober you
up is time--time to give your liver the chance to do its job of getting rid
of the alcohol.

How Does My Weight Figure In?

The simple rule governing weight is: The bigger you are, the more you
can drink before you are affected by alcohol. If you don't weigh much, that
may not sound very fair. Still, that's the way it is. Why? The major
reason is that bigger people have more blood, which means their blood can
hold more alcohol before the ratio of alcohol to blood is as high as that, in
a smaller person. In essence, the greater volume of blood "dilutes" the
alcohol present. The chart shows the BAC for people at different weights
with 1 to 4 drinks in their bodies. The shaded area indicates the drinker
is seriously affected.

Weight
(lbs.)-

Number of Drinks
2 3 4.,

100 .02 .06 .09 .13

120 .02 .04 .08 .11

140 .01 .04 .06 .09

160 .01 .03 .05 .08

Anything Else I Should Know?

Amount and rate of intake and body weight are key factors, but other
factors can heighten the effect of alcohol on an individual. Several of
these are particularly important for people your age.

Although the reasons are not fully understood, your physical and emo-
tional condition will play a role in determining how alcohol will affect you
at any given drinking session. Anger, jealousy, fatigue, and depression- -
all can quicken or intensify the effects of alcohol. So can a lack of
drinking experience. Inexperienced drinkers often anticipate how drinks
will affect them. They expect to feel a little light-headed, a little
silly, maybe a little And this expectation often becomes a self-
fulling prophecy; cn: or two drinks feels like four or five or more.



Allftel. AND THE DRIVING TASK

How, specifically, does drinking affect driving ability? After onedrink, a driver will be affected somewhat. After two or'three drinks in anhour, he will .feel the effects of the alcohol. His driving will be
"impaired," and he won't be able to drive as safely. After four to sixdrinks in an hour, a driver will be legally drunk, and his chances.of anaccident will be greatlylncreased.

eHeavy drinking produces some pretty recognizable effects on driving.Weaving from lane to lane, erratic speed, quick stops, and sudden lanechanges are common indicators of the drinking driver.

Even a few drinks can affect driving. For example, running a stop signor going slightly over the speed limtt may be the result of a few drinks.'
.Such things happen because alcohol deteriorates judgment, vision, and coord-ination.

Alcohol and Judgment

As we've mentioned, judgment guides your driving in an situations. Itlets you ask and answer driving questions like these:

How fast...

am I going?

are other cars going?

Is there time...
to pass?
to cross the street?

Is there room...
to merge?
to turn?
to stop?

How far away is...

the oncoming car?
the car I an following?
the pedestrian?

As drinks "loosen" a driver's judgment, he actually starts to feel moreskilled than w n sober. That leads to taking more risks. This can havedangerous c sequ ces, especially for drivers your age. Studies show thatyounger, my e inexperienced drivers are more likely to take risks to beginwith.

Alco ol's effect on judgment is progressive--the more you drink, themore quick your judgment goes out the window. To make matters worse, poorjudgment an a false sense of security are compounded by a critical increasein reaction e. When alcohol is present, it takes longer for the musclesto obey the mes ges the brain sends them.

M-5 138
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HOW SERIOUS IS THE PROBLEM CREATED BY DRINKINCORIVERS?

When a driver's judgment, vision, and' coordination are affected by
alcohol, he will make mistakes. Those mistakes- -like driving too fast for
conditions or following too closely- -could result in minor problems-such as
a speeding ticket or a fender bender in which no one is hurt. But mistakes
often lead to more serious problems, and the statistics on alcohol -related'
accidents are pretty grim, especially for drivers under 25.

Here's the overall accident picture: j

o Alcohol is a factor in about one -half` of all highway deaths.

This means that about 22,000 people a year (400 a week) die in
alcohol-related crashes.

--o About one-half of those killed each year in alcohol-related
crashes were not the ones who had been drinking.

o Alcohol-related crashes account for about 60% of the young
people (16-24 years old) killed on the highways. Young drivers
are twice as likely as older drivers to be killed in this way.

Young Driver Alcohol-Crash Risks

Study after study has shown that as a driver's BAC increases, his
chance of an accident increases. What you should know is that young drivers
are more likely to be involved in accidents at lower BAC levels than other
age groups. For example, at a BAC of .03, the accident risk is increased
three times for the 20-25 age group and nine times for the drivers aged
16-20.

Youth Accidents

Young drivers have more accidents than older drivers. Only one of four
drivers is under the age of 25. But drivers of those ages have more than
one of every three accidents.

Youth Alcohol Crashes

Young people are involved in twice as many fatal alcohol-related
crashes as older drivers. Young men Five far more than their share of these
alcohol crashes.

For the most part, young drivers in alcohol-related crashes have a
lower BAC than adult drivers. The young driver's chance of a crash is much
greater with a BAC between .01 and .09 than an older driver's chance at that
level. In one study, over one-half of the young drivers involved in
alcohol-related crashes had a BAC of .02. Only 20% of the young drivers had
a BAC of .10 or more.
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Why are there so many accidents at lOW BAC levels? Many people believeit is because things that are newly learned are influenced most by alcohol.iMany tas s in driving safely are not yet "routine" for less experienceddrivers, Unfortunately, alcohol very/quickly interferes with their abilityto handle those tasks well.

,
.

HANDLING DRINKING AND DRIVING: )01AT CAN YOU DO?

Ther are many public tnfrmation
campaigns armed at curbing drinkingand drivi g. One of the most popular slogans in those campaigns is "friendsdon't let friends drive drunk." That slogan takes advantage of the'factthat mos of us can tell when the other guy has had too much to drink andare will ng to intervene to prevent him from driving.

t what about being our own best friend? Sometimes alcohol keeps usfrom ,knowing when we are the other guy. But when you know the facts aboutalcqh of and are convinced that you are not immune to its effects, you can'kn and help yourself.

et a Limit in Advance

Set a limit because you know*inking will screw up your judgment. Youknow that, once you start drinkingryou won't be able to*rely on your judg-ment to tell you when to stop. You have to set a limitImni advance. When itis time to drive, you should have no more than one or two drinks in yoursystem, depending on your weight. If you have more, your driving will beimpaired.

2i

Remember, your body can get rid of only one drink itl an hour. So siM-ple math tells you that, after a couple of drinks, you can a erage no morethan one 'drink per hour. If you are at a party for two hou and then haveto dve home, your limit if three drinks (four if you have the weight forit). I4dwou drink more than your limit during that period, you had betterwaitan-hour for every drink too many--before you drive.

Controlling Your Drinking

There are a number of things you can to do stay within the "one drinkan hour" limit. Here are a few ideas.

o Stick to your Don't think you can have more just be-cause you don't fie the fir few drinks. Alcohol is a littlelike a sunburn; when you begin to feel it, it may already betoo late.

o Set your own pace. Don't drink to keep up with others. Skip around, drop out when you feel it getting to you. Say "no,"even if someone else offers to buy. They are just trying to begenerous. They don't really want you to drink more than you.cm handle.

tii
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o Watch for your "signal". Most people have a signal that tells
them when they are drinking too much. Here are some to look
for:

, You in to have trouble speaking.
'You 'yourself speaking louder than usual.
You to to perspire.
You tired.
You fee a little sick to your stomach.
You begin to feel very warm.,

If you get one of these signals, take the' warning and stop
drinking.

o. Stop early. Set a time when you ire going to stop drinking.
Make sure it is at least an *our or more before you drive.
Give your body a chance to burn off some of the alcohol.

o Know what or are drinking. Try to mix your own drinks. This
way you wfTTknow exactTYhow much is in each drink. Measure
your drinks so that you can figure out how much you. have had.
Watch out for the "friendly host." Many hosts, as they drink,
tend to develop a heavy hand. You may be getting drinks that
are stronger than anything you would fix for yourself..

o Mix your drinks a little weaker. This lets you cut down on the
alcohol, without cutting down on the, drinking. Some people
find this a little easier.

o Switch to something else. As the evening wears on and you
reach your limit, switch to something without alcohol--like
coffee or a soft drink. Coffee won't sober you up, but while
you are drinking it, your body has a chance to get rid of the
alcohol.

o Get involved. If you are at 'a party, get involved in something
besides holding a glass--games or dancing, for example. As
long as you have a glass in your hand, it is hard not to keep
sipping from it. Getting involved in an activity will force
you to put down the glass.

o Make pre you have food in your stomach.
drinking. This is particularly important
empty. Starchy foods, like potato chips,
are best. Food doesn't keep alcohol from
bloodstream, but it does slow the process

tat while you are
when your stomach is
Pretzels, or crackers
getting into your
down.

o Don't gulp. Sipping is more than good manners. It's a smart
way to drink because it sloss your rate of drinking. The guy
who bolts down hii drinks ends up drinking more and enjoying it
less.
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Separate, Drinking from Driving

Why go through this hassle--strong drinks, weak drinks, spacing drinks?

Is it really worth it? The best way to keep your drinki4 'from affecting
your driving is to keep the two apart. Vhen you are going to drink, plan
not to drive. This waif your drinking will not interfecg with Or4ving.

o Drink At home. The best way to avoid having to drive home is
157764FIiliing i0 the first placer But if you drink at home,

stay there. Don't decide later on ,that it would be a good idea
for everyonelo go'out for a pizza.

o Let someone else drive. If you leave your car at home, you
won't be tempted to drive. Try to rid, with a nondrinking
friend. You may be a better driver than your friend when you
are sober, but the odds are that you aren't when you are drunk. )

If you do drive your car, give up the keys before,the drinking
starts.

o Take turns. Work out a deal with friends to take turns driv-
/ i7.rf7ou are going to drink, make sure the drivpr stays

sober. You won't be able to drink at every party tTlat way, but
you will be.. able to drink at most of them and you will always
have a sober driver.

o Take a tali It may cost you extra, but it will keep you out
of trouble, e, and it may save you the cost of a fine. If you

have already driven to a party, and have had too much to drink,
take a cab home.

o Stay overnight. If you'are at someone's home, plan..to stay

ov rnight. You can be the "last dog" at the party without
ing about driving.

What it all boils down to is the simple fact that alcohol affects your
ability io drive. So if you are going ,to drink or be with a bunch of drink-
ers, you need to plan ahead to be safe.

It's a good bet that those thousands of young drivers who have had
alcohol-related accidents or tickets did not plan ahead. And it is also a

good bet that when they set out after the party or wherever they had been
drinking, they thought they were able to drive safely. Alcohol has a way of

doing that to a person's judgment.

YOU CAM HELP OTHERS

The choice to drink or not to drink is an individual one, and many
people drink and enjoy it. But drinking AND driving is another matter. The

dangers are so great that it makes sense to do something about -it. It makes

sense, too, because the Ors of alcohol on the person who has had too
much to drink make him un e to judge his ability to drive. Someone else

should see to it that a wise judgment prevails.

I42
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Others Can Help,

You won't be alone if u decide to become "your brother's keeper."
Surveys and experience show that most young people want help. They know the

I risks of drinking and driving and are willing to dotie things that are
needed to make sure a drunk doesn't drive. Like you, they don't want to see
Anyone get hurt or killed. They don't want any trouble with the police or
with parents. And they know it's a lot easier for a group to prevent a
dangerous, situation than,it is for an individual.

But someone,has to act first! And the sooner the better.

INTERVENING BEFORE THE WINKING STARTS

You and your friends don't have to wait until it's time to hide the
keys 'from the drunk. Theold saying that "an ounce of prevention is worth a

pound of cure" applies to drinking and driving. It is easier to prevent a
drinking driving situation from happening than it is to wait until you have
to deal with a crisis' later on.

You can start by recognizing dangerous situation which will likely
become drinkipg and driving situations. For example, if a group of heavy
drinkers hop into a car and: drive out to a remote site with a couple of
cases of beer, it's likely that at least one drunk driver will be on the
road in a few hours. If the main activity in'a party is drinking, and
little or no thought has been given to transportation afterwards, drinking
and driving is, again, .a likely event.

A little common sense before the drinking starts can prevent serious
'problems later on. When there is a lot of booze and a lot of drinkers who
will have to drive after the drinking, then someone should say, "Wait a min-
ute, let's take care of the driving plans before we start drinking." Remem-
ber, when the drinking starts, it's a lot arFVF to get a responsible group
decision. So do what is necessary beforehand. You can:

o Locate the drinking at a place where driving won't be ne ed
later on.

o Make sure the heavy drink6s in the crowd don't have any driv-
ing responsibilities.

o Arrange safe after-party transportation (including carpools and
parent pickups) before anyone's judgment becomes clouded by
alcohol.

o. Pink someone (hopefully a volunteer) to be the nondrinkng dries'
ver for the night. at

.,..
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR AFTER THE DRINKING STARTS
(//

After the drinking starts, those people who have to drive later on need
to abstain or to control their drinking so that they wilt be able to drive
safell. If they fail to do that, someone needs to step in.

You have to know what to look for before you act. The most rcliable
signs that a drinker is headed for trouble are the amount he drinks and the
wayJle drinks. Anyone who drinks more than one drink in an hour (one can of
beer, a glass of wine, a shot of whiskey, or a mixed drink) could be asking
for trouble. And the person who always has a drink in his hand or who gulps
his drinks is liso asking for trouble.

Behavior changes are the first clue .that alcohol is actual l' startingto affect someone. A drinker may start to be more talkative and 1 sfinhib-
ited and may get a little pushy.or unusually playful. (A shy person may
become outgoing, a loud person quiet.) When these signs appear, alcohol is
starting to tilRe effect, and the drinker who has to drive should slow down
or stop.

You, your friends, and the driver's friends and passengers can help by
getting the driver to engage in a nondrinking activity like eating or danc-
ing. Or it may be enough to remind him that he will be driving later on and
that now is the time to switch to coffee or soft drinks. If the drinking
continues, it will become harder to reason with the drinker.

DEALING WITH THE DRIVER WHO HAS HAD TOO MUCH TO DRINK

People who have had too.much gehevally don't recognize it. Or, if they
do, they aren't likely to admit it. These are important signs you should
look for in a drinker who has had too much:

o loud talking or slurred speech
o dropping things or spilling dr s

o, walking unsteadily, using h s for support
o sweating, turnthg pale or ed in the ace
o very obvious and radic behavior cOnges (for example, the shy

person has now b very loud and agressive).

When a drinker shows these kinds of signs, he has renhed the stage
where his ability to drive safely is seriously impaired. a is dangerous
for him to'be on the road.

08
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If a person's ability to drive safely has been reduced, he should not
be allowed to get behind the wheel.

Try to get him to wait until he has sobered enough to drive safely.
Whatever you do, don't let him drive.

Persuasion

First try persuading,the person not to drive. It won't be easy. Not
many people will admit they're too far gone to drive. This is particularly
true of men. Driving becomes an ego thing. Be prepared for defenses like

.these:
4 I

-

"It's my car."

"I drive a lot bitter after a few drinks.",,

"I only had a couple of drinks."ti
"A couple df beers never hurt anyone.".

"You can't get drunk on beer."

'U can drive that road in my sleep."

"I've had more than this lots of times, and I've always made it home."

Don't let him convince you. Stand up even against the nuneer one defense- -"It's my car." Remember, someone who shows the signs of drinking is not
able to judge his ability to drive.. Keep your sense of humor. But be firm.
Don't worry about losing a friend; he probably won't remember it the next
day. If he does, he'll probably be too embarrassed to bring it up,. Or he
might thank you.

If friendly persuasion doesn't work, it might not hurt to put a little
fear into the situation. Mention the risk of drinking and driving. Point
nut that if he is stopped by the police, a chemical test will probably show
tAat he is legally impaired or intoxicated. He could lose his license.
Even if he makes it home, he has to deal with his parents.

Alternatives

It helps to have an alternative when someone is not fit to drive. If
possible, arrange another way for the person to get home.

o If you are sober, offer him a ride home.

o Try to get him to ride with someone else who is sober.

o Offer to call a cab.
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If none of these options is available, find something--a card gamla trivia
quiz, whateverto keep him occupied while he's sobering up. Also, consider
havtng him spend the night. If he stays overnight, make sure someone calls
his parents to let them know.

Preventing Orivilig
P

If these approaches don't work; you may simply have to prevent the per-
son from driving. You\owe it to the drinker, to those who may ride with
him, and to others on the highway. You don't have to struggle with an
intoxicated person. There are easier ways.

o Disable the car temporarily.

o As 4 last resort, try to get the keys.

WHY IT'S IMPORTANT TO SPEAK UP A141? GET OTHERS TO HELP

Your efforts to help the drinking driver don't have to taan alone.
Young people are willing to help other-young people. And teenagers are more
likely to seek and accept help from other teenagers than from parents or 14

other adults. It's been proven. But someone has to Speak up first. Drink-
ing drivers often leave a party and drive home simply because no one spoke
up. Everyone was waiting for someone else to act. Or someone didn't think
others would support him. Or someone hesitated because he wasn't sure the
driver was "that drunk." The hard facts are that young drivers are involved
in accidents far more frequently than any other age group. And more young
(ages 16-24) drivers are killed in alcohol-related crashes than any other
age group.

The statistics also show that youth alcohol crashes occur most often at

im
ni ht, speeding is often involved, and the driver is often returning hqine
f the place of drinking. That's why it's important to speak up and/to
ge others involved. You should tryuto enlist the aid of others before,
during, and after the drinking. Never assume that they won't support you.

f You may have to put up with a few barbs or accusations that you-,. are trying
to spoil someone's fun or worse. But remember you are not trying to stop
someone from having fun, just from doing something very dangerous.

WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF YOU WERE...?

Reading and talking about the dangers of drinking and driving is one
thing, but actually, doing something about it is another. It takes courage
to speak up the first time or to take some action, even if it is a friend
and even if you believe the other members of the group will support you.
One way to get started is to talk about or "role play" situations in which
drinking and driving is involved.
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Read the scene below. It describes a potential drinking and driving
situation. Then read the questions which follow the scene. And think about
what could be done--what you could do--to keep Billfrodi driving home.

THE SCENE

It's a party given by Mike and iCathy, a young couple just out of high
school. The threqLother couples at the party are high school seniors,

Orexcept for Bill, o graduated last year. Mike and Cathy have supplied
snacks, soft drinks, beer and wine. Others have. brought their own beer or
liquor. Bill drove to the party with his date, Mary. He brought two six-
packs to the party and has just about polished them off. Mary isn't much of
a drinker. She's had just one glass of wine. Earlier, Mary kidded Bill
about his drinking, but he didn't get the message. She Ivs to be home by
midnight, and its getting close to the time to leave. She has driven home
before with Bill when he was drinking, but this time he seems a little more
tipsy then usual. Mary is afraid to ride with Bill. But she doesn't want
to drive herself, either. She has trouble driving at night.

Mike, the party's host, has had quite a bit to drink. He hasn't been
paying too much attention to the fact that anyone has to drive home. His
wife, Cathy, has had a few drinks. She is starting to "feel" them, but
mainly she feels tired. Cathy just wishes everyone would go home.

George is a friend of Bill's. He drove the other car to the party and
brought his date, Alice, plus Bob and Rose. He needs to get everyone home
by 1 a.m. and will be driving the opposite direction from Bill. George has
been watching Bill drink and doesn't think he should drive. 1

Alice, George's date, is quiet and shy. She was nervous about the
party, but how she has a pleasant buzz on. The other couple, Bob and Rose,
are enjoying themselves aind not drinking very much. Rose is good friends
with Mary and worried that Mary has to ride with Bill.

The party is starting to break up now, despite Mike's protests. The
crowd is moving toward the coat closet and goodbyes aye-starting to be said.
For the people who are concerned about Bill's driving, now is their last
chance to act because Bill,,flush with confidence and as sure of his ability
to handle a car as his ability to handle two six-packs of beer, pulls out
his keys, puts his arm around Mary, and announces he is ready to go.

QUESTIONS

What would you do if you were Mary? George?

How do you think Bill will react to people who try to stop him from
driving home?

Do you think that others will back up Mary or George if they try to
stop Bill?

What can be done to gain their backing?
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WHAT I KNOW ABOUT ALCOHOL

Use the answer sheet. Circle the correct answer to each question.

1. Whenever a person drinks, the effects of alcohol are likely to be:

a. The same as before.
b. Less than before. 4
c. Changed by how they feel at the time.

2. The alcohol content in one 12-oz. can of beer is equal to:

a. 'One-fourth shot of whiskey, gin, etc.
b. One-half shot of whiskey., gin, etc.
c. One shot of whiskey, gin, etc.

3. Which one of the following helps a drinker sober up?

a. Time.

b. Coffee.
c. Food.

4. If you mix soda with alcohol, the effects of alcohol will:

a. Increase
b. Remain the same.
c. Decrease.

5. Which one of the following driving abilities is most influenced by small
amounts of alcohol?

a. The ability to accelerate smoothly.
b. The ability to control vehicle's speed.
c. The ability to tell distance from another object.

6. The major advantage that e),erienced drinkers have over beginning drinkers
is:

a. They are more likely to recognize the effects of alcohol.
b. They can drink more without getting, drunk.

c. They can act sober even when they are not.



7. The best way to prevent drinking and driving is to deal with it:

a. Before the drinking starts.
.b. During the drinking. .

tvjc. When it's time to drive.

8. MeR\can sometimes drink more than women because:

a. They have a greater tolerance.
b. They weigh more.
c. They have different hormones.

9. The amount of time it takes alcohol to leave the body:

a. Can be increased.
b. Can be decreased.

?
c. Cannot be changed.

10. When the amount of alcohol in the body is low (less than .04%), the risk of
an accident for young drivers 'is:

a. Greater than when not drinking.
b. Less than when not drinking.
c. The same as when -not drinking.

11. Which one of the following is the most helpful in telling if a person has
had too much to drink?

a. The number of drinks and the time period they've been drinking.
b. The number of drinks and their drinking experience
c. What the person usually drinks and how often they drink.

12. The legal standard for driving while intoxicated in most states is:

a. .04% alcohol in the blood.
b. .08% alcohol in the blood.
c. .10% alcohol in the blood.

11. The most accurate way to tell if a friend has had too much to drink is to,:

a. Ask how pe feels.
b. Look for changes in how he acts.
c. Figure out how much alcohol he has in his body.
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14, Alcohol is a factor in about how many highway traffic deaths?

a. 12,000 a year.
b. 22,000 a year.
c. 42,000 a year.

15. Studies show that young people:

a. Believe drinking and driving is the drinker's business.
b. Are willing to try to prevent drinking and driving.
c. Believe preventing drinking and driving is the business of the

police alone.

16. Which one of the following statements bet describes people who often drink
large'amount0 of alcohol?

a. Alcohol's effects are less noticeable.
b. Alcohol no longer affects them.
c, Alcohol's effects last longer,

17. To reach a blood alcohol concentration of .06%, a 160-pound person would
drink at leas is

a. Two drinks in an hour.
b. Three drink, in an hour.
c. Four drinks in an hour.

18. The best way to prevent a heavy drinker from getting too drunk to drive home
from a party is to:

a. Check on his drinking during the party.
b. Arrange for other transportatl%n before starting to drink.
c. Take his keys at the first sign of intoxication.

19..A 140-pound person who drinks four beers in an hour:

a. Can drive safely if he's careful.
b. Cannot drive safely.
c. Should have no problem driving.

20. In an hour, a person can eliminate the alcohol con_lined in about:

a. One drink.
b. Two drinks.
c. Three drinks.



ANSWER SHEET

1. a b c

2. a b c

3. a b c

4. a b c

5. a b c

6. a b c

7. a b c

8. a b c

9. a b c

10, a b c

11. a b c

12. a b c

13. a b c

14. a b c

15. a b c

16. d b c

11. a b c

18. a b c

l'i. a b C

2u. a b c
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WHAT I KNOW ABOUT ALCOHOL

Use the answer sheet. Circle the correct answer to each question.

1. T alcohol contenibf one 1-1/2 oz. shot of whiskey is equal to:

a. One 12-4g. can of beer.
b. Two 12-oz. cans of beer.
c. Three 12-oz. cans of beer.

2. People with a "hitgh tolerance" for alcohol:

a. Can drink more than other people.
b. Don't get drunk.
c. Do not show the obvious signs of intoxication.

3. The best way to tell if someone is on their way to getting drunk is to find
\

mkt:
.,.._

a;\ What they are drinking.
b. `How much they have had to drink
c. How much experience they have with drinking. .

4. Men can sometimes drink more than women because:

a. They have a greater tolerance.
b. They neigh more.
c. They have different hormones.

5. In one hour of drinking, almost everyone would reach .10 percent blood
alcohol concentration with:

a. 1 - 2 drinks.
b. 3 - 4 drinks.
c. 5 - 6 drinks.

6. For young people, alcohol is a factor in about:

a. 20% of the highway deaths.
b. 40% of the highway deaths.
c. 60% of the highway deaths.



7. If you think someone is drinking too much, the best approach is:

a. Get the drinker involved in other activities.
b. Wait a while to make sure.
c. Tell the drinker he can't have any more liquor.

1.9

8. With a .03% concentration of alcohol in the blood, the young driver's risk
of being in an accident is:

a. The same as when sober.
b. Three times greater than when sober.
c. Nine times greater than when sober.

9. A 140-pound person who drinks four beers in an hour:

a. Can drive safely if he's careful.
b. Cannot drive safely.
c. Should have no problem driving.

10. The best way to avoid drinking too much is to:

a. Set a limit before drinking starts.
b. Add a mixer to the alcohol.
c. Stick with beer.

11. The first driving ability affected by alcohol is:

a. Coordination.
b. Vision.
c. Judgment.

12. Which of the following helps you sober up?

a. Exercise.
b. Time.
c. Fresh air.

13. If you mix 1 ounce 6 liquor with 1 ounce of soda, the amount of alcohol:

a. Increases.
b. Decreases.
c. Remains the same.
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14. Which of the following statements is most accurat c ab t food and alcohol?

a. Food in%the stomach slows the absorption of alcohol.
b. Food helps you sober up.
c. Food in the stomach means you can drink more.

15. For the young driver, the alcohol-related accident rate is:

a. Greater than for other drivers.
b. The same as for other drivers.
c. Less than for other drivers.

16. If you are one drink over your limit, how 1pnshould you wait before you
drive?

a. At least 30 minutes.
- b. At least one hour.

c. At least two hours.

17. The best way to prevent a drunk from driving is to:

a. Have just one person deal with the drinker.
b. Have a group of people deal with the drinker.
c. Let the drinker decide whether to drive or not.

18. After two drinks which of the following persons would have the lowest
percentage of alcohol in the blood?

a. 100-pound person.
b. 150-pound person.
c. 200-pound person.

19. The drinker's emotional state can:

a. Change the way alcohol affects the drinker.
b. Change the percent of alcohol in the blood.
c. Help body tissues to absorb more alcohol.

20. If you plan to drive after drinking, the beit way to avoid driving while
impaired is to:

a. Start drinking an hour after everyone else starts.
b. Set a limit before you start drinking.
c. Stop drinking when you feel the effects.
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ANSWER SHEET

1. a b c

2. a b c

3. a b c

4. a b

5. a b c

6. a b c

7. a b c

8. a - b c
1

9. a b c

10. a b c

11. a b c

12. a ,b c

13. a b c

14. a b c

15. a b c

16. a b c

17. a b c

18. a b c

19. a b c

20. a b c

D.

I
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ANSWERS

KNOWLEDGE - ALCOHOL

(A) (B)

1. c 1. a

2. c 2. c

3. a 3. b

4. a 4. b

5. c 5. c

6. a 6. c

7. a 7. a

8. b 8. b

9. c 9. b

10. a 10. a

11. a 11. c

12. c 12. b

13. c. 13. c

14. b 14. a

15. b 15. a

16. a 16. b

17. c 17. b

18. b 18. .c

19. b 19. a

20. a 20. b
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE

RESTRAINTS INFORMATION NODULE

INTRODUCTION

ile the use of restraints is low among the general population, it is
even ower among young drivers. The ability of safety restraints to prevent
or r uce the seriousness of injuries is well documented, and most-educa-
tio al programs attempt to communicate these facts to young drivers. Never-
theless, there continue to be extremely low levels of safety belt usage.

It appears that, even when young drivers know the benefits of restraint
usage', they have a relatively low perception of risk and are not well aware
of what can happen to an unrestrained driver or passenger in a collision.

This program is designed to provide studentswitft factual information
on the risks presented by failure to wear safety belts.

GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

Goal: To increase the use of safety restraints by young people.

Objectives:

Performance Objectives

o Uses safety restraints for all trips as a driver or passenger.

o Encourages others in a vehicle to 'ise safety restraints.

Knowledge Obiectives

o Knows the characteristics and purpose of safety restraints.

o Knows the various risks associated with failure to use safety
restraints.

o Knows risks are higher on short trips and at low speeds when most
ac0 cidents occur.

o Knows common myths about safety restraints hive no basis in fact.
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Attitude Objectives

o Believes usinp,safety restraints on all trips is essential to driver
and ,pat-tengir''protection!'

ojelieves passenger protection is the driver's responsibility.

o Believes pressure from others not to use safety restraints should be
ignored.

PRWRAM CHARACTERISTICS

The program requires one class period in a standard classroom.
Instruction consists of teacher presentation supported by a film. Some
discussion follows the film viewing.

Materials/Equipment

addition to this Guide, required materials include:

o A student manual: "Safety Belts, What Do You Think?"
o Film: Dice in a Box
o 16mm sound projector
o Screen

Instructional Aids

o Film--"Dice in a Box"

PRE-PROGRAM PREPARATION

Instructor

o Review activity set forth in this Guide
o Preview film
o Review student manual

Students

Reading Assignment - (Provided prior to class meeting)

Assign the student manual: "Safety Belts, What Do You Think?" for outside
reading.
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INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Activity fl - Instructor Presentation and Film (50 Minutes)

Instructor Presentation and Film

During this activity you will review some basic facts about .safety
restraints, and students will view the film. Important points for you to
cover in introducing the program are outlined below.

INTRODUCTION

o In any given accident, there are two collisions.

o The first is the vehicle ollision.

o The second, more important collision is the "human collision."

o The human collision is the one that can hurt you.

o Safety restraints protect you in the human collision.

o If every driver and passenger in the U.S. wore restraints during
every trip, in one year:

--15,000 lives would be saved.
- -4 million personal injuries would be less severe.
- -$20 billion in accident costs would be saved.

o What about your chances of being in an accident? Are they high?

o Last year, almoit 30 million drivers were in traffic crashes--about

one of every five licensed drivers.

o There's a 50-50 chance that 129 will be in a crash sometime during
your driving career.

o If you are in a crash, by failing to wear safety belts, you've
greatly increased your chances of being severely injured or even
killed.

o Even in a "near miss," an unrestrained driver could be thrown out of
position and lose control of his car.

Introduction to Film

o The film you are about to see is called "Dice in a Box."

o The film presents information on safety belts.

o It discusses common myths about restraints, how belts protect you in
a crash and at all times, and why it's a good idea to encourage
others to use restraint., t
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(SHOW FILMS
wl

.

\
DISCUSSION/QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS et

o Ask students to summarize the most important points made in the film.

- Belts keep you from colliding with parts of the car or with other
people in the car.

- In a crash, if you are wearing belts, the frame of the car will
protect you. _If you are not wearing belts, you could be killed due
to impact.

- Proper adjustment of belts is very important.

- In a severe crash, there may be some injuries caused by belts, but
they will be far less serious than would hate resulted without
belts.

- Belts will help people escape from burning or sinking cars. Belts
don't trap le.

o Ask stude is about their belt usage.

o Ask those who do not wear belts why they\do not.

o Explore their "reasons," bringing out the'facts supporting belt
usage.

A

LIKELY REASONS FOR NOT liARING BELTS-- EXAMPLES

o "I won't have an accident." Every yAr one of every five drivers
has an accident.

o "I forget to wear them." Develop the habit of putting on safety
belts before starting the vehicle.

o "My friends think I'm a sissy or a do-gooder." Let then know
you're concerned about safety--yours and theirs. No one wants a
cut face, broken teeth, etc.

RI-4
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE

PEER TESTIMONIAL NODULE
(ASSEMBLY PRESENTATION)

INTRODUCTION

While the use of restraints is low among the general population, it is
even lower among young drivers. The ability of safety restraints to prevent
or reduce the seriousness of injuries is well documented, and most educa-
tional programs attempt to communicate these facts to young drivers. Never-
theless, there continue to be extremely low levels of safety belt usage.

It appears tha even en young drivers know the benefits of restraint
usage, they have a r latively low perception of risk and are not well aware
of what can happen to an unrestrained driver or passenger in a collision.

This program is designed to provide students with factual information
about safety restraints and to increase their perception of risk by having
than view a slide presentation/testimonial given by an accident victim.

GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

Goal: To increase the use of saftty restraints by young people.

Objectives:

Performance Objectives

o Uses safety restraints for all trips as. a driver or passenger.

o Encourages others in a vehicle to use safety restraints.

Knowlestgeltjectives

o Knows the characteristics and purpose of e,afety restraints.

o Knows the various risks associated with felure to use safety
restraints.

Attitude Objectives

o Believes using safety restraints on All i,..tps is essential to driver
and passenger protection.

o Believes pressure from others not to use safety restraints should be
ignored.
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PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

The program requires one class period. The program consists of an
audio/visual slide,pasentation, i.e., a peer testimonial entitled "Stayin'
Alive." The program fs designed for use in a student assembly setting.

Equipment

Required equipment for presenting the "Stayin' Alive" program may be
purchased or rented based on the following list of items.

o 3 C.P.E. rear projection sceens - 7.5' x 10'
o .6 Kodak E-2 projectors w/out lens
o 6 Buhl 1.4" f3 wide-angle projection lens
o 3 Wollensak AV33 dissolve control units
o 1 Wollensak Pro 9 programmer
o .1 Sharp RT1155 Ste' _u cassette unit
o 1 Scott audio amplifier A437
o 2 Allegro MC2000 speakers
o 3 Chief TE200 projector stackers
o Assorted cables and connectors
o 6 Spare projector bulbs
o 1 Wollensak AV-21 remote power swtich

Instructional Aids

o Wisconsin "Stayin' Alive" Program

PERSONNEL

8 Program Administrator--To introduce the assembly and make arrame
ments for the equipment, equipment operator, mid "Stayin' Alive"
program.

o Equipment Operator--A technician to set up and operate the equipment
for "Stayin'

PRE - PROGRAM PREPARATION

Program Administrator

o Review activities set forth in this Guide
o Procure "Stayin' Alive" program, equipment, and technician

services
o Make arrangements for assembly session

School Administrator

o Make assembly announcement

Equipment Operator

o Set up equipment

RP-2
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o Check sound area
o Check screen replacement
o Check *system" before student scheduled arrival time

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Activity 01 - Assembly Presentation "Stayin' Alive (3011inmtes)

Peer Testimonial Program

o Students view the Wisconsin "Stayin' Alive" peer testimonial
program.

INTRODUCTION

Introduce the program based on the contents of the presentation script.



PRESENTATION /R C IPT.

Good Morning- -I'm very pleased to present the "Stavin' Alive"
program. It is a program which addresses the importance of seat
belt use.

I think you will find this presentation to be quite an
experience.

"Stayin' Alive" is a true story about a high school student
just like you..., well, hopefully, not exactly...

Gary Erikson was 17 when he decided to take a ride in his
"souped up" Chevy one spring afternoon in 1967.

You may think 1967! What does that ,have to do with me?!

You see--that ride in 1967 was the last one Gary ever drove
because he was involved in a near fatal crash.

The year is not important--the fact that he was not wearing.
his seatbelt--is the key.

Not wearing his seatbelt has affected the rest of his life...

When Gary lost control of his car, nothing restrained him as
he was thrown through the windshield and into a barbed wire
fence.

He ended up in a coma for 8 months--and the accident left him .

brain damaged and maimed.

In fact, because of the damage to his brain--

You have to pay close attention to Gary as he speaks to.you
today.

If you do pay close attention, you will be able to grasp what
Gary is now able to share with us--and this message is very
important to all of

Please be open to the show--and try to gain from it.

SHOW PROGRAM

WRAP UP PROGRAM

Conclude the program with contents from the "Program Wrap-Up Script".
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PROGRAM WRAP-UP SCRIPT

Thank you for your attention--as you now know--the message
Gary spoke about was:

Seatbelts save lives, reduce injuries, and. can spare us from
unnecessary pain.

As a matter of fact--I have some statistics you may want to
think about--

o 50-80% of all deaths and injuries from automobile acci-
dents could have been prevented if safety belts or child
safety restraints had been worn.

o If ever; driver and passenger in the United States wore
seatbelts during every trip--in one year alone:

--15,000 lives would be saved.
--4 million personal injuries would have been less

severe.

You may ask--What are the chances of being in a crash?

o Last year almost 30 million drivers were in traffic
accidents--that is about one in every 5 drivers!

Think about what you have heard today and what Gary has gone
through--isn't it worth it to use your seatbelt?



INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE

RESTRAINTS INFORMATION ..ND PEER TESTIMONIAL MODULE
(ASSEMBLY PRESENTATION)

INTRODUCTION

While the use of restraints is low among the'general population, it is
even lower among young drivers. The ablity of safety restraints to prevent
or reduce the seriousness of injuries is well documented, and most educa-
tional programs attempt to communicate these facts to young drivers. Never-
theless, there continue to be extremely low levels of safety belt usage.

It appears that, even when young drivers know the benefits of restraint
usage, they have a relatively low perception gf risk and are not well aware
of what can happen to an unrestrained driver or passenger in a collision.

This program is designed to provide students with factual information
about safety restraints and to increase their perception of risk by having
them view a slide presentation/testimonial given by an accident victim.

GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

Goal: To increase the use of satety restraints by young people.

Objectives:

Performance Objectives

o Uses safety restraints for all trips as a driver or passenger.

o Encourages others in a vehicle to use safety restraints.

Knowledge Objectives

o Knows the characteristics and purpo'se of safety restraints.

o Knows the various risks associated with failure to use safety
restraints.

o Knows risks are higher on short trips and at low speeds when most
accidents occur.

o Knows common myths about safety restraints have no basis in fact.
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Attitude Objectives

o Believes using safety restraints on all trips is essential to
driver and passenger protection.

o Believes passenger grotection is the driver's responsibility.

o Believes pressure from others not to use safety restraints should
be ignored.

PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

The program requires one class period. Instruction consists of teacher
presentation supported by a film and by an audio/visual slide presentation,
ie., the peer testimonial entitled "Stayin' Alive." The program is designed
for use in a student assembly setting.

Materials

In addition to this Guide, required materials include a student man-
ual: "Safety Belts, What Do You Think?"

ti

Equipment

The*film requires a 16mm sound projector. The equipment for "Stayin'
Alive" may be purchased or rented based on the following general
specifications/listing.

o 3 C.P.E. rear projection sceens - 7.5' x 10'
o 6 Kodak E-2 projectors/w/out lens
o 6 Buhl 1.4" f3 wide-angle projection lens
o 3 Wollensak AV33 dissolve control units
o 1 Wollensak Pro 9 programmer
o 1 Sharp RT1155 Stereo cassette unit
o 1 Scott audio amplifier A437
o 2 Allegro MC2000 speakers
o 3 Chief TE200 projector stackers
o Assorted cables and connectors
o 6 Spare projector bulbs
o 1 Wollensak AV-21 remote power switch

Instructional Aids

o Film--"Dice in a Box"
o Wisconsin "Stayin' Alive" Program
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Personnel

o Program Administrator--To introduce the assembly and make arrange-
ments for the instructional material and equipment.

o Equi ment 0 erator--A technician to let up and operate the equipment
or tay n ve."

PRE-PROGRAM PREPARATION

Instructor

o Review activities set forth in this Guide
o Preview film: "Dice in a Box."
o Review student manual, "Safety Belts, What o You Think?"
o Make arrangements for assembly session.

Students

Reading Assignment

6

Assign the student manual, "Safety Belts, What Do You Think?" for
outside reading. Read the Pre-Program Script prior to handing out the
manual.

School Administrator

This script should be read to stu4ents by a School Administrator or
designee before the day of the instructional program presentation.

1.68
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PRE-PROGRAM SCRIPT

Students--

Tomorrow (specify day of week-- Monday, Tuesday, etc.) you will
be attending a special traffic safety assembly.

As you probably already realize, traffic safety is becoming In
issue of public concern.

For example, most r)f the car manufacturers have been
producing radio commercials which wig you to "buckle up out of
love" or urge you to tell your passElers to buckle their seat
belts because as a driver you are seen as the captain of tho
ship, and it's your responsibility to make sure everyone using
a seat belt."

The Federal government has also become involved in this
traffic safety movement by producing instructional programs which
highlight the reasons for wearing safety belts.

Our school has been selected to participate in one of these
Federally-produced safety belt presentations.

`IN

I am handing out a booklet (Safety Belts, What Do You Thi
which was written to accompany this program.

Please read this material before tomorrow's ass
reading the booklet before the assembly, amiliar
enough with the material to get the full impact of the presentation.

Equipment Operator

o Set up equipment
o Check sound area
o Check screen placement
o Check "system" before student scheduled arrival time.

Activi`l 01 (25 minutes)

Film Presentation

You will introduce the assembly program and students'itll view the
film, "Dice in a Box."

Activity 02 (30 minutes)

Peer testimonial

Students view the Wisconsin "Stayin' A/ five" program.
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Activity #1- -Film Presentation, Dice in a Box"

Introduce the program by presenting the contents contained in the "Film
Script".

INTRODUCTION

o Read Script

FILM SCRIPT
I

Good morning--

I am very pleased to present a seat belt program.

Today you will see a film and a slide presentation that
should, at the very least, heighten your awareness of seat belts.

Obviously, the purpose of this program is to present information
to convince you to buckle your seat belt.

The film you are about to see is called "Dice in a Box." It
was produced in Ontario, Canada, where seat belt use is now
mandated by law.

The film presents information about seat belts--what they can
do; What they cannot do--and discusses common myths which are used by
some as excuses'for not wearing their safety belts.

Please listen carefully.

SHOW FILM

Activity #2--Wisconsin "Stayins Alive" Program

Introduce this part of the program by presenting the contents contained
in the presentation script.

INTRODUCTION

o Read "Presentation Script"
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PRESENTATION SCRIPT

I'm now pleased to present thtr"Stayin' Alive" program.

I think you will finAit to be quite an experience.

"Stayin' Alive" is a true story about a high school studentjust like you..., well, hopefully, not exactly...

Gary Erikson was 17 when he decided to take a ride in his
"souped up" Chevy one spring afternoon in 1967.

You may think 1967! What does that have to do with me?!

You see--that ride in 1967 was the last one Gary ever drove
because he was involved in a near fatal crash.

The year is not important--the fact that he was Olt wearing
his seatbelt--is the keye

Aot wearing his seatbelt has affected the rest of his life...

When Gary lost control of his car, nothing restrained him ashe was thrown through the windshield and into a barbed wire
fence.

He ended up in a coma for 8 months--and the accident left him
brain damaged and maimed.

In fact, because of the damage to his brain- -

You have to pay close attention to Gary as ne speaks to you
today.

If you do pay close attention, you will be able to grasp what
Gary is nowiEle to share with us- -and this message is very
important to all of us.

Please be open to the show--and try to gain from it.

(Start the show)

Wrap Up

o Wrap up program--read "Program Wrap Up Script"
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WRAP UP SCRIPT

Thank you for your attention--as you now know--the message
Gary spoke about was:

Seatbelts save lives, reduce injuries, and can spare us from
unnecessary pain.

As a matter of fact,

o If every driver and passenger in the United States
wore seatbelts during every trip--in one year al on

-- 15,000 lives would he saved.
--4 million personal injuries would have been less

severe.

You may ask--What are the chances of being in a crash?

o Last year almost 30 million drivers wetli traffic
accidents--that is about one in every 5 ivers!

Think about what you have heard today and what Gary, has gone
through--isn't it worth it to use your seatbelt?

Thank you.
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE

'RESTRAINTS INFORMATION AND CONVINCER RIDE MODULE

INTRODUCTION
.

While the use of restraints is low among the general population, it iseven lower among young drivers. The ability of safety restraints to preventor reduce the seriousness of injuries is well documented, and most
4, educational prograths attempt to -Immunicate these facts to young drivers.

Nevertheless, there continue to be extremely low levels of safety beltusage.

It appears that, even when young drivers know the benefitt of restraint
usage, they have a relatively low perception of risk and are not well awareof what can happen to an unrestrained driver or passenger in a collision.

This program is designed to provide`students with factual information,about safety restraints and to increase their perception of risk by havingthem ride on a Seat Belt Convincer.

GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

Goal: To increase the use of safety restraints by young people.

Objectives:

Performance Objectives

o Uses safety restraints for all trips as a driver or passenger.

o Encourages others in a vehicle to use'safety restraints.

Knowledge Objectives

o Knows the characteristics and purpose of safety restraints.

o Knows the various risks ass,ciated with failure to use safety
restraints.

o Knows risks are higher on short trips and at low speeds when most
accidents occur.

o Knows common myths about safety restraints have no basis in fact.



Attitude Objectives

o Believes using safity,restraintslon all trips is essential to driver
and passenger protection.

o Believes passenger protection is the driver's responsibility.

o Believes pressure from others not to use safety restraints should be
ignored.

PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

The program requires two instructional periods for each group of 25 -30
students. Instruction consists of teacher presentation supported by a film
and discussion and by a student Seat Belt Convincer ride. Each student
rides the convincer while the remaining students watch.

Materials

. In addition to this Guide, required materials include the student
manual--"Safety Belts, What Do YouThink?"

Instructional Aids

o Film--"Dice in a Box"

Equipment/Facilities

Convincer ride activity requires.a Seat Belt Convincer sled and an open
area (e.g., a parking lot) in which to locate sled. In addition tq the
convincer, the following are needed for class instruction:

o 16mm sound projector
o Screen

Personnel

o 1 Instructor--To provide class instruction and monitor students
observing the convincer ride.

o 1 Convincer Operator--To administer convincer rides.

PREPROGRAM PREPARATION

Instructor

Inv

o Review activities set forth in this Guide
o Preview film
o Review student manual
o Situate and check out operation of Seat Belt Convincer sled.

RC-2
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Students

Reading Assignment

o Assign the student manual, "Safety Belts, What Do You Think?"
for outside reading (prior to the convincer program ).

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Activity fl (50 minutes)

Instructor Presentation and Film

You will present basic information about restraints, and students will
view the film "Dicg in a Box."

Activity #2 (50 minutes)

Student Seat Belt Convincer Ride tti
Each student will ride the Seat Belt Convincer sled. The students who

are waiting for their turn will engage in a safety belt discussion guided by
the instructor at the Convincer Sled sideline.

Activity #1--Instructor Presentation and Film

During this activity, present the following facts about safety
restraints, and show and discuss the film. Important points to make in the
introduction and in introducing the outlined below.

INTRODUCTION

o In any given accident, there are two collisions.

o The first is the vehicle collision.

o The second, more important collision is the "human collision."

o The human collision is the one that can hurt you.

o Safety restraints protect you in the human collision.

o If every driver and passenger in the U.S. wore restraints
during every trip, in one year.



gis

- -15,000 lives would be saved.
--4 million personal injuries would be less severe.
--$20 billion in accident costs would be saved.

o What about your chances of being in an accident? Are they
high?

o Last year, almost 30 million drivers were in traffic
crashes--about one of every five licensed drivers.

o There's a 50-50 chance that you will be in a crash sometime
during your driving career.

o If you are in a crash, by failing to wear safety belts, you've
greatly increased your chances. of being severely injured or
even killed.

o Even in a "near miss," an unrestrained driver could be thrown
tout of position and lose control of his car.

Introduction to Film

o The film you are about to see is called "Dice in a Box."

o The film presents information on safety belts.

o It discusses common myths about restraints, how belts protect
you in a crash and at all-times, and why it's a good idea to
encourage others to use restraints.

(SHOW FILM)

DISCUSSION/QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

o Ask students to summarize the most important points made in the
film.

- Belts keep you from colliding with parts of the car or with
other people in the car.

- In a crash, if you are wearing belts, the frame of the car
will protect you. If you are not wearing belts, you could be
killed due to impact.

- Proper adjustment of belts is very important.

- In a severe crash, there may be some injuries caused by
belts, but they will be far less serious than would have
resulted without belts.
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- Belts will help people escape from burning or sinking cars. Belts
don't trap people.

o Ask students about their belt usage.

o Ask those who do not wear belts why they do not.

o Explore their "reasons;" highlight the facts supporting safety belt
usage.

LIKELY REASONS FOR NOT WEARING BELTSEXAMPLES

o "I won't have an accident." Every year one of every five drivers
has an accident.

o "I forget to wear them." Develop the habit of putting on safety
belts before starting the vehicle.

o "My friends think I'm a sissy or a do-gooder." Let them know
you're concerned about safety--yours and theirs. No one wants a
cut face, broken teeth, etc.

Activity #2-- Student Seat Belt Convincer Ride

INTRODUCTION --To be given in class and reinforced at the convincer
site.

o The Seat Belt Convincer demons%rates the forces involved in a
low speed (10 mph) crash.

o You will be able to feel those forces and experience the
protection of properly used and adjusted safety restraints.

o As each student rides the sled, the others should be watching
for the following:

- -head snapping forward

--arms and hands flying forward
--bulgc around belts at impact

o As you observe, look for only one of these actions at a time
because the sled stops in only one-tenth of a second. You have
an opportunity to see all of these things as each student takes
a turn.

INSTRUCTOR PROCEDURES

o Give the introduction.

o Position students waiting for the convincer ride so that they
have a clear view of the sled and rider.
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o Maintain this positioning os students take their, turn.

o Ask someone t; volunteer to be the ,first rider. Then have. each
student ride.

o Point out what is happening and why (e.g., head snapping
forward; arms and hands flying forward; bulge around, belts at
impact) .

o Discuss what the Belt is doing; how-fast an accident occurs;the two collisions.

o Address the fact that they are observing a simulated low-speed
crash, and that most accidents occur on short trips and at lowspeeds.

o Elicit comments from the students who rode the convincer.

o Keep the group's attention on the activity at hand and on the
utility of wearing safety belts.

o Exclude students from the convincer ride experience if they
indicate they have a back or neck problem.

o After all have ridden, assemble group and check their
perception of the need for using belts.

OPERATOR PROCEDURES

o Raise seat: Student enters sled at the t p of the run.

o Have students remove glasses, hats, etc. and items that may be
on their belts.

o Have student position body in the seat looking forward as if he
is a passenger in a vehicle.

o Fasten seat and shoulder belts.

op.o Adjust seat belt around lower hips (e.g., below belt buckle);
shoulder belt should allow a clenched fist to be placed between
belt and body.

o Check belt connections and adjustment.

o Student places lower arms and hands on top of thighs and
relaxes.

o Instruct student to ride with mouth closed.

o Release seat.

o After student has "crashed," he releases belts and exits at
bottom of sled.

Om,



INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE

CRASH DYNAMICS MODULE*

o The teaching-learning activities contained here are meant to he used withthe safety-belt audiovisual materials of the National Highway TrafficSafety Administration (NHTSA).

o The instructional plan which follows serves as a lesson plan or guide forpresenting and discussing the audiovisual materials.
A minimum of 50 minutes is required for instruction; class administrativeime is not included. The program may be taught in 1 to 2 class periods,iopending on the length of the cla.,s period.

o fg,:ipmEnt needed for these activities includes (1) a screen and (2) a16mm sound motion picture projector.

* Adapted from "A Suggested Safty Belt instructional Plan for HighSchool Teachers," prepared for NHTSA under Contract No.DINH22-81-C-05235, by the America[ Driver and Traffic Safety EducationAssocii.Lion.
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ACTIVITY ONE

1. Show the "EGG" trigger film.

2. Initiate discussion so students "dis-
cover" the safety belt intent.

3. Cover discussion points.

Teaching points

I. While this is the introductory activity, it is strongly recommended
that no introductory remarks be made or preliminary information be
givenBefore the film.

2. Start by showir the "EGG" trigger film. Important: Let students
"discover",. on their own, that tney are about to engage in a safety
belt activity.

3. The film is designed to catch their attention and will make its point
very quickly and with very few words. Be prepared to re-show the
film.

Presentation: Time 1 minute

I. Show the "EGG" trigger film.

a. Running Time: 30 seconds

b. Ob'ective: To convey the idea that safety belts prevent you from
co t ing with the inside of your car in a crash.

c. Conce t best illustrated: Effectiveness of being restrained as
oppose to eing unres rained.

2. Reshow the film if necessary. You may find that the main thrust is
lost on a students becuse of the rapidity with which the informa-
tion is given. In add-ion, the film is very visual. This may cause
the student to retain .ess of the narration.



Discussion Points: 5 minutes

1. Immediately after the film Pesentation(s), ask the class: "WHAT DID
YOU THINK?"

Your motive is to let the class expl^re the reasons for their seeing
the film. Obviously, it will be mos. affective if the class "dis-
covers" on its own that a safety belt discussion or program is under
way.

(Teaching Point: If the film showing is repeated, do not comment be-
tween showings other than to say: "LET'S LOOK AT IT AGAIN.")

2. After the class has discovered the safety belt intent, reinforce their
conclusion by adding:

"WE'RE GOING TO BE INVOLVED WITH SAFETY BELTS FOR THE NEXT COUPLE OF
CLASS PERIODS. WE'LL BE SEPARATING THE MYTHS FROM THE FACTS. WE'LL BE
EXPLORING THE PROBLEMS -- THE ISSUES -- AND OUR am EXPERIENCES WITH
SAFETY BELTS."



ACTIVITY TWO

1. Introduce the film

2. Show "SAFETY BELTS SAVE LIVES' film.

3. Cover discussion points.

Teaching Points

1. The film illustrates graphically the effectiveness of safety belts by
showing what happens when occupants are: totally unrestrained, usin9
lap belt only, and properly belted.

2. The 1/5th true speed sequences demonstrate the rapidity wit: which
crashes occur.

Presentation: 2 minutes

1. Introduce the film with a statement such as: "LET'S TAKE A LOOK AT
WHAT REALLY HAPPENS AND HOW FAST IT HAPPENS IN A CRASH,"

2. Show the film "SAFETY BELTS SAVE LIVES."

kP

a. Running Time: 2 minutes

b. Objective: To emphasize the necessity of wearing bo/h lap and
shoulder belts.

c. Concept best illustrated: Effectiveness of lap belt only and the
rap and shoulder combination.

162
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Discussion Points: 10 minutes

1. Immediatelyraf ter the film presentation(s), ask the class: "WHAT DID
YOU THINK?

2. Following the film prsentation, initiate a class discussion. based on
these questions and answers:

o In every crash, there are two collisions. What are they?

The two collisions are:

--The actual crashing of the car into external object--the VEHICLE
collision, and

--The crash.ag of the occupants against interior portions of the
car--the HUMAN collision.

o How fast does -1 accident happen?

A car going 30 mph comes to a complete stop upon impact in 1/10th of
a second. The occupants of the vehicle come to a complete stop
1/53th of a second later.

o Can you be seriously injured r Jn if the passenger compartment
stays completely intact?

The majority of injuries are caused by the human collision, i.e.,
the occupants hitting some part of the inside of the vehicle after
vehicle impact. Therefore, the structural integrity of the passen-
ger compartment has less to do with reducing injuries in low speed
crashes than do safety belts.

o How helpful is a padded dash and instrument panel in reducing
injury?

The forces involved in a collision are so strong that a padded dash
off'rs little or no protection to occupants in speeds over 10 mph.

o Anent: Most people would have the reflexes to shield their
heads from injury by raising their arms. Wouldn't that reduce
injuries substantially?

It is true that the crash dummies cannot demonstrate all the normal
reflexes a human would have. However, no amount of shielding would
reduce the forces unleased in anything but a very low-speed crash.

RD-5
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ACTIVITY THREE

1, Introduce the "SAFETY BELTS AND YOU"
film.

2. Show the film.

3. Cover discussion points.

Teaching Points

1. The presentation should demonstr ate the effects of usage and non-usageof safety belts on test dummies in accidenti occurring in different
ways.

3. It is important to note also that the film emphasizes the dynamics of a
small car collision.

Presentation: 9 minutes

I. Introduce th ilm with a statement such as: "NOW WE'LL LEARN MORE
ABOUT CRASH S AND THE CRASH DUMMIES THAT ARE-USED. YOU WILL SEE
NINE ACTUAL CRASH TESTS -- ROLL-OVER, HEAD-ON, AND REAR-END -- AND
YOU'LL BE SHOWN THE HUMAN COLLISION IN EACH ONE."

2. Show the "SAFETY BELTS AND YOU" film.

a. Running Time: 8 minutes, 30 seconds

b. Objective: To demonstrate the effects of safety belts in various
kin s of crashes and to show the human collision in these differ-
ent crashes.

C. Concept best illustrated: Effectiveness of safety belts and the
dynami677iii5t07-WEIcle crash.

184
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Discussion Points: 5 minutes

1. Immediately after the film presentation(s), ask the class: "WHAT DID
YOU THINK?"

2. Initiate class discussion emphasizing these questions and answers:

o What happens when someone is ejected from a crashing car?

When anyone is ejected from the car, he or she rt 7 the risk of
plunging through the windshield, smashing into trees or rocks,
scraping along the ground or the pavement, or getting run over by
his own or another car.

o Do you have to wear your safety belt if you are in the back seat
of a car?

For your own safety - to prevent ejection - and for the safety of
the other occupants, it is essential that you wear your safety belt
even if riding in the back seat. During a crash, unbelted rear-seat
passengers can be thrown into front-seat passengers and both can be
seriously injured. One out of every five serious injuries results
from occupant to occupant impact.

o Could any belted passenger have survived that roll-over?

Yes. Belted occupants would have been held in place during this
crash, keeping them from hitting the hard surfaces of the interior
of the car. The passenger compartment remained intact.

Because of of the technical nature of the film, you
may need these definitions:

Tt41IIIIItarees to the Barrier--The majority cf
accidents occurring areFFRfal and angular
crashes, Hence, in test crashes, the barrier is
turned 30 degrees to simulat, the anvlar crash.

Classic Dee Bow--When an occuptifit wears only a
t e orre of the crash throws only his

torso forward, resulting in a bowing motion.
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1. Introduce "PUMPKIN" film.

ACTIVITY FOUR 2. Show the film.

Teachi Points

3. Cover discussion points.

1. The PUMPKIN" filM is for those people who think it is better to be
thrown of a car when involved in a crash.

2. The film is designed to catch the viewers' attention and to make its
point quickly.

3. In the film, a puppkin smashes into the pavement, splits when it hits a
post, and rolls into the path of an oncoming truck. The narrator uses
the pronoun "you" when describing what is happening to the pumpkin.

4. You may want to repeat the film showing for added effect.

Presentation: 1 minute

1. Introduce the film with a short statement such as: THIS NaT FILM IS
FOR THOSE WHO STILL THINK ITS BETTER TO BE THROWN CLEAR."

2. Show film: "PUMPKIN.",

a. Running Time: 30 seconds

b. Ob ective: To demonstrate, abstractly, what happens when one ts
e ec e in a crash.

c. Concept best illustrated: It focuses on the importanr,! of remain-
ing in a car during a crash rather than being ejected.

3. OPTION: Re-show the film.

18E;
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Discussion Points: 5 minutes

1. Immediately after the presentation(s), ask 4he class: "WHAT DID YOU
THINK?"

2. The film leads to a discussion of the ogestion: "Isn't it safer to be
unbuckled so that you can be ejected?"

Answer: There are at least three general reasons for answering NO to
the question:

(1) Experts believe your chances o9 death are at least five times
greater if thrown from the car. (NOTE: Other estimates sug-
gest that this risk may be as much,as 25 times greater.)

(2) Chances of escape are better if you are still conscious at
the time of the accident.

(3) If tne belt is properly fastened around the pelvic area with
shoulder belt crossing the middle of the chest, chances of
injury from the safety belts are greatly reduced.

3. Be prepared to answer the question: "Couldn't I just brace myself --
especially in a low-speed crash?"

Adequately bracing yourself with arms or legs is almost never pos-
sible because collisions happen too fast.

187
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ACTIVITY FIVE

1. Introduce the problem of protecting
children in cars.

2. Show the film "CHILD RESTRAINTS."

4.
3. Cover discussion points.

Teaching Points

1. This film emphasizes the importance of crash protection for children.
There is a critical need for drivers, parents, and others to provide
proper protection for children.

2. The film uses simulated test crashes to show what happens to children
in a collision. A simulated crash scene shows what happens when a
mother holds a child in her arms.

3. The major focus of this activity sh--'d be on the vulnerability of
children in a crash -- and what to do ao3ut it.

Presentation: 3 minutes

1. Show the "CHILD RESTRAINTS" film,

a. Running Time: 3 minutes

b. Objective: To demonstrate what happens to children when they are
and are not restrained in a crash,

c. Concept best illustrated: The effectiveness, selection, and
proper use of child restraints.



Discussion Points: 5 minutes

1. Immediately after the film presentation(s), ask the class: "WHAT DID
YOU THINK?"

2. The following questions and answers will serve to emphasize the import-
ant aspects of child passenger protection:

o What is the leading cause of death and injury to children?"

The leading cause of death for children ages one to four is motor
vehicle accidents. "Children are 40 to 50 tittles more likely to die
by motor vehicle accidents than by preventable diseases." (National
Safety Council, 1978).

o How many children use child restraints?

Restraint usage for children in crashes is .nly about 5%. A North
Carolina observation study shows that 19.3% f children under six
were riding in child restraint devices, with improper usage reducing
protection level to 5.7%. This leaves an ove helming majority of
children w are not using or are improperly using child re-
straints.

o How effective are child restraints?

Child restraint effectiveness levels, given use in a crash, reduce
serious injuries by 50 to 70%. Of every 100 children who died in
motor vehicle crashes, 80 would be alive today if thei parents had
buckled them up.

I
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ACTIVITY SIX 1. Without introduction, show the film:
"HEADACHE."

Teaching Points

1. IMPORTANT! The "HEADACHE" film should be shown without introduction.

2. IMPORTANT! The "HEADACHE" film should be the last film shown in this
suggested Instructional Plan.

Presentation: 1 minute

1. Show the "HEADACHE" film.

a. Running Time: 30 seconds.

b. Objective: To emphasize the necessity of wearing lap and shoulder
beTts.

c. Concept best illustrated: Effectiveness of belts.

2. The film poses the question that the students should be left with.
Follow-up discussion is not necessary.
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"Buckle Up For Safety."

"Seat Belts Save Lives"

"Buckle Up. Somebody Needs You."

Like Muzak, the slogans are all around you. And maybe that's the problem. The catchy
little phrases are heard so often, they tend to go in one ear and out the other.

Sure, a little bit of the message "sticks." Most people can tell you that safety belts save
lives. And quite a few can add that belts cut down on the really serious kinds of injuries
people get in accidents. But most folks can't tell you much of anything else about safety
belts.

1's not that there aren't any more facts available; there are plenty to be had just for
the asking. Trouble is, few people bother to ask. They've heard about belts a lotthey can
even recite some of those slogans, or sing a safety belt song. But they juF.i haven't bothered
to think about what they've heard. .

It's kind of strange, really. You'd think that people might get a little interested when
they hear that something has saved tens of thousands of people from being killed or
mutilated. At the very least, you'd expect someone to ask a few questionsbasic questions
like . . .

t
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must 'stop. The bumper stops as soon as it
hits the wall, but the rest of the car keeps
going forward..This forward mgtion is what
mashes up the front end of the car. Just be
'glad the front . end crumples up. Mitt
crumpling helps soak up the force of the
crash so that the rest of the .car can Stop.in.thefirst Place? ,All this happens rapidlyy. Roughly one-

. tenth of a second passes between the time
the bumper hits' the wall and, when the
whole car comes to. a 'complete stop. In
that period, the car is shortened by about
iWo feet up front.

"Wii Do I/6u Need Belts

I

To answer this questiori, you have to
know what happens in a clash., The
most important thing to remember is

that, in any given accident, at least two
collisions take plice: .

to The first is the vehicle collision' . The car\
hits something, crunches up, and then
stops.

The :second, more important collision is
- the "human collision"the crash of the

people in the car that 'occurs after the
fir,tcollision.

The human collision is the one that,. can
hurt you. Safety belts protect you in the
human collision. N 0

As an example of how . these two
collisions get squeezed into one accident,
let's look at what happens when a

smashes head. on into a solid wall, at 3
mph. ,Since the wall won't move, the car

So, within one-tenth of a second, the
car has come to a complete stop. fiut what
about the driver? An unbelted driver is still
Nang along inside the car at 30 mph. It
will take the driver about one-fiftieth of a
'second more to hit somethingsay thee
windshield br tJ* steering wheel. That's the
human collWan. The whole thingfrom
the moment the car hits, to OR moment
the driver hitsis over in .12 seconds. And
belts can make a big difference in deter-
mining how serious that second collision is.

A lot of people think they are strong
enough to brace themselves in a crash.
They aren't. At just 30 Mph you'd be
thrown toward the dash with the same

rce as if you'd jumped' head first off a
&story builditig. No one's arm ark any-
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where near strong enough to "catch" him-
self and break a three-story fall. Safety
belts are, though. And that's why people
need. them, even in a low -speed crash.

How Do Belt,. Work to
Make a Crash Less

Serious?

elts work in several ways to make
you safer in a crash. One of the most
important things they do is to start

stopping you sooner. Since belts are part of
the car, . they start losing speed a,s soon as
the car /does. When that happens, your
body 'klaitis against th belt and begins to
slow down with the car. This is called the
"ride- down." If' you weren't belted in,
you'd have the 30 mph ."clear sailing" we
talked about earlierclear sailing that ends
abruptly at the windshield. The belt, how-
ever, begins to stop you several' millisec-
onds earlier. This gives you a longer time to
stop, a longer time in which to spread out
the crash forces that youi body must deal
with.

Another plus that goes along with the
belt is' that it actually expands a little when
your body slfims halt. Slight -though this
expansion i f, it serves the same purpose as
the crunching of the fenderit absorbs
some of the crash energy. Granted, -these
little "edges"a few milliseconds here, a
few milliMeters of expansion theredon't
seem like much. But in a crash. where .the
action is so powerful and over with so
quickly (rethember, it's all over in thtime
it takes to flick a light switch on find off)
milliseionds and millimeters represent a big
percentage of what's available, and they
can make a very big difference in the out-
come.come.

Belts also help you,by distributing the
force of a crash. Belts see to it that the
strongest parts of your body bear the brunt
of the crash forces. The lap belt charnels
crash forces to your strong hip bones.
shoulder strap spreads the'engrgy across the
rib Cage. This kind of contfol supplied by
the belt keeps you fromleading with your .
chin" in a crash. It also spreads out the
force to a larger part of the body,. thus
easing.the pressure on any ofre vital part: .

o.
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Belts willjalso keep you from hitting
' something even more frighteninga friend

\ oin tohethcaer.hoY:aeon, belliltsitoanreni

a"crnoll'i*sitoono

betvkeen two humans. Tye people in the
same car will collide eith efch other mote
fuciuently than you might expect, simply

4cause .they are headed in the samei
direction toward the point of impact. ..)

' When crash forces throw one person
,to` another, it can be' serious. In hat 30

mph crash we've been talking Abe, , your
body would crash into your neigh or with
the force of several thousand pounds. But,
bad as that-collision would be in itself, it
can lead to more serious, even fatal, results.

The most dangerous, aspect of person-
to-person . crashes is the extra collisions
they \cause. If you are thrown againstsome-
one, ' you run the added risk of pushing
him through the window or crushing him
against the dbor. Remember, we're talking
about hitting someone with a force of
several thousand pounds. Ne4dless to say,
anybody else , riding unbelted poses the
same danger to you. ,..

So, basically, safety4elts make you
safer by controlling tile second collision in
a crash, by making sure what you- hit is a .

protective belt rather than someone or
something else.

,

Whit ItlseNDo Belts DO?
t

.
,

n addilion to controlling how crash
forces work on your body, safety
belts can help control what you* hit

mid what hits you. In a crash, jfou and'any-
one else A the car will tend to move to-
ward the point of impact:

If hit from the side, you'l! be thrown
sideways toward the cash point. 'lb
If hit from the front, you'll be thrown
forward toward the hood and anything
in between (steering wheel, shift lever,
windshield,.dash, etc.).
If hit from' the rear, you'll be thrown
back apinst the seat, then snap forward
,like you're coming off a divine board,
straight for the hood.

If you're belted in, you'll still move
toward the crash point, but the collision
will be +with the belt, not with hard dan-
gerous objects like glass or window frames.
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Wiwi* IA People Conte
if Saying that Wearing.

Belts Can Prevefit
Accidents?

a

here's a world of. difference be-
with In' emergency' and have to make. atween -".curing" thi effecis. of in

accident and 'preventing it fn the first .quicli turn or a panic stop, a safety belt will
p ce: . . or is there-The key concept keel you behind the wheel and in control

of the car. If you'd not wearing a belt, youhind both results is the samecontrol.
'pay avoid one accittett only to lose con-Belts lessen the siiirity of cash con -
trol and endtup in another.

forces on your body by controlling them:--
Belts also ,help you kip control in an.spreadingthent out over a longer period of"

t4time, over a larger `part. of your body, accident. We've err talking ab9 a 30
mph crash in labora conditions nice,toward yctur body's strengihi. Belts-,also ry

# ."cjeK accident * ere Ycelr car hit§ a wallcontrol our body in a. crash,.keeping it
tit deadstraight and .stops, period. On 'theaway from harin rather than letting

lotpsmash against hard objects or other people. road; however, accide is tend to be 'a
less cut-and-dried tharl tHit. For instance;That *me kind of control can help: a cad might hit another air bounce off, hityou avoid a crash. To control your car
another oar; bounce again. you're not.succedsfpllyt you can be in only one placer wearing a belt, you're tun ng a much;I behind the wheel. The °safety belN helps
bigger risk of being.knockedc out or. pulledkeep you thert4 situations that othepkise
from behind the wheel as soon as you hitmight push yot):-awayfrom the wheel. the first car. From that time on, you're inand right into an accident. N.
no position to do anything to avoid Witting

cause big proOleins. But if you're driving,
they could be enough to bump you away
from the wheel just far enough and just
!Ong enough for you to lose control of,your
car. If that happens, you do have.a big
problem. Fortunately, Ann's' can Imp that
from happening by keeping .you in place
and in control. If you'll suddenly faced

-

when someone 'takes a turn too fast? Or,
maybe you've hit a deep pothole so hard
that your head hay bounced against the
roof. Usually, nit le kinds of things don't

.

Ever been thrown against the door the next car. When you're bMd in, how-
ever, you can stay behind the wheel after
the first prash..That gives you a chance of
controlling-the car and avoiding the second
and third collisions.

.

ti
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How Effective Are
Safety Belts?,

. .. . a.
.

4, a

Most people accept the facts that
weatisig belts can protect them in
a crash. But too few bother to

find Outexabtly how much protection they
' can expect. If they'd only ask, they might

be surprised by the answer., While 're
searcheis may diff4r b ii few percentge
points either way., a ge figures coming
out o'f safety, belt studies look like thip:

4

And using s'shoulder bell with a lap belt is.-
even better. In a crash, unbelted drivers are
three to fotp, times more likely to be kilted'
than 'drivers who wear both shoulderand
lap belts. One important% note: Theseini.
prov41 chances of escaping injury or death
thanks to belts hold . true regardless of
speed., Canadian Air Force studies have
found belts to be effective at 'speeds of tip

,-ttS 600 mph. Whither you're piing 2S Mph
or 75. mph, yop're a lot better off using ,

belts. .

Belts can cut the number of serious in
juries received by 50 percent:

, Belts can t deaths by 60 to 70 percent.
I

To put -.the figures in Other words, not
wearing` a elt doubles your,. ohafice of
being -hurt seriously in a crash. Serious in-

iuries :received in crates often 'involve the
ad: or 'spinal cord. In fact, in the U.S.,

a to accidehts are the number one cause of
epilepsy from hied injury) 'and.paraplegia
(from damage to the spinal cord).

The straining action, of belts-es-
pecially sh6ulder belts-helpi eieplain why,
they the risks of being seriously hurt by
so much: Wearipg just a lap belt cuts your
chance of being killed, in a crash to half of
what it would be if you wore no belt at

14
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What Are 'the Odds That
Ell Evev Need A Safety

felt?
.

his question is tough not to answer,
but. to ask". lbo -many iebple never
do asktmselves this one. Rather

than fate -th facts, they'Vrefer fo take
comfort int.the false idea that "it cant
happen to me.".

The hard facts are that traffic acci-
dents aren't rap events. About 18 million
of them happen every year-roughly one
accident for every other beat of your hept.
Of course, not every reported accident

r
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results. in Injulies. But injuries are by 'no
mean's scarce. Someone is- injured in a
traffic accident every 16 seconds. (That'i
about two millisn.a year.) Someondfdies in
a crash eves 10 minutes every day of the
year.

What are your chances of being in a3
accident? Lciok, at it this way. Last year
almost 30 million drivers were in traffic-
crashesabout one- of every five drivers
licensed. Remember, that's in just one year.
Nbw consider this: At one time or another,
about one of every tJo drivers gets in 'a
traffic accident' ft at hurts or kills someone.
In other words, there's a SQ-50 chance that
yott Will have a major crash sometime,

That's not to say that people don't try
to come up/with excuses. Here are's6Ine of
the more common alibisand some more
facts.

".%fety belts can trap you inside the car." h

This "reason" for not wearing belts is
ifsually. offered with an explanation that
when, the car goes off the road, it may well
end up catching fire or sinking in water.

"during your driving' career. 'Of course, . Despite the popularity of such accidents .

there's no way of khowing when that crash on tglevision, fiery crashes..and sinking
may occur. Buf when it does; you'll want cars' are extremely rare. They happen in
to have your belt on. ' less than °mot' every 200 accidents.

li

NShy. Don't People
. Wear Safety Belts?

.

If you aredn an Accident involving fire or
water, o'll be much better off if you
are belted tn. The belt will reduce your.
Chance of being knocked unconscious or
Otherwise disabled in the early stages of ,
the accident. And it's a lot easier to un-
buckle ;bur belt and getut of the car
when you are conscious and not maimed.

hat'i the most Guzzling question
about belt use. It's a puzzler because, "sefetylseits can cause in al injuries."
while there is plenty of evidence to

1

shoW why people should wear belts, no one 4. The problem, with this argurntnt is.
has yet come, up with a good reason not to that it implies that properly used belts can
wear,them. cause infernal injuries.

so.

I
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Properly. fastened and adjillted' belts (for
instance, lap. belts worn across the 'hips
rather than over the stomach). will. not
cause inteinal injuries.

4 1

In a very bad crash, belts may cause
bruises over the hip bone. But these
'minor 'injuries are far less severe than**
what would have happened if the 1)0
had not been worn. '
Studies in Australia showed a sharp drop

. in spinal, chest, skull anti facial injuries,
after a law was passed requiking safety,
belt ube. Most people wbuld prefer a
bruised hip to a fra6tpred skull.

"S afety belts are uncomfortable and make/
it harder to drive."

This excuse is pretty weak, ,

Seat belts help you sit u6 straight. This
Makes 'driving more comfortable because
your back won't tire and start to ache s;
qrickly.
Newer belt systms move with you,
giving you all the mobility you could
possibly need in driving.

I V \
4

s4

.

Belts make it easier to drive because they
keep you' behind the 'wheel the place
Ott must be when driving; That's one
reason race car drivers always wear kelts.

trips.'
"rots 'don't need safety belts` for short

. This is a strange kind of antibelt argu-
giertt.- It :dmits that belti are effective in'

"increasing safety.. Basically, it's arguing
about* when belts are needed, implying that.,
accidents either don't happen on it prt triin
or that ff the 'should ha Nnn the s eedsP
involved are so low. that . one will be
hurt.,

I

Three out op four fatal accidents occur
on short trip; (within 25 miles of home).

- More than half of all accidents i,n which
someone is hurt occur at low speeds
(fewer thin 40 mph).
A crash at speeds as row as 12' mph* an
kill. (That's about the speed you drive
through a shopping center

)499
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"People are e4etter off being 'throw* Near
of the car."

This' one, sound's good, becausielling
"elear"vf an accident seems to mike sense.
Unfortunately, the key word here isn't
"clear." It's "thrown."

Hitting the windshield (as ydu leave the
'car) or a lree, curb or pavement (as you
land) may well kill you. Even if it
doesn't, you have a good shot at being
nailed by your own car or another while
you lie (laud or unconscious on the
road.
Stu'dies show'that you are 25 times more

likely to be killed or Seriously injured
when you are "thrown clear" than when
you remain inside the car.
Another study showed that.four of Avery
five people who were killed by, being
thrown out of the car (ejected) would
have lived if they had remained inside.

.

"If people want to run. the risks of not
wearin* belts. 's their own business."

This excuse is usually trotted out after
one or two earlier stabs at justifying not
using belt's have been shdwn to be wrong.

011110=t11

Aside from its assumption. that peOple
know the risks they run by'ridini beltless

.(mQst don't), there are other flaws in this
"reason."

Oe'lert already talked about hcriv seat
.

belts can help drivers prevent acciderts.

*f
,Each time a driver "miryts his own busi-
ness by 'not Wearing a belt, he ups the
risk he takes. That's your business, too,
if you're riding in the car with him or in ,
another car he might hit.
Kan accident does occur, belts can keep
people from crashing into each other.
The unbelted rider ,or driver allEst de-
cidely bdcomes your business if he flies
into you. .

If a person is killed or hurt because of
not wearing Safety belts, family and
friends are hurt economically, in terms
of hospital bills, insurance and the like:
They are hurt even more emotionally.
Everyone, even total strangers, has a
stake in cutting. acciden't costs, because
everyone shares the %burden Of higher
Medical in surancerwelfare expenses, re-
habilitation training and worker Om-
pensi tion costithat result from needless
injuries and deaths. Traffic cliches in
this 'country cost more than S35 billion
each year. If more people wore safety
belts, billions of dollars could be saved
for everyone.

'I
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"People get,insulted If you buckle up when
r they're driving. And they get nervous if

you' ask them to wear belts when you.
drive."

4* . /
These "reasons" llon't crop..up too

often, but when they do appear, it's usually
among people yoUr see: Ws not that older
p eople don't care what other people think.
It's just that they tend. to be more inter-
ested in what people do than in what
people mighk think.

Buckling up 'shows respect for others be-
cause it's an action that an help protect '
theit from you In a crash.

-,Budicling up doesn't show a lack of con-
fidence in someone's ability to drive
safely. The situation is like that in faot-

All: linemen don't get insulted when
their .quarterback wears a helmet and
pads because they know it doesn't re-
fleet a lack of confidence in their ability.

. All it shows is a healthy respect for the

4

4

' 4

odds!) Qiuyterbaciff know that, no -

matte. how gobd .their line is, they can
get sacked on any given play. Just like
you can be in a crash.on any giien nit).
Next to no one gets t.Fared- by ere-
quist to buckle /6p. Studies show that
nine of ten people do, however, buckle
up when asked. They take the request is
evidcnee, of your concern for them, not
as a threat.
Asking others to buckle lip is an act, of
enlightened self-interest. If helps proSct'
you from them i0he event' of a crash. It
also helps teduce the consequencet you
must face if theie is a erlish.Vn addition,
tothe, financial burdens, a crash in.which
passenpers are killed or setpusly injured
because they weren't wearing belts can
load you down with guilt, remorse,- and
social disapproval.

Even if someone doesn't' "buy" the
other arguments for urging friends to
buckle up, this last point should answer re-
maining objections. Just consider this: If
someone is so worried about "Oat others
might think" that he can't' bring himself to
ask them to buckle up, how is he going to
handle what others might think about him
if he gets m a'.crash that scars or disables,
friend for life?

4.201
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ow you've gone over a.sfew impor-
tant questions about safety belts.
That puts you one: up on mat

people. 1C9u also have read sonic facts about
belts. That puts ,you way ahead of most
people. But there are still two things to do:

I. Ask yourself a question: "Do I have.
one good reason not to wear safety
belts every time I get in a car?"

, -
ink about it.
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Use the answer sheet. Nark the ,.rrect answer to each question.

WHAT I KNOW ABOUT SAFETY BELTS

Most fatal accidents happen:

a. Close to-home.
6.. On long trips.
c. On expressways. ex.

-

-NAME

12. In an emergency maneuver at high speeds, tefety belts will:

a. Mike it difficult to steerl.;
b. Have no effect on driver ontrol.
c. Help the driver control.the car.

3. In a crash, occupants are most likely to move:

a. Awafrom the direction of impact.
b. Toward the direction of impact.
c. At right angles to the direction of impact.

- 4. Safety belt research shows that safety belts reduce:

a. The number of injuries but not the number of deaths.'
,b. The number of deaths but not tbe number of injuries..
c. The number of deaths and injuries.

5.

by:
In a near collision or emergency maneuver, injuries are most often caused/

a. Occupants colliding with each other.
.b. Safety belts bruising the body.
c. Loose objects in the vehicle hitting occupants.

6. Safety belts:

a. Protect a driver only :f he crashes.
b.. Can prevent crashes during evasive maneuvers.
c. Offer very little protection in a head-on collision.

7. Sometime during hi' lifetime:

a. One of every two drivers is likely to have an accident.,
b. One of every ten drivers is likely to have an accident.
c. One of every one hundred drivers is likely to have an accident.

8. Which statement is most acc.. ate about the value of belt?

a. In a crash, the driver has the least need to wear belts because he
can hold onto the steering wheel.

b. Belted rear seat passengers make $t s4fer for the front seat
passengers.

c. Rear seat passengers need belts more than front seat passengers.

.204
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9. 6afety belt use can reduce the.numberjof severe 4nd.disabling in,uries by

about:

4

.

a. 10%.

b. 50%.
c. 90%.

10. Which statement is most true about safety belts in head-on crashes? .

a. They prevent forward motion by occupants.
bf They make occupants move sideways ;instead of forward.

. c. .They.slow forward motion by occupants.

11. Safety. belts are deaigned to:

a. Hold the occupant rigid in a crash.
. b. Absorb some of the crash injury.

c. Move. the occupant away from the direct440,of the crash.

.12. Which statement is most true about occupant injury in typical crashes at
speeds under 30 m07---

(a. Injury from using belts is geater than that caused by the crash.
ft. Injury from using belts is less than that caused by the crash.
c. Injury to belted and unbelted occupants is about 'he same..

13. If the road ahead is suelenly blocked and the only Acat is to' take to tht
shoulder, a driver has:

a. A better chance pelted than unbelted to handle the situ &tion.
b. A better chance gobelted than belted 0 handle the situation.
c. Th% same chance belted or unbelttd: -

14. In a crash, if an occupant is thrown from the vehicle, he is likely to:

a. Be less severely injured.
b. Be more severely injured.
c. Experience the same injury as if he remained in the vehicle.

15. Incrashes at speeds between 10-30 mph, it is most likely that unbelted
2 occupants:

a. Will be able to brace themselves and avoid injury.
b. Will not be able to brace themselves or avoid injury.
c. Will be uninjured regardless of whether they brace themselves or

not.

16. Crashes in which occupants are trapped in the vehicle occur:

a. Frequently.
b. Occasionally.
c. Rarely.



(4

17. An occupant in a crash tends to 3ackknife forward and strike the car's
interior. Leap belts would:most likely:

I
a. Lessen the impact from the jackknife.
b.' Prevent the jackknife motion.
c. Reduce the amount of the jackknife.

18. A low-speed crash:

a. Is never seriou;.
b. Could kill you.
c. Is a rariliocturrence.

*

19. More than one-half of the accidents resulting in injuries occur at speeds:

a... Above 50 mph.

b. Between 40-50 mph.
C. Below 40 mph. . .

20. In a head-on crash, occupant movement is:

a. Forward.
b. To the rear.
c. Upward.

N
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WHAT I KNOW ABOUT SAFETY BELTS
;

Use the answer sheet. Nark. the correct answer*: to each question.

1. In crashes, safety belts help protect the occupant:

a.. At all speeds.
b. Only .at speeds below X30: mph.

*c. Only at speeds above 30 mph.

e. Crashes in which occupants are trapped in the vehicle occur:
dr

a. Frequently.
b. Occasionally
c.

.3. In a rear-end collision, occupant movement is:

a. Forward
b. To the rear.
c.. .Upward.

4. Sometime during his lifetime:

am.

a., One of every two drivers is likely to have on accident
b. One of every ten drivers is likely to have an accident.
c. One of'every one hundred drivers is liliely-to have an accident.

5. If a drivers use lap and Shoulder belts, their chances of survival in acrash are;

a. The same as without belts.
b. One to two times greater than without belts.
c. Three to four times greater than without belts.

6. In crashes at- speeds below 30 mph, which statement is most true about
unbelted passegers?

a. They almost never have time to bracelthemselves.
b. They almost always have time to brace themselves.
.c. 'They only have time to brace themselves if they are paying

attention.

7. Which statement is most accurate about rear seat passengers who are notbelted during a crash:"

44

a. They will be protected by the front seat.
b. They will.be throWn about in the vehicle.
c. They will receive more serious injuries than front seat passengers.

207
RT-61.



In a crash,. if a car catches 'fire or is submerged in Amter,safety belts are
most. likely to:.

. . 1

a. Trap the occupants.
b. Keep the occupants conscious.
c. Slow down` the escape by occupants.

9. In a crash, if someone is thrown from a car, his chances of death:

a. Intrease slightly.
b. Increase greatly.
c. Remain the same.

10. In a crash,,,an improperly adjusted, safety belt-provides:

a. No protection.
a

b. Asmuch protection as a properly adjusted
.
c. Less protection then a properly adjusted be .

r

11.,More than one-half of the accidents resulting,iN injuries occur at speeds:

...a. Above 50 mph.
'b. Between 40-50 mph.
c. Below 40 mph.

12. In a crash, most injuries to occupants are caused by:

a. Hitting the interior of the vehicle.
b. Being thrown from the vehicle.
c. Buckles and webbings of the safety belt.

13 Proper safety belt use can reduce the number of fatalities by about:

a. 10-20%. 4

b. .30-40%.
c. 60-70%. k.

14. In an average year the number' of licensed drivers who have accidents is
about:

rek

a. One out of five.'
b. brie out of twelve.
c. One out of twenty.

15. In crashes at

occupants:

a. Will

b. Will
c. Will

not.

speeds between 10-30 mph, it is most likely;that unbelted

be
,

able to brace themselves and avoid injury.
not be able to brace themselves or avoid injury.
be uninjured regardless of whether they brace themselves or

2O8
RT-82
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16. Most. injuries occur:

a. In high-speed crashes.
b. In night crashes.

.

.ji.C. In crashes at speeds lower than 40 mph..

17. Safety belts are designed to:

a. Hold the occupant rigid in a crash.
b. Absorb some of the crash injury.
c. Move the occupant away from the direction'of the crash.

18. Injury canan be prevented in'a 30 mph crash by occupants bracing themselves.
This statement is most accurate about:

a. Most all occupants.
b. Occupants between the. ages of 16 and 45.
c. Almost no occupants.

lg. In an emergency maneuver at high speeds, safety belts will:

a. Makeit difficult to steer.
b. Have no effect on driver control:
c. Help the driver control the car.

20. Most fatal accidents ,happen:

a. Close to home. -

b. On long trips.
c. On expressways.

2O9
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ANSWERS

, 4 KNOWLEDGE - SAkETY BELTS

(A) (B).

1. a 1. a

2. c 2. c

3. b 3. b

.4. c 4. a

5. a ct. .5. _s

6. b 6. a

7. a 7: b

8. b 8. b

9. b

c

9. b

10. c

11. b 11.

12. b 12. a.

V. a 13. c

14. b 14. a

15.. b 15. b

164 c 16.
'c

17. a 17. b

18. b 18. c

19. t 19. c

20. a 20. a

41.

210
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Use the ansWenk,sheet. Circle the answer that most accurately describes what you
Wien or do;

.,4)

i

\

1.' When adults\don't wear safety'
belts) they dare taking/chances:

a. AlMost Nays.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

17.

"2. .Beling in a crash is something, I.

would think &bout: #

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

3. I tear safety beltl:

,a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almos,t never.

4. If a belt weren't properly

adjusted, I would take time to
adjust it:

a.

b.

C.

d.

Almost always.
Frequently.

Sometimes.
Almost never.

5. When ridingWith friends, I would"
make thin wear safety belts:

d. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

%A 1

I

6.

7'.

4

I wear safety belti on short
trips:

a.

bs
c.

d.

4

Almost always.
Frequently.
Sometides.
Almost rver.

\\

A car with defective/safety belts
is unsafe:'

a. Almost always.
b. Freqgently.
c: Somftimes.
d. Almost never:

Wh n just going to the
neighborhood store, I feel
wearing belts is necessary: 4

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
C.' Sometimes'.
d. Almost never.

9. On long trips; I wear safety
./ belts:

b.

c.

d.
4.

10. When friends get in my cart.,

feel they should fasten their
safety belts:

Almost always.
Frequently.
Sometimes.
Almost never.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Almost always.
Frequently.
Sometimes.
Almost never.

I
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11. If I'm not wearing a tafety belt,
Pfeel nervous:

4
a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.

. d. ,Almost never. '

12. When I'm driving with friends,
wear safety belts:

a. Alpost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

4

13. If a driver asked me to put on my
safety belts, I would so do:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.

Sometimes,
d. Almost never.

14. Unless everyone put om a safety
belt,'I would, refuse to drive:

a. 'Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.

.

d. Almost never.

15. When the weather is bad, I wear
safety belts:

a. Almost always.
b, Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

16. Wearing safety belts means a
driver is too cautious:---

a: Almost never..
b.. Sometimes:
c, Frequently.
4. Almost always.

1

.
.

. . .
.

17: If a frie 41ked everyone in the
.' itar to.bu kle up, I would do so: .

-.....,..,

a.. Almost4iways... c ,

:b. Frequently:
c. Sometimes.l. --

( d. Almost never.

18. When my parents are in the car '
with me, I wear safety belts:

4

a. Almost always.
b. Freqydntly..
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

19. L believe the use of safety belts

can reduce injuries in a crash:

Almcct always.
6. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

20. If.I got in a car "and the belts

were under the seat, I would dig
them out: .

a. Almost always.
b. F0equentli..
c. Sometimes.
d., Almost never,

t"

.21. If I'm drilng in city traffic,.
wear safety belts: t.

IP

a. Almost always.
b. FrequentfiY.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

.4)

22. When I wear safety belts, .1

beli
ar

eve my passengers are likely
to wear them:

212
R0 -A2

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sdhetimes.
d. Almost never.

a

,
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23. In a higtr-fpeed crashosafety
b.:lts'ma.0.1 a difference: `,

,a.

b.
c.
d.

Almost always.)
Frequently.

Sceetimes.,
Almost never.

24. I wear safety belts in good
weather:

a Almost always
b. Frequently.
c. Sgmetimes.,
id. Almost never.

25. Wearing safety= belts good
sense:

a: Almost always.,
b. Frequentl
.c. Sometime
d. Almost n ver.

26; If someone made fun of me for
wearing safety belts, I would

:stil I wear them:

a. Almost alwk .

b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

1

al

s

27. If it's only a five - minute trip,

I wear safety belts: ,

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently..

. c. Setimes.
d. Almost never..

28..1 would ask friends to buckle
up:

S
41. Almdst always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d, Almost never.

a

29. If I were in a crash while not
wearing .safety belts, I wpuld be (
tature0:

,h. Almosialways.
b. Frequently.
c; Sometimes.

Almost never.

30. When I'm driving on a highway, I
,.wear safety belts: .

213
RO-A3

el* Almost always.
k. Frequently,
c. 'Sometimes.
d. Almost never .

f.
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)0IAT I BELIEVE ABOUT SAFETY BELTS:

Use the answer shut. Circle
believe or do.

1. If a driver is careful,
pelts she Id be wornk

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.--
c. Sometilhes.
d. Almokt never.

the answer that most

safety

2. Passengers in the back seat
should wear safety belts:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

a. Iwear safety belts on short
trips.;

a. Almost alwao.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

4.. If I were ,buying a used car, the
condition of the belts would be
major fatty* in my choice:

,a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost. never.

5. "I would ask friends to buckle
up:

4

a. Almost always.`
b. Frequency.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

I

lok

Or

B

accurately describes what you

6. I wear safety belts: ,

a. Almost always. .

b. *Frequenc:.
c Sometimes.
d. Almost !lever.

7. If a friend were not wearing a
safety belt and got hurt .when I

hal to stop suddenly, I would
"feel responsible:

Almost always:
Frequently,
SoMetimes.
Almost never.

8. Being in a crash is something-I
'would think aboutt

4

a. Almost always,
b., Frequently.'
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

'k .

9. On long trips, Lwear safety
belts:

a. Almost a.ways.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.

4. Almost never.

10: If my ,date doesn't wear a safety
belt, my date doesn't care about
safety:

,a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almsitt never.

214
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11. I would make sure belts are
available to passengers:

a. Aliost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Alniost never.

12. When I'm drivjng with friends, II

wear safety belts:.

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

1. If friends suggested I buckle up.

while driving, I would.do so:

a.' Almost always:
b. .Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Mast never.

14. igrdo 1 wear safety belts, I have
better control of my

N3. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

15. If it's only a five-minute trip,
I wear safety belts:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

16. If frienU don't wear safety
belti)whefi I drive, it means
they're taking chances:

a. Almost -always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes:h-N.

d. Almost never.

f

17. In low-speed crashes, safety
belts make a difference:

a. Almost
b. frequently.
c. Sometimes%
d. Almost never.

18. I wear safety belts in good
weathef:

a. Almost always.
b. Freq4ently.
c. Sometimes.
4. Almost never.

#

19..Wearing safety belts on long
trips is necessary:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

20. In a crash, I'ebe better off
wearing a belt:

t

a. Almost always.
.p. Frequently.
C. Sometimes.
d. Almdst never.

21. When Vie weather is bad, I wear

safety belts:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

22, I believe wearing safety belts is
a good precaution.

215
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a.

b.

C.

d.

Almost always.

Frequently.
Sometimes.
Almost-dever.



23. Safety belts should be .worn at

speeds under 30mphr

a. Almost'always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

24. When 'ay parents are in the car
with me, I wear safety belts:

27. When I'm driving on a highivay, I

wear safety belts:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. 'Almost never..

J

28. I believe the use of safety belts

can reduceiWuries in a-crash:

a. Almost always. a. Almost always.,
b. Frequently. b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes. , c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never. d. Almost never.

25. If all drivers on the road wore 4
safety belts, I would feel
safer:

a. Almost always.
b. -Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

1

29. In an energency, safety .belts. can -
hglp you control. the car:

,a. Almoset always..
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

26. I believe good driving skills'
make safety belts unnecessary:

30. If I'm driving in city traffic, I
wear safety belts:

, a. Almost always.
a. Almost never. b. Frequently.
b. Sometimes. *c. Sometime.
c.

d.

Frequently.
Almost always..

d. Almost never.
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SCORING KEY

ATTITUDE --SAFETY BELTS

The following valdes:are assigned to each answer okeither form:

a = 1 points
b = 2 points
c =.1 point
d = 0 points

Higher total scores.kndicate more positive (desirable) attitudes regarding
safety restraints:.

4
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INTRODUCTION

Speeding con*ibutes to a majority of highway fatalities. It plays a
major role in fatal accidents involving young drivers (38% ofell fatal
accidents involve young drivers). Operating at unsafe speeds below 55 mph--
in urban and ,residential areas,,-is particularly characteristic of young dri-
vers. And young driveri are ticketed for speeding more frequently than for
any other violation.

This program is designed to provide students with tactual information.
on the risks of speeding and of poor speed management.-

INSTRUCTOR'S ONCE

SPEEDING INSTRUcTiaspa. 'iota '

4.

C.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Goal: To reduce the frequency of speeding violations among young drivers.

Objectives:

Performance Objectives,

o Adjusts speed to roadway, weather, visibility, and traffic condi-
tions.

o Obeys speed laws.

tr.

Knowledge Objectives

o Knows how speed affects stopping distance, traction, crash severity;
ability to maneuver, and fuel economy.

o Knows how to determine the maximum safe speed.

o Knows the basis of and rationale for speed laws.

o Knows risks associated with failure to manage speed eifectively.and
obey speed laws.

Attitude Objectives

o Believes driving proficiency cannot compensate for speed that is
.excessive in prevailing conditions.

o Believes any speed may be too fast for conditions.

.s.
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* Q Believes the risks associated with speeding far outweigh any per-
ceived benefits.

o Believes influence of peers and others, either directly or by exam-
ple, to use excessive speed should be ignored.

o Believes adhering to the' National Maximum Speed Limit--55 mph--is
beneficial not only to the nation but to oneself.

PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

The program requires about three hours in'a standard classroom.
Instruction consists of teacher presentation, supported by a film at
student discussion.

Materials

In addition to this Guide, required materials include:

o A student manual--"Speeding...Why Not?"
o Two sets of tests

Instructional Aid

o Film--"Why 55?"

PREPROGRAM PREPARATION

o Preview film and transparencies
o Review activities sefforth in this Guide

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Activity #1 (30 iinutes)

Tests

Administer the knowledge and opinion tests. Do not give students ans-
wers to test questions.

4

Reading. Assignment

Assign the student manual for outside reading. Emphasize that a second
test will be given on the contents of the manual.

219
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Activity-42 (1 hour

Instructor Presentation

ff

You will review basic facts on eedingwhy people speed, the risks
involved, and why proper speed management is essential to safe driving.

Film

Students will view the film, "Why 55?"

(
questions and Answers

4 Students"Will discuss Vie film.

Activity #3 (1 hour)

Discussion: Reasons for INedin9

You will lead a discussion of reasons for speeding. The goal is to show
that there are no valid reasons for speeding.

4

Activity #4 (30 minutes)

Tests

Administer knowledge and opinion tests. Do not give students answers
to test questions.

Activities fl and 14see test file, for instructions.

Activity f2--Instructor Presentation and Film

During this activity you will review some basic facts about speeding,
and students will view a film. The major ideas and key points that should
be presented are outlined below. Your presentation should take 15 to 20
minutes. (NOTE: The presentaticin parallels the contents of the student
manual. If students have read the manual, the first few topics can be
covered quickly using questions and answers. Topics that are particularly
important and which require particular emphasis are marked by

4
an asterisk.)

IMMOMMIlff.
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INTRODUCTION

o Almost everyone goes over the speed limit once in a while.

o The police write more tickets for speeding than
fic violation.

.4
o Young drivers 16 to 20 are cited more often for

all other traffic violations combined.

for any other traf-

speeding than for

o Some people think speed limits are pretty low and that they are set
low to help "other drivers" who can't handle a car very well.

o Actually, speed limits represent a safe speed that Has been chosen'
after careful study.

NOM SPEED LIMITS ARE SET

o Traffic engineers study the road.
a

o They consider a lot of things: road configuration, activity and
traffic on the road, how well drivers can see ahead and to the
sides, whether people park on the road, .pedestrian traffic.

o They also consider the number and kinds of accidenti that have hap-
pened on the road.

° SOMETIMES THE SPEED LIMIT IS WRONG.

o Sometimes the speed limitmposted is wrong--not too low but -too high.

o The speed limit indicates the maximum safe speed under normal coo-
ditions.'

o When conditions are less t1an ileal--bad weather, heavy traffic,
poor visibilittthe maximum safe speed is lower than the posted
limit.

WHAlliTERMINES A SAFE SPEED

o The most important thing in determining how fast you can safely
drive is how fast you can stop.

406

o While speed is ore factor in stopping distance, there are some other
factori.

o The condition of the car--especially the brakes and tires -rand pave-
ment conditions affect stopping distance.

221
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. '0 How alert you are is important.

o But speed Is the most important factor.

*RELATIONSHIP 8E1WEEt4 SPEED MO STOPPING DISTANCE

o The chart shows some average stoppingdistances at various speeds.

o For example, it takes about 50 feet to stop .at 20 mph, but it takes
three times that distance to stop at 40 mph.

People who attempt to explain away their accidents by saying they
couldn't stop in time were often going faster than they should havebeen.

o Had they been using a safe speed, they could have stopped in time.

4:1

*PICKING A SAFE SPEED

o The posted limit tells you how fast you can drive under normal,
ideal conditions.

o It's up to the driver to decide when a lower speed is required.

o Consider pavement conditions. If the road is Wet, icy, or snowy,
tracti is cut way back and spied must be reduced.

o The shape of the road is also a consideration. For example, if you
take a curve too fast, momentum will take the car right off theroad.

o Visibility is also important. Darkness, sun glare, bad weather,
trees and buildings, hills and curves, and parked cars can all makeit hard to see.

o The distance you can see ahead must be no less than distance you'll
need to stop.. The harder it is to see ahead, the slower you should
be going. .

o You also hale to consider the er traffic around you. You need
space to stop. If you end up ailgating, a rear-end collision couldbe next.

4

01. Going faster than other traffic wastes gas--and money. You have to
constantly speed up and slow down--burning up gas for no good rea-son.

o Summary: Stiy within posted limits, adjust speed to weather and
visibility; adjust speAO to other traffic.

5-5.
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*RISKS OF SPEEDING
c.

o Even thought people speed once in a while, everyone knows that
speeding is illegal.

o The police can't catch every speeder, but they*catch quite a few.,

o Speeding and poor speed manageMent can get you aticket for exceed-
ing the speed limit, driving too fast for.conditions, or following
too ciostly.

o Is a ticket a big deal? Well, the line is one thing. But what
about time wasted when you get pulled over, time lost if you have td
go to court? .

f

o Most parents aren't too thrilled when their kids get tickets,

o And tickets can do some real damage to insurance rates.

o Finally, a few tickets can result in licensing action--restriction,
suspension, even revocation.

Speeders risk tickets--and a lot more. They risk having an asci-
dent.

*SPEED AND ACCIDENTS

o Excest speed is a factor in more than two-thjrds of all accidents.

is Driving too fast for conditions 'is the major cause of crashes. 4

o/171eastdr you drive, the higher the risks.

o As your speed increases from 55 mph to 65 mph, your
killed in a crash doubles.
ba.

of being

o .If you're in a crash at 75 mph, you are three times more likely.to
be killed than if you had been going 55 mph.

o And it's not just the higher speeds that cause the problems.
'Crashes at lower speeds--30 or 40 mph--can cause serious injuries
ordWeath and mean expenstie car repairs.

o Choosing a good safe speed`` will help you avoid accidents.

223
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WHAT ABOUT 55 MPH/

o Some people think the national maximum speed limit,. 55 mph,. is for
e birds. They remember the.good old days when they could barrel

the highways and thruways at 65 or 70 mph. 55 mph is an incon-
,

ventence to them.
sm .

o Does 55' mph have any benefits? The answer is yes.

o 55 mph was introduced as a fuel-sawing measure but it ended up doing
more than saving fuel.

o In the first three years after the national ,speed limit went into
effect, annual traffic deaths in the country. averaged 9,000 fewer'
than in the three years earlier.

o Seiious injuries in crashes also dropped dramatically.

INTRODUCTION TO FILM

o' The short film .u're about to see presents some facts about the 55
mph speed limit nd about speeding.

o It makes some ve good points about rcident risk, accident sever-
ity, and fu 1 sav gs.

o The film is c led h and is narrated by.James McArthur, who
. played Danny on -0."

o in the film, drivers give various opinions of the* 55 mph speed
limit, and' an Indy 500 winner, Rick. Mears, also voices his opinion.

(SHOW F.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS--FILM

Have the'class briefly discuss the film. The following queWons mad,,
be used to start the discussion.

1. What are some of the key points made in the film?

2. Can you recall the odds of surviving a crash at 55 mph and 70 mph'
(55 mph a.33 to 1; 70 mph a 50/50)

3. Why does increased speed mean a higher risk? (less opportunity to
respond to an emergency)

4. A lot of people crave opinions in the film. Did you agree with any
of them?

.011
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5. Can you recall what was.satO about the cumbers of persons who have
died in automobile acOdentsPcompared with the number killed/in -
wars? (More have been killed in car accidents than inall wars
combined. More are killed each year than werelilled in the entire
Viet Nam war.)

6. The 55 larches saved fuel. Is this important to the U.S.?- Is it
important to you? 110 lower speeds provide worthwhile savings?

Activity 44- -Oiscuisidn
4

Have students discuss reasons for speeding. pounter their arguments or
have others do so. Examples.of Common reasons and counterarquments.are
Orovided below for reference.or use in starting the 'discussion. The
discussion goal is to show that there are no valid reasons foripeeding..

REASONS FORIPEEDING.,

o Some people probably speed because they like taking chancei.
.

o Most people speed because they don't fully realize the dangers of
" speeding.

o Speeders offer a lot of reasons for speeding.

Some say they were in a hurry.

o' But speeding doesn't save !Torch time really.

o People that exceed, the speed Unlit end up having to slow .up for
othor cars, speed up to pass, slow down.again. fhe constant changes
in apeed mean very little time is saved'and also waste gas. .

Some people say they were Just driving the smile speed. as everyone'else.

o This is a poor excuse because it just isn't true.

o Studies show that most people don't speed--even on highways,'the
average speed is just a little over 55 mph.

o You can't usg..that excuse with the police, because they know that
you--and only you--are responsible for how fast you drive.

Some people say it's okay for them to speed because they feel they are
. good drivers and have quick reflexes.

o Unfortunitely, stopping distance has little to do with skill- -and
quick reflexes won't shorten stopping distance.

5-8
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Some peopre say they were just biowingiff steam.

o Speedjug'doest,help'peOple blow off steam. It just incc'eases
stress- -you have to deal with more things and worry about more
things more quickly than usue/.

A few say their passengers urged, then to speed. . .

o The driver alone is responsible for the speed of his car. Regard-
`Tess of what a. passenger may Wish or urge, the driyeriplsithe say
about what speed he's going to drive.

o Onlyrtheldrtmer ofa-Clriets the titket,-;ot the petssengers.

o Most people are impressed by safe driving--they get nervous when
they're riding with someone who speeds recklessly and takes a lot of
chances with their lives.

as%

IS THERE ANY GOOD REASON FOR SPEEDING?

o When all the risks of speeding areconiidered, along with the bene-
fits of obeying speed limits and choosing the right speed for con.,
ditions, there just isn't any good reason for speeding.

9
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SPEEDIN6, ..10fY NOT?

Let's face it: Speeding is_populer: Almost everyone gociover thespeed limit once in a while. You know/ it, and the police know it. Afterall,they write more tickets for speeding man for any other traffic viola-

,

tion. And., whe it comes to younger drivers, Ise aged.16 -20, the police .not only know ft, they can feel it- -in-in writer's-c.amp from scribbling outthe tickets. That's overstatement, of courte. But the fact is that youngerdrivers are cited more often for 'speeding than for all other traffic viola-tions combined.

If almost everybody'speeds, there must be a good reason for it, right?
/1Well, let's see about that.'

A lot of drivers think they don't have to pay much attention to speedlimits because they seem so low. They think that maybe speed limits are Setfor "other drivers," people *to don't handle a' car as well as they do.

Some drivers are more selective about going over the speed limit. Theyignore the signs only onroads they are .familiar with. "After all," th,:sedrivers say, "someone whd' hasn't driven here before may not know what toexpect, but I know this road like the back of my hand."

Do you ever find yourself thinking like that? If so, maybe you ouglitto think about something else- -like how speed limits are set in the firstplace.
A .

OKAY, HOW DO THEY SET LIMITS?

In one word: scientifically. Before postihg a speed limit, traffic
engineers study the road--long and hard. They look for a lot of things:

o whether there are dangerous curves and intersections

o what goes on. along the side of the road

o how well drivers can" see what's ahead and to th sides

o how much traffic is usually ,on the road

o how people park along the road

o how pedestrians use the area

o the number and kinds of accidents that have happened there.

The engineers study these and a lot of other factors to get the "big pic-ture" of what it's like to drive that road. They have a lot more informa-tion about it than you do--evenif you drive that road every day. Then they L.put everything they've learned into one little sign.
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Don't let your,famtliarity with the road stakelou overconfident. Justbecause you haven't hattrouble.befere doesn't meareyou won't tntthe future.
The engtneers know what kind of trouble you can expect on that road, and the
speed limit they set tells you how fast can go without turning that

'trouble into an emergehcy. And remember, engineers have no vested interest
in se(ting limits artificially low. The job is to help traffic move asfast as is reatOrible." The trick is dete ining what speed is reasonable;the answer is Tight there on that sign.

AREN'T.LINITS EVER SONG?

Sure tWbre'ar4 times when you Should trust'your
p

juAgment about se&--
whenever you thinff the posted limit too fast. Remember, thati,s not a"speed" sign; it's a speed limit sign. It says you can't go faster than the

speed shown and still be sinMier normal conditions. If you're driving in
abnormal conditions, like rain or fog, the posted limit is unsafe. You'llhave to trust your judgment about how much slower you'll have to go in order
to be safe--and to avoid being ticketed for "driving too fast for condi-
tions."

HOW FAST IS SAFE?

The most imidOrtant thing in determining how fast you can safely drive
is how fist you can stop.

A lot of factors decide how qUickly you can stop your car. Worn, wet
or hot brakes; bald or low tires; extra weight (then carrying heavy loads or -

.towing trailers, for instance); wet pavement; how alert you are--all. thesethings and more mOce.a difference in how quickly you can stop. But speed ise farand away the most important factor in determining how long--in time and
distance--it will take you to stop.

.4%
"But," you 'say.,, "myp\can stop on a 6'61 and my reflexes are sharp

as a tack. It just does 't take me as long as most people to stop." ThinkNell, maybe your reflexes are better than most people's, but reflexes
play'only a very small role in stopping.

You'see, there's one law pertaining to speed that neither you nor any
one else can break. It's not a traffic law. It's a law of physics, and ,.that law reads: "The faster you go, the longer it's gqing to take to stop."ThNs law has nothing to do with reflexes. Mayte yow can spot the need to
stop soDner than most people, and that's great. But it's still going to
take you some time (abdut 3i4 of a second). tioake the physjcal move (reac-
tion) of taking your foot from the acceYerator and putting ft on the brake
after your reflexes tell you to stop. Ando it's going to take even longer
for the brakes and tires to do their job and bring 'the car to a halt. Thesetwo elements of stopping--reaction time and braking distance--determine the
stopping distance of all drivers.

x
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HOW FAA IS THE STOPPING DISTANCE?

Like we said before, that's determined by your speed. A lot of peoplethink that if you drive twice as fast, it takes twice the distance to stop.Unfortunately, it doesn't work that way. The chart shows the average stop-.

ping distance of cars on a dry, level road.' You'll notice that you can stopif 50 feet at 20 mph, but it takes 150 feet--three times tho distance-- tostop at"twice the speed. When you're driving-1"We times as fast--60 mph- -it takes more than seven times the distance before you can bring the car to0 halt.
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.See how much longer the stopping distance lines are at the bottom ofthe chart, where speeds'are higher? Those lines help explain why more thantwo-thirds of all accidents involve speeders. Speeders say they didn't havetime*to stop. What they mean is, they didn't have enough distance to stop.The 55 mph marker shows that it will take 300 feet to stop at that speed.In other words, if you drove into a football stadium at 55 mph and decidedto hit the brakes when you got to'the goal line, you'd travel the entirelength of the field--all the way to the °tller goal line--before stopping.If you had been going' just five miles perTour faster, you would go an extra60 feet, into the grandstand. And if you had been going 15 mph faster (70mph) you wouldn't be able to stop until you were way up in the cheap seatsor out of the stadium altogether.
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.WHEiE DOES WIVIDUAL JUDGMENT COME INTO THE PICTURE?

When yOu know about the "law" that governs stopping distance, you'can
then use good judgment about how-fast.to drive. Remember, your judgment is.
important because the posted limit may be too high. You'll have to judge
what the right speed is when you're driving in less-than-ideal conditions.
Key things to take into consideration in choosing the right speedAre:

o pavement conditions
o: .shape of the road
o visibility and weather conditions
o other traffic around you.

Pavement Conditions

The bottom line when it comes to keeping your car under control is
traction--the grip of your tires on the road. After all, the only contact
you have with the road is those four rubber circles. To get an idea of how
fragile that important connection may be, look at your hand. Now turn it
over and spread the fingers slightly. What you see is about the size of the
area each tire hasiin touch with the road. Your safe* depends on keeping
that small area in touch with the road.

Wet Roads

Wet roads cut your traction way back. In facti-they can double your
stopping distance. At lower speeds, the tread in the tires can wipe away
the water on the road and keep "in touch." But at higher Needs or when the
rain is heavy, the tires meet more Mater than they can dearwith. They .

can't wipe it away fast enough and they start to lose traction. Sometimes,
this gets to the point where the tires are hopelessly overmatched--they end
up riding on a film of water, not touching the road at all. That's called
hydroplaningit's just as though your car is waterskiing, and at that
stage, your control over the car is absolutely zilch.

Since you can't control how fast the rain comes down, the only thing
you can do is control your speed. A good rule of thumb: Drive at least 5
to 10 mph slower on wet pavement than you would avrdry pavement. That will
give your tires a fighting chance to keep their hold on the road.

While you should always cut your speed below normal when the roads are
wet, it's good to keep in mind that pavement is extra slick just after the
rain has begun to fall, especially when it's hot out and there -hasn't been
any rain for a while. The reason you need to be extra cautious about your
speed.at these times is that, during the first 10 or 15 minutes of a shower,
your tires have to contend with more than just plain water. At the start of
a storm, rain mixes with oil that has seeped from the pavement and dropped
from cars. Add in dirt, dust and rubber traces from earlier drivers, and
you're talking about one very slick goo. Until more rain can wash this
stuff away, you'll need to be extra careful--especially at intersections
where cars and trucks have been stopped and had more time to leave a little
more gunk on the road.

.230
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Icy, Snow Roads

Everyone knows what snow and ice can do to traction. And most everyone,knows the kinds of places to watch for unexpected patches of ice and snow...-in shaded areas, on overpasses and bridges. These spots are the first tofreeze and the last to thaw--making them extra treacherous when the rest ofthe road is clear.

What most people don't know about Alriving on ice and snow is when it ismost dingeroue. A lot of folks think it must get more slippery the.colderit gets. Wrong! The worst time to be driving on snow or ice is when thetemperature is right around freezing. When the thermometer hovers near 32',snow and ice start to melt and are covered with a layer of water. The com-bination of water and ice is much slicker than dry ice.

While you'll want to be extra cautious in trouble areas and when thetemperature is right around freezing, good guidelines for handling speed onicy or snowy roads are: Reduce your speed by half on packed snow; slow to acrawl on ice. This will give you the room you'll need if you have to.stop.

Shape of the Road

Besides adjusting speed for the way weather affects the road surface,you also have to pick a speed that's safe for the shape of the road.' Remem-ber, when you.head into a curve, the car still wants to go straight ahead- -that's where its momentum is taking it. The faster you're going, thegreater the car's tendency to keep going straight. Again, there is only asmall area of rubber to hold you on the road, and in a curve the tires arefighting each. other- -the front tires are trying to convince the. beck two tomake that curve. If you head into the curve too fast, the back tires aregoing to win
tb4Ngattle--there's simply too much momentum for the good guysup front to

What you want to do, then, is to make sure you lower your speed beforeyou enter the curve. If you wait until you're in the curve to brake, youjust increase the chapces of going into a skid for making one worse). Why?Because of traction.
Yoyr traction is already under stress as you forceyour car into a turn. Braking only increases the stress.

Hitting a curve:at a reasonable speed is a little harder to do if thecurve crops up while you're traveling downhill. Here, gravity pitches inwith some extra straight-ahead momentum that your front wheels can do with-/ out. Give them some help by braking sooner and going into the curve moreslowly than you would on level ground.

Visibility

Just as stopping distance has little to do with a person", reflexes, soit has little to do with how keen your eyesight is. No matter how good youreyes are, sometimes they can't see--around a curve, over 4 hill, or through
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a building, for instance. All this mounts up to another important factor in
helping you judge how fast is safe--visibility. One simple rule tells it.
all: At any speed, the distance you can see ahead must be no less than the
distance you'll need to stop. In other words, the harder it is for you to
seethe road ahead, the slower you should be going. If your vision is
blocked or limited in any way, you'll have to cut your speed to deal with
the problem.

What kinds of things make it tough for drivers to see?

Darkness--Never drive so fast that you can't stop within the space
you can see ahead with your fights. Most headlighti let you see
clearly only about 250 feet ahead--the distance it takes to stop a
car traveling 50 mph. This means that if there is no light avail- wis

able other than that thrown out by your lights, you can't drive
faster than 50 mph and still be safe.

Sun Glare--When you're driving straight into a low sun, Ws
really hard to see what's happening of you. Cut your speed so
that you'll have time to react to any troubles that may be hidden
in the glare.

Rain, Fog, Snow--It takes about 90 feet to stop your car when you
are going 30 mph. In very heavy 'rain, snow or fog, you may not be
able to see any further than that. If you can't, you also can't
drive safely at any higher speed.

0

Trees, Bushes, Buildings--These obstacles can hide what's ahead
ound turves and at intersections, where cars can zip out without

warning.

Hills and Curves--Aside from the problems they pose for traction,
hills and curves have another trick up their sleeve: You ,can't
see what's happening on the other side. Suppose a car is stalled
on the road just over the hill, or maybe some nut coming your way
is trying to pass in your lane of a curve. You have to adjust
your speed as you come to the hill or curve so you will have time
to stop or get out of the way.

Parked Cars--Cars parked along the side of the road can keep you
from seeing what's them (like someone who is going to open his
door right in front7f you) and what's behind' them (like a kid
about to dash across the street without looking for you). Be4ides
giving parked cars plenty of room, you need to slow down enough
that you can stop quickly.

Other Traffic Around You

Another thing that should influence your decision on how fast to drive
is the other vehicles on the road: how close they are and hoW fast they are
going.

SM-6
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How cloie other vehicles are is important because of stopping distance.41 If you're following too closely, you won't be able to stop in time if thedriver ahead has to slam on the brakes suddenly. By adjusting your speed tokeep at least a two-second.following distance, you'd never have to make asplit-second judgment about how to react to a sudden problem ahead., Thedanger of making split-second decisions is that they are apt to be wrong. Adriver's first reaction to a problem, for instance, is usually to hit thebrakes. But panic braking can lock the wheels, leaving the driver withoutany control over the car. A two-second gap gives you time to decide.whether
or not braking is the best move to make and distance to make yourbest move--without panic.

The second factor that 'should be considered is ho ast the other guysare going. The safest and most basic rule for sh the road with otherdrivers is: Go with the flow; blend with other affic around you. Thismeans not traveling much slower or much faster t an others.

Some divers are too antsy to go with the flow--traffic is always mov-ing too slowly to suit their taste4 So, they start zigzagging in and outof traffic, passing everyone who gets in their way. In doing this, driversrisk having an accident every time they pass another car. Truer it may notbe a big chance, but when they pass one car after another, the chances startto add up.

Blending in can save you a lot of gas and money, too. Going fasterthan other traffic usually means having to slow down for slower vehicles,then speeding up to dodge around them and ass. This causes a lot of wearand tear on your car and wastes gas in a b Going with the flow andfollowing at an adequate distance lets you smoo out your ,driving. Ithelps you spot slow-moving vehicles or traffic tie-ups well aheid and leavesyou time to adjust to it smoothly--by changing lanes or slowing gradually.At the very least, you won't have to slam on your brakes and risk a skid.More likely, it will let you make a smooth lane change without having to cutyour speed. Keeping a steady speed offers a big bonus. Constantly changingspeeds by as little as 5 mph can rob you of a mile per gallon. The constantslowing an accelerating that are part and parcel of zigzagging will haveyou going bac to the gas pump a lot sooner than you would if you blend iand drive stea y.

Another roblem with constant passing is that it increases your visi-
bility--not for seeing, but for being seen...b3 police. The best way toblend with traffic--and avoid tickets-=is to pick thi lane where traffic ismoving at a speed that makes you most comfortable and keeps you legal. On .
expressways, for instance, use the left lane for passing, the center lanesfor cruising, and the right lane for entering or leaving thvaiad. By drivinq in the lane where traffic is moving at a comfortable, legal speed, ycut your chances of letting fast-moving cars "seduce" you into driving everthe limit.
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SPEED AND RISKS "lb

So fir we've covered three basic,principles. for managing speed:

o stay within the posted limit;

o adjust speed, to weather and visibility

o adjust speed to other traffic.

If you take these principles to heart, you can save yourself stress, gas,
and wear and tear on your car. You'also can eliminate a very important
risk--that of being ticketed fof* any of the "big three" speed-related viola-

4 tions:

o driving over the limit

o driving too fast for conditions

o following too closely.

hat the Big Deal About Getting i Ticket?

Well, for starters, consider the consequences: the time lost while
you're polled off the road, the extra time lost if a court appearance is
called for, the embarrassment of being "caught" (especially if friends are
riding with you). And what about the reaction at the home front? Not too
many parents are thrilled to learn their kids are buAllog up the road, aid
it can be tough getting anywhere if you're grounded.

In addition to these drawbacks, speed-related tickets carry other pena-
lties that are more easily measured--in cash. The ticket itself could run
you $30 or more. But that's a mere pittance compared to what happens with
insurance. Just one ticket can boost your insurance rate by as much as 40
percent of base rate. And, you know, one "funny" thing about tickets is
that they seem to come in bunches. Statistics show that drivers with one
ticket are twice as likely to get another as drivers with clean records.
What isn't so funny about that is that a second ticket at your age can bump
your insurance payments up to $1,000 a year. And you'll be stuck with,thaj
bill for as long as the tickets are carried on your record--in most states'
that's a period of three years.

And, of course, there's alwaysmlicensing action: (Most states dori4t
wait as long as they do for older drivers when they see just a few tickets
on a teenager's record. They.can move quicklY to restrict, suspend, 'or even
revoke your license.

SO THE MAIN TROUBLE WITH SPEEDING IS GETTING A TIEKET?

Not quite. Getting caught is one risk of speeding. But the bigger
risk is that of having an accident. The accident risk of speeding is, after
all, the reason for speed laws in the first place. Going over the limit,
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going too fast for conditions, and following too closely were made illegal
for one simple,TIme4ling reason--because they're flat out dangerous.

We've already mentioned that excess speed is a factor in more than two-
thirds orall accidents. But did you know that "driving too fast for condi-
tions" is the major cause of crashes? And if you think most rear-end colli-
sions are caused by drivers who dote off or don't look where they're going,
think gain. It's failure to maintain an aftquate following distance that
most often causes rear-end collisions.

Why Does Speed Figure in so Many Crashes?

You can figure that out from what we've already said about how it takes
time to make the right choice in reacting to a problem. And don't forget
how frequent passing and sudden braking and accelerating in traffic in-
creases the opportunities for' accidents to happen. What you may not know is
Just how much speeding. increases your chances of being killed if you have an
accident. Studies show, for instance, that as your speed increases from 55
mph to 65 mph, your risk of being killed in a crash doubles. If you'rein a
crash at 75 mph, youeare three times more likely to be killed than if Ybu
had been going 55 mph. These numbers bear out an important fact of driving:
The higher the speed, the greater the impact in a crash. And the greater
the impact, the greater.the chance of death or serious injury. This means e'
that the slower you go, the less severe the.consequences of a crash. Your
odds of surviving are better, and, if you are hurt, your injuries are apt to
be much less serious.

Of course, a crash doesn't have to come at high speeds to be bad news.
Let's say you're driving a little too fast for conditions and a car comes
across a blind intersection in front of you. You donq have time to see if
it's safe to change lanes to avoid the crash, so you hit the brakes and come
almost to a stop before you hit the other car. Luckily, no one is hurt;
it's only a "fender bender." Pardon? Dick you say "only" a fender bender?
Maybe you haven't priced fenders lately. Even'a "minor" rear-end collision
can cost hundreds of dollars nowadays.

And what about injuries? In "minor" accidents, drivers often escape
unhurt. Their passengers, however, often suffer "minor" injuries. Unfortu-
nately, by definition, "minor" injuries include more than humps and bruises..
Start thinking about things like sprains, fractures, broken bones, and
worse. Now think about how likely your friend is to think of his broken
nose as a minor, inconvenience.

MAYBE MOST LIMITS ARE GOOD, BUT 55 MPH?

The 55 mph speed limit and 'its effects make a great case for the cash
and safety benefits of lower speeds. The National Maximum Speed Limit was

* imposed, you will recall, as a fuel conservation measure--a response to the
1973 Arab oil embargo.
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But while the national speed limit was "sold" initial}y on its fuel-saving merits, it produced an even more important benefit in the field ofsafety.

IWHAT ARE THE SAFETY RESULTS OF 55 WHY

In the first three years after the national limit went into effect(1974-1976), annual traffic deaths in the country, averaged 9,000 fewer thanin the three years earlier. At least half of,this decrease-4,500 lives ayear--was due to the speed limit. If, for some reason, that number doesn'timpress you too much, congner that it means one life saved every 2 hours.Life insurance companies don't heed any more convincing when it comes to 55mph--they know it works. Since the speed limit was lowered, their tablesshow the life expectancy of mericans as gone up.

Perhaps as important as ilts life-saving qualities is the 55 mph speedlimit's effect on they extent of injuries suffered in crashes. Even with 55mph, auto accidenq ape the leading cause of crippling injury in thiscountry. But 55,Mprhas made a big difference.

Before the speed limit went into effect, cars on our highways weretraveling at an average speed of a little more than 60 mph. Today theaverage highway speed has dropped seven percent, to just under 56 mph. Atthe same time, spinal cord injuries suffered in auto accidents have plunged60-70 percent, a drop of about two-thirds.
Another common result :11f carcrashes is head injuries. Since the advent of 55 mph, however, headinjuries have been reduced by about 90,000 per year.
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SO WHY DO PEOPLE STILL SPEED?

That's a good question. A lot of people speed because they don't know.
the dangqrsithat go with speeding. And a lot .of people speed out of a false
sense of "securitythey think speeding accidents, even tickets, are things #that happen only to "the other guy," never to them. Well, by this time youknow all about the dangers. And you're too smart to fall for the ."otherguy" trap. But speeders have been known to come up with some other

. "reasons" for speeding. They're wOrth looking at.

Reason #1. "I had to get there in a hurry. /
'The trouble with this "reason" is that is assumes speeang will get you

where you want to go faster. Kne times out of ten, it won't In city
traffic, the traffic lights and the other cars force speeders into a slow*
down/speed up pattern that destroys any chance of trimming more than a few
seconds off their travel time. In the meantime, these drivers are succeed-ing in:

o eating up gas

o punishing their cars c.

o increasing the odds of being picked iv for running a light or
driving recklessly

o increasing the odds of causing an accident

o generally annoying other drivers, making them. want to do some-
thing equally foolish to git back at the speeder.

The case for speeding on the highways isn't strong either. Most trips,
even on highways, are too short for 1peed to make it big difference-in totaltravel time. Even on longer trips, the time saved is almost nil. Drivinaat 6$ mph rather than 55 mph, for instance, will save only nine minutes outof an hour's driVing--and'that's assuming that you can keep a steady 65 mph,
which Isn't likely. The actual time saved ends up being only about five
minutes. Is that small amount of time really worth running the risks noted
above? Is it worth the kingl of time that is lost by speeding--the reaction
-time that is so critical to handling 'emergencreTsafely?

Reason 12: 'I was just driving the same speed as everyone else."

This excuse won't get you anywhere with the police for the simple rea-
son that they know youare the only person responsible for how fast you
drive. It's a very sir matter to drive in another lane, where traffic isslower. After all, going with the flow doesn't mean finding the fastest
movinars and tagging along no matter how high their. speed.



States keep careful records of how fast traffic isimoving on the high-ways. According to the most recent fi4ures barely half (52 percent) of tbe'people on the roads are going over 55 mph. And those that are are speedingso slightly thit thby hope no one will- notlee. The average speed bf alldrivers on the highways is now only 55.9 mph. think peop4 can trulysay, "No one obeys the limit?" It's nothing more than a convenient excusethat sounds nice, but. just doesn't jibe with the facts.

Reason #3: I just need to blow off some s4aw.and relix.

Again, this "reason" just won't wash. Driving involves making respon-sible decisions--a lot of them., And it's hard to do that when you're angry .-or upset: That's when people do foolish things, either because they're in aMood to take risks they wouldn't ordinarily even consider taking or becausethey're so preoccupied with their private thoughts they don't pay attentionto what they're doing and what others on or near.. the road are doing.

Besides, speeding doesn't help people relax. In fact, it only getsthem more wound up. In this aeta,-speed can be as deceiving as alcbhol.Alcohol leaves you with the feeling of being elated and "on top of thinos,".whereas it is really a depressant.
Similarly, speesling makes some people"feel" relaxed, but it really is doing nothing but adding more stress--thestress of having to do more things and worry about more things more quickly'than usual.

. People who really want to blow off ste are much better off doingsomething more physically demanding than ing. Go for a longlialk. Dopush-ups. Do just about anything but drive. Driving is an aTmtist com-pletely mental exercise. When someone's mind is upset, behind the wheel Js.the last place ft should be. -*.

.
, .

Reason #4: 'It wasn't me. My friends kept egging me on to go faster." .

Not so strangely, the last excuse is one that's hardly ever voiced byolder drivers. It's also one of the hardest reasons to counter, mainlybecause At's so unreasonable to begin with. And while national surveys ofhigh school students have shown repeatedly that the vast majority of teen-agers are more at ease when driven at lower speeds (and more impressed bycareful, rather than high-speed, driving) these findings are of no comfortto those whose friends are, indeed, among the "vocal minority" on the speedissue.

Does this mean that Reason #4 is unanswerable, then? No, not by a longshot. In fact, there are two major flaws In this type of reasonfhg..

The first flaw is an assumption: That drivers are somehow relieved oftheir responsibilities as a driver if they are outvoted by their passengers.Unfortunately, the results of speeding aren't bound by such democratic con-siderations. Only one person is given a ticket- -the driver. Only one
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-
person

/

has to pay the ticket and meet the other financial' responsibilitiesimposed (like insurance premiums). It may not seem fair, but while everyoneis free to voice an opinion *bout how to drive, it's the driver--and the
driver alone-.-who shoulders the responsibility for what kind of driving it .done. . 4

A

'The second flaw in Reason #4 is that it flies in the face of- all thevalid arguments against speeding. It-implies that the economic, fuel, andsafety peneftts of driving at a safe, legal speed4omehow don't hold true if
passengers want to disregard them. Well, everyone knows that doesn't hap-pen. Righ speeds hold high risks, no matter what' the reason for speedihg.The only effeq of giving in to others when a driver knows better is to makethe driver feel weak and And if the worst should happen--ifthere's a crash and someone gets scarred or crippled--it's the driver who isviewed as tRe on who could have prevented it all

THE REAL QUESTION("
t

i .
... .

1 _
When you add up everything 'you know ,about speed--the problems asspci-ated wi 'th it and the simple, sensible ways to. manage.your driving so thatthose problems don't arise--therelreally only one question left to ask:

s SPEEDING... WHY?

4'
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WHAT I KNOW ABOUT SPEEDING

"44e.

Use the answer sheet. 'Nowt the correct answer to each question.

1. A major factor engineers consider in setting speed limits on curves is:
... . ...a. Distance drivers can see ahead.

b. Traffic volume.
c. How pedestrians use the area:

lo

2. Speed limit signs show the vafest maximum speed' under:

a. All conditions.
b. Nomal conditions.
c. Poor conditions.

The' main reason for driving slower at night is:

a. More accidents happen at night.
ib. YQU can't see as far ahead..

/

c. Night driving causes a lot of stress.

/

A

4. The most important safety consideration in selecting a speed to drive is:

a. The ppsted speed limit.
b. The distance ahead for stowing. t
c. The speed other traffic is going.

5. If driven at 55 rather than 65, most cars will get:

a. Two percent better gas mileage:
b. Ten, percent better gas mileage.
c. . Twenty percent better gas mileage.

r\

6. For normal driving conditions, the factor which,most influences stoppingdistance is:

a. Vehicle speed.
b. Driver reflexes.
c. Type of tires.
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7. At 20 mph on a dry road it takes. about 50 feet?ito stop.. How many feet willit take on a wet road?

a. About the sane, 50 feet.
b. About one-half more distance, 75 feet.
c. About double the distance, 100 feet.

. 1.
8. On multiple-lane roads, the safest practice is to:

a. Drive the speed limft.'
b. Change lanes to keep a constant speed. ,

C. Drive in a lane with traffic going about the same speed.

4. As you reach the top of a hill on a two-lane road, you should:

a. Increase accelerator pressure.
b. Maintain accelerator pressure.
c. Reduce accelerAtor pressure.

10. Driving more slowly.than the traffic flow:

a. Usually decreiSes the chance of an accident.
b, Usually %creases the chance of an accident.
c. Has no effect on the chance pf accidents.

,

11. As speed increilses from 55 to 65 mph, risk of being in ih accident:

a. Remains the same.
b. Increases slightly.
c. Doubles.

4.

L. The most important
reason for reduC"Ipg speed by, -to 10 mph on wet pavementis to:

a. Prevent skidding.
b. Reduce needed stopping istance.
c. live other drivers more space.,

4 13. 'On a trip that normally takes an hour at 55 mph, how much time could yousave by, driving.60 mph?

a. A few minutes.
b.' About 10 minutes.
c. More than 10 minutes.

1
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14. When leaving a freeWay, the safett prtice is to slow down:

a. Just before you reach the exitlane, ' ...,

.it

b. Just after you enter the exit.li.
c. At the end of the exit lane.

15. The most fuel efficient speed range for the average passengerve.hicle is:

e

a. 25-30 mph.
b. 35-40 mph.
c. 45-55 mph.

16. The safest practice to follow when adjusting speed for curves is:

a. .eake throughout the curve.
b. Brake just before the curve.
c. Crake only at the sharpest part Of the curve.

17. Which one of the following causes the greatest number of crashes?

a. Driving too fastlor conditions.
.

b. Driving above the speed limit.
c. Driving low.thb speeds of other traffic.

18. While goingodownhill, the safest practice is to:

a. Drive slightly slower than other traffic.
b. Drive slightly faster than other traffic.
c. Drive at the same speed as other traffic.

19. When entering a freeway in an acceleration lane, the safest driving practice
is:

a. Drive the legal limit-ton the freeway.
b. Drive about 10 miles an hour below the speed limit on the freeway.
c. Drive about the same speed as other vehicles on the freeway.

20. The total stopping distance)for a car traveling at 55 mph is:

a. About one-half the length of a football field, 50 yards.
b. About the length of a whole football field, 100 yar s.
c. Greater than tP%.length of a football field, over 1 0 yards.
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Use the answer sheet. Nark the correct answer to each question.

Q

Ow"

NNAT I KNOW ABOUT SPEEDING 1 B

4

1. The most important safety consideration in selecting a speed todrive is:
.

a. The posted speed limit.
b. The distance ahead for stopping.
c. The speed other traffic is going.

2. If the stopping distance at 20 mph Alio feet, the stopping distance at 40mph is:

a. Twice as much, 100 feet.
b. Three times as much, 150 feet.
c. Four times as much, 200 feet.

3. After moving into a new lam, the safest practice is to drive:

a. Slightly faster then traffic in the new lane.
b. Slightly slower than traffic in the new lane.c. At the same speed as traffic in the new lane.

4. The highestlft is achieved ,by:

a. Maintaining a constant speed.
b. Averaging a specific speed.
c. Varying speed two to three miles per hour.

5. On a trip 10 miles in length, by driving 60 mph rather than 55 mph, youcould save about:

a. 1 minute.
ob. 10 minutes.

,c. 15 minutes.

6. The most important reason for reducing speed by 5 to 10 mph on wet pavementis 67--

a. Prevent .skidding.
b. Reduce needed stopping distance.
c. Give other driyers more space.4



7. As speed increases from 55 to 65 *ph, risk of being killed in an accident:.

a. Remains the same.
b. Increases slightly.
c. Doubles.

8. A major reason speed limits are lower for curves is:

a. You can't see as far ahead.
b. Stopping distance is greater on curves.
c. Oncoming traffic tends to swerve into your lane.

y. Speed limit signs show the-safest maximum speed for:

a. Poor weather conditions.
b. Good weather conditions.

1c. All weather conditions.

10. At 20 mph on a dry road it takes about 50 feet to stop. How many feet will
it take on a wet road?

a. About the same, 50 feet.
b.° About one-half more distance, 75 feet.
c. About double the distance, 100 feet.

11. For normal driying condition, the factor which most influences stopping
distance is:

a. Vehicle speed.
b. Driver reflexes.
c. Type of tires.

12. When entering an expressway from an entrance ramp, the safest practice is
tl:

a. Stop at the end of the ramp and select a gap.
b. Stop midway on the ramp and'select a gap.
c. Avoid stopping, drive the ramv, and select a gap.

13. The safest practice to follow when adjusting speed for curves is:

a. Brake throughout the curve.
b. Brake just before the curve.
c. Brake only at the sharpest part of the curve.
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14. Which one cif\the following is th.e most important factor engineers use in
setting a roadway speed limit.

a. Vehicle deiign.
b. Vehicle stopping capability.
c. Amount of traffic.

15. When leaving a freeway, the safest practice is to slow down:

a. Just before you reach the exit lane.
b. Just after you enter the exit lane.
c. At the end of the exit lane.

16.' Driving more slowly than the traffic flow:

a. Usually decreases the chance of an accident.
b. Usually increases the chance of an accident.
c. Has no effect on the chance of accidents.

\

17. Which one of the following causes the greatest number of crashes?

a.. Driiing too fast for conditions.
b. Driving above the speed limit.
c. Driving below the speeds of other traffic.

18% The most fuel efficient speed range for the average passenger vehicle is:

a. 25-30 mph.
b. 35-40 mph.
c. 45-55 mph.

19. As you reach the top of a hill on a two-lane road, you should:

a. Increase 'accelerator pressure.
b. Maintain accelerator pressure.
c. Reduce accelerator pressure.

20. The main reason for driving slower at night is:

a. More accidents happen at night.
b. You can't see as far ahead.
c. Night driving causes a lot of stress.
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ANSWERS

- 0

KNOWLEDGE - SPEEDING

(A) (B)

1. a 1. b

2. b 2. b

3. 3. c

4. b 4. a

5. b 5. a

6, a 6. b

7, c 7.

8. c 8, a

9. 9. b

10. b 10. c

11. c 11. a

12. b 12. c

13. a 13. b

14. c 14. b

15. b 15. b

16. b 16. b

17. a 17, a

18. c 18. b

19. c 19. c

20. b 20, b

fp,
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WHAT I BELIEVE ABOUT SPEEDING

Use the answer sheet. Circle the answer that best represents what you believe
or would do.

1. If I were speeding, I would be

worried about getting.a ticket:

a. Almost always.
4

b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

2. If friends toTime to drive very
fast, I would probably refuse:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

3. If a driver is experienced,

driving over the speed limit
would be unsafe:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.

d. Almost never.

4. If I resisted a passenger's
pressure to speed, other
passengers would agree with me:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never. 4W

5. When other drivers speed, I feel

they should get a ticket:

a. Almost always.
Frequently.

c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

6. Posted speed limits are high
enough:

a. Almost alway
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

7. If I were a couple of minutes
late, I would obey the speed
limit:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

A

8. If I were in a crash while speed-
ing, I would be badly injured:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently. A
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

9. When driving with friends, I

would stay within the speed
limit:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

10. Driving above the speed l'mit is

not worth it:

a. Almost always.
h. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.



11. I would encourage other drivers'
to stay within the speed limit:

16. Driving faster than the speed
limit is unsafe:

a. Almost alwais.
a. Almost always.b.' Frequently.
b. Frequently.c. Sometimes.
c. Sometimes.d. lmost never.
d. Almost never.

12. If I were the only driver on the.
expressway, I would obey the
speed limit:

17. If I got a speeding ticket, my
parents would be angry:

a. Almost always.a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.c.

d.
Sometimes.
Almoltnever.

d. Almost never.

13. When riding with someone who has
had speeding tickets, I would
feel nervous:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

14. If a friend told me to slow down,
I would probably do so:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

15. If I crashed while speeding and
injured d friend, my other
friends would blame me:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
:J. Almost never.

18. When I am a passenger, I feel it
would he unsafe to speed:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

19. The 55 mph speed limit should be
enforced:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

20. When driving alone, I would stay
within the speed limit:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.
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WHAT I BELIEVE ABOUT SPEEDING

Use the answer sheet. Circle the answer that best represents what you believeor would do.

1. Posted speed limits are high
enough:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

2. If I crashed while speeding, my
, car would be totaled:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

3. When riding with a ceeding
driver, I would ask him to slow
down:

6. The 55 mph speed limit should be
enforced:

a. Almost always.
b. y Frequently.

c.. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

7. If others tried to make a driver'
go faster, I would disagree:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.

.

c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

8. If a driver got a ticket because
I told him to speed, I would feel
responsible:

a. Almost always.
a. Almost always.b. Frequently.
b. Frequently.c. Sometimes.
c. Sometimes.d. Almost never.
d. Almost never.

4. If I were in a hurry, fear f an
accident would limit my spe d:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

5. Good, driving skil's mean fast
driving would be :..safe:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes
d. Almost never.

SO-Bi

9. If I were speeding, I would worry
about naving an 'am

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.

.d. Almost never.

10. In bad weather, drivers should
drive slower than the posted
speed:
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a. Aim( ,t always
b. Frequently
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.



11. When riding with a driver who
constantly speeds, most of my
friends would be afraid:

b.

c.

d.

Almost always.
Frequently.
Sometimes.
Almost never.

12. If ',were the only driver on the
road, I would obey the speed
limit:

a. Almost always
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

13. If I were speeding, I would prob-
ably get a ticket:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

14. When most other drivers are
speeding, it would be unsafe to
speed:

a. Almost always.
b.. Frequently.
s. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

15. When driving with parents, I
would stay within the sink
limit:

a. Almbst always.
b. ,Frequently. /
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.
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16. If I were dritling on a road I
.knew well, I would ()trey the speed
limit:

' a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never:.

17. When people drive ov- e speed
limit, their chancdir of being in
a crash are increased:

a. Almost always.
b.4. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

18. If I were speeding, my passen-
gers' safety would be a concern:

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

19. If I were in a crash at a high
speed, I would be seriously
injured:'

a. Almost always.
b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.

20. If friends told me to drive fas-
ter, I would refuse:

a. Almost always.
.b. Frequently.
c. Sometimes.
d. Almost never.



SCORING KEY.

ATTITUDE - SPEEDING

The following values are assigned to each ansar on either form:

a = 3 points

b = 2 points
c = 1 point
d = 0 points

Higher total scores indicate more positive (desirable)
attitudes regardingsafety restraints.
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE
PEDESTRIAN/CYCLIST HAZARD PERCEPTION MODULE

BACKGROUND . .

The number of pedestrian, bicycle, moped and motorcycle road-usersis increasing each year, as more and more Americans respond to theenergyproblem with transportation alternatfves. While such a respbnse ts commendable,it does make it more important for traffic safety educators to prepare stu-dents for encounters with these road-uiers. This is particularly true con-sidering the greater probability of severe injury or death in accidents in-volving pedestrians or cyclists.

This pedestrian/cyclist hazard perception module has been designed asa supplement to general hazard perception instruction normally included incurrent driver education programs. Although focusing on the perception ofpotential hazards rather than the proper responses to them, the content ofthe module may provide a link between hazard perception and sVate managementas well.

In Aeltivity #1, a' 10 minute slide/tape presentation (see attachedscript), students are exp.sed to a broad array of "clues" which eitherindicate that a conflict with a pedestrian or cyclist is particularly likely,or allow the driver to predict their behavior, and in that way avoid aconflict. The clues presented are of three types:

o Situational clues--Generally part of the driving environment,situational clues may either clue a driver to expect to
encounter a. pedestrian or cyclist (e.g., around parks or resi-dential areas), or once such road users are spotted, to ant4ci-pte enviroC.Intal conditions which may influence their
behavior to create a path conflict (e.g., obstacle ahead).

o Characteristic clues--Characteristics of the road-users,
alone a40 in relation to their (two-wheeled) vehiclesj may'clue the driver to expect hazardous behavior (e.g., due todistraction or inexperience).

o Activity clues s--14 act sties in which pedestrians and cyclists
are engaged can/flue 6ivers to anticipate path conflicts(e.g., due to distraction or quick movements).

In Activity #2, students are presented with a series of six slidesdepicting of various pedestrian/cyclist hazard clues. In classdiscussillh, students are asked to identify the various hazard clues presentin each scene, and to explain what hazards might develop in each case (i.e.,why there is a potential hazard).
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LESSON PLAN

Time Allotted: 30 minutes

Instructional Objectives

o Each student should know and recognize the situational, characteristit
and activity cities which indicate that a conflict with a pedestrian°
or cyclist is particularly likely.

o Each student should believe that accidents involVing cars ad pedestri-
ans or cyclists can be avoided.

Materials

o Slide/tape presentation--"Hazard Clues You Can Use." (10 minutes)

o Six problem-solving slides

o 35mm slide projector

o Cassette-tape recorder (synchronized to projecto4

Student Preparation: None

Sequence of Activities

Activity #1 (15 minutes) View Slide/Tape "Hazard Clues You Can Use."

o Set the stage by asking students how many are sometimes pe4estrians,
bicyclists, moped or motorcycle riders. Ask why the hink
important for drivers to take special care to avoid accidents with
these road-users (answer -- risk of severe injury). Emphasize that
such accidents involving pedestriaps and cyclists cante avoided if
drivers pay attention to the right "clues". 10

o Show slide/We presentation. (If a tape recorder/projector synchrc
nizer is unavailable, the slides may be advanced manually using the
attached script.)
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Activity #2 (15 minutes) Problrm-solving Slides

o Answer questions students Might have regarding the content of theslide/tape Pesentation.

o Tell students that they will now be shown a ries f slides inwhich there are hazard clues of the type covered in the slide tapepresentation. For each scene, they should be able to answer thesethree questions:

a. What are the hazard clues in the scene?

b. What outcomes do they clue you to expect and why are theyhazardous?

c. What should the driver do in each case?

o Discuss slides #1 - 6 along the lines suggested in the discussionguide which follows.

Discussion Guide

The scenes depicted in the problem-solving slides are intended to reinforceand generalize recognition of the clues introduced in the slide/tape presenta-tion. They will also provide an opportunity for the instructor to explain ingreater detail why certain situations are indeed hazardous, and discuss thetransition from hazard recognition to proper response.

Points which may be brought out in discussing each slide are suggested .below:

Slide #1. The most basic clue here is situational--driving down a resi-dentfiraFget you are likely to meet childreh on foot and on bikes. Morespecific clue's are parked cars between driveways, shadows, and a curved road-way; all restrict visibility and reaction time. That is the hazard--noreaction time. The proper response is to reduce speed and keep a sharpeye out.

Slide #2. The situatioKop4 is similar to #1, with the addition of achildTOTTiyground on the left. Thus, children are even more likely torun across the driver's path, with parked cars and a bend in the road againobstructing visibility. Proper response -- reduced speed and caution.

Slide #3. Introduce this scene by stating that we are following thestation wagon at 20 mph. While the *situation is again residential, oncewe've spotted the pedestrian on the right, tAere are activity and character-istic clues which are ore informative. The pedestrian appears to be intend-ing to cross °.a street, yet is not looking in our direction (i.e., lack of
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awareness). Point out that when a pedestrian's attention
waiting for one car to pass, he will often forget to look
(i.e., distraction). The brush and curve of the road has
the pedestrians view in this case.

Slide #4. Uhile the driver's view here is good, theCyclistt have
theirThiarfo us. They are also approaching an obstacle (parked car) on
the right which will cause them to move toward' the, center of the road.
Of partiCular relevance here is the group aaracteristic of theriders.
The instructor should point out that groups Oftenwish to stay together,
and sometimes take extra risks to do so. In addition, there is often a
"follow the leader" effect, where subsequent riders or pedestrians merely
follow those ahead, rather than checking for themselves to see if it is
safe. In this scene, the first two Milers may get past the parked car
safely, but those in the rear may not make it before our oar arrives.
Proper response -- slow to allow riders to pass the obstruction.

Slide 0: The main clue here is the rider's activity. He probably
intends'to h nge lanes for a.left turn, ahead. Recognizing that, there
are other Jues to make us even more wary. His one hand on the handle-

. bars is inadequate for safe control of hislifehicle. He is probably
picking up speed as he coasts down-hill, making control yet more diffi-
cult. And we can just make out the edge of the car's bumper on our
left. Only when the bike rider has safely cleared both lanes will he be
safe. Proper response -- slow to avoid passing bike until he is safely
to the left (past the other car) or returns to the right curb.

Slide #6. Introduce this scene by stating that we and the motorcycle
are both traveling at 50 mph down this road. The first clue here is
situational. The two cars backed up in the righelane indicate slow moving
vehicles. The motorcycle approaching may intend to pass without signal-'
ing, particularly since he's already to the left of the lane. The
additional clue in this scene is the passenger on the motorcycle, which
may block the driver's head check. If the cyclist hesitates (slows) before
changing lanes, and doesn't see us, we could be on top of him. Better
slow down and sae if he wants to pass in front of us.

is devoted-to'
for any others
also restricted
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HAZARD CLUES YOU CAN USE

1.. There man be little doubt, that on our streets and highways, a
car's world.

2. But drivers shouldn't forget that less protected road-users will
also cross their'path.

3., 4., 5., Drivers have a lot to do jult keeping out of the way of
other cars, so they tend to expect pedestrians, bicycle,
moped, and motorcycle riders to match out for themselves.

6. That;s a mistake. PedeStrians and cyclists do not look ouf for
themselves. And because they are so unprotecteTthey're much more
likely to be involved in accidents with severe injury or death.

7a. Now you can't spend all your time watching out for pedestrians
and Cyclist road-users when you're behind the wheel. Hut there
are some clues you can look for that will tell you when, trouble
is particularly likely. With these clues you can be ready to
react. Where can find .these clues:

7b. First, in the situations in which bther roe-users are found.

Second, in characteristics of the road-users themselves. \

And third, in the activities in which you see them engaged.

Let's start with pedestrians. Suppose you don't see any
pedetrians at all. Then, all of a-sudden. ..

9. there's one right in front of you, and almost no time to
react.

ti
10. If just a second before, you'd known what tolook for, a

problem might have been avoided. (pause) What are the clues
you should look for?

Here,s one. Parks and playgrounds mean kids.

12. So do schools...

!3. andresidential areas...'

I

clues that you're more likely than usual to meet children on foot.
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o characteristics
o activities
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"*.

15. And children will Often run to the call of the ice cream vendor.

16. stops are a clue to pedestrians in a hurry.

17. And when you're about to pass a delivery t uck...

do
18. or disabled vehicle, remember that somewhere nearby, a driver

has temporari becoMe a distracted pedestrian.

19. Crosswalks certainly attract crossing pedestrians. Though they're
designed for safety, they are also a clue to pdssible dangers.

t

. 2p. A car stopped in the next lane,

21. should clue you to expect a crossing pedestrian, especially at a
crosswalk.

22. Parked cars can hide pedestrians in the same way.

4

23. And on right turns,....

24. look for pedestrians overtaking you from behind.

25. (no narration)

26. Up to now, we've looked at the places where pedestrians might PEDESTRIAN
be expected 'to pop into your path. Once you spot pedestrians, CHARACTERISTIC
there may be one or more things about them that can clue you CLUES
to expect a problem.

27. Like how many there are--two or more pedestrians together are
anerally more of a risk than are individuals alone. They'll
tend to pay more attention to themselves...

28. Than to the roadway or on-coming cars.

"29. Age is another clue. Kids do weird things--even when they're
paying attention!
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30. Older folks deserve special attention too.
as quickly as they used to, r need to.

can't always move

31. Still, you can't really count on Expedestrian who is not aware .

that a car is coming.

32. Lack of ,awareness can make any PedestriaP a surprise guest. That's
why you should ask yourself this question--

33. "Does the pedestrian know I'm coming?" This guy wasn't even looking
in our direction. Maybe he assumed he'd hear a car approaching.

40bviously he was wrong.

34. And what if he did turn his head in our direction? Can we be sure
he saw us? Did he make eye contact? A pedestrian in a hurry can
look in your general direction without really seeing you. Unless
there's eye contact, assume you haven't been seen.

35. Of course, just making eye contact doesn't mean a pedesf' -ian will
stay out of your way.

36. He mey be thinking the same thing, and expecting you to avoid him!
You ooth might be wrong.

37. What pedestrians are doing can also provide clues.

38. k'nen pedestrians are walking on the wrong side of the roads
they're not likely to know you're coming up behind them.

39. Particularly if they're talking.

40. Horseplay combines lots of clues--number , age , lack of awareness.

41. Just seeing someone running in or near the road gives you two
reasons to be careful--first, they are likely to be distracted.
There's some reason why they're running.

42. Second, they've got extra speed with which to move into your path.

43. Talking about speed! Few runners can match the speed of bicycles
and mopeds.

HP-7
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44.- They spend more time in the road and can change position more quickly
than pedestrians.

45. Bike and moped riders are likely to appear in the same places as RIDER

pedestrians--around parks, playgrounds, schools, and residential SITUATIONAL

areas. CLUES

46. Especially when you .can see there are bikes around.

47. Of course bike paths and crossings are made for their use

48, and wlen you see one bike crossing your path...

49. be ready for another.

50. Right hand turns are a dangerous situation...

51. for cyclists on the sidewalk...

52. or in the street.

53. Here, parked cars should clue you...

54. to expect this rider to move into your lane to avoid them.

55. Street gratings are another obstacle bike riders will try to avoid.

56. Characteristics of riders also give clues--

57. age...

56. number...

59. and whether they see you.

60. (no narration)
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61. Some activity clues are unique to riders.

62. You mightbe getting ready to pass a bike when you see the
rider signal...

74
63. or even just look to his left. In either case, you should' be

ready for a quick left turn...

64. right into your path. (pause)

65. Kids fooling around on bikes,

66. and bike riders always pedalling hard, aren't always looking for
cars...

67. or stop signs.

68. Motorcycles are the fastest of two-wheeled vehicles. And they
spend as much"time in the road as cars do. They can be expected
to appear anywhere at any time.

RIDER
ACTIVITY
CLUES

69. But there are some situations where they are especially likely to MOTORCYCLEcause problems.
SITUATIONAL
CLUES

'3. Like heavy traffic. Impatient bikers will often slip between thelanes of slow moving automobiles.

71. Look out for them before you make that lane change!

72. Coming up on a slow moving vehicle, be ready for bikers moving
into gaps that larger, less maneuverable vehicles wouldn't even
consider.

73. Of course, motorcycles pay for their maneuverability in instability.Knowing that, there are other clues you'should look for.

74. Debris in the road which would merely be annoying to a car,
might actually cause a bike to go down.

7c.. So be ready for this.
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76. And though man's best friend, dogs on the loose often create dangerous
' interference to a motorcycle's path.

77. Railroad tracks aren't really a problem. But some riders prefer. to
take them at a 90 degree angle,

78. which may call for a position change.

79. Motorcycle instability is made even worse when the road is slick. limumwBalae°444%,ge.
On wet or icy roads,givebikersAore room to stop or maneuve gently,
particularly on curves.

80. For the same reason, you should also expect motorcycles to avoid
puddles or ice spots, just like other road obstacles.

81. There are also things about the motorcycle itself, and its rider, MOTORCYCLE
which can provide clues to the unexpected. CHARACTERISTIC

CLUES

82. You should never trust any, to turn just because its
signal is on...

83. but a motorcycle's turn signal does not cancel automatically.
It's therefore eyen more likely to be false.

When a biker's foot is on the ground, that's a clue he's not moving.
He's probably stalled and trying to start his bike, and you could
be on top of him before you know it.

A biker's feet can provide another clue--a sign of inexperience.
An inexperienced driver of ,any vehicle is more likely to lose
control or do something erratic, so give him room!

£6. The openness of a motorcycle rider may make hire vulnerable, but
also makes his actions easier to spot and use as clues.

47. Actions like turning the choke off, or the reserve gas tank on,
can distract the rider for a moment.

H. Or there may be something wrong, from tangled clothing...

c,. to a loose chain. Signs of distraction are signs of possible
trouble.
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90. Normal activities, like mirror checks...

91. and head checks, are also important to notice. Motorcycle riders
often feel so quick and maneuverable that they don't bother to
signal. (Long pause)

92. Pedestrians and cyclists depend on your detective skills for their REPEAT #12
safety. So try to use all the clues available---situations... (SChOOL)

93. characteristics... REPEAT #58
(GROUP OF BIKES).

94. and activities. REPEAT #89
(DISTRA^TED M.C.

95. Rememember, their fate is in your hands! ALLSTATE HANDS
HOLDING TOY

PED., BI,L, MC,PCC
AND MOTORCYCLE
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